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Photos Collection of 2010 Integration Stay 

*************************************************************************************************** 
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～Coordinator meeting～ 

looked serious, isn't it? 

♪♪in Poco-Poco dance practice～♪♪ Just a bit more till the day come！！ 
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The day of Integration Stay came！ 

～reception at the day～ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C o m e  f o r  r e g i str a t i o n   p l e

tration please ! 

Arrive in Osumi！！ 

～The opening ceremony～ 

～Ice-breaking～ 

Games for Self introduction 
World Wide ジェスチャーゲーム 
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~Study Group Section~ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

託児にて～ちゃいころさ

んと子供達～★ 

In nursery center, kids 

playing with 

Chaikoro-san♪ 
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～Dinner～ 

 

For Introduction of other culture section, started by Fashion show！ 
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The Broadcast Club members, 

always supporting sound 

system for the show 

The MC♪ 

Nepal 

Tanzania 

China 

Zambia 

China 

 Ifugao in 

Philippine 

 

Egypt 

Japan 

Malaysia 
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Dance time 
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～Symposium～ 

The meeting, one night before symposium 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Second day section, the Symposium 
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The panelists 

The translators 
Live-screen 

translation！ 
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～Everyone`s Time～ 
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～Closing Ceremony～ 
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～Group Photo～ 
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Pull out the Osumi 

juvenile house in the 

rain～～！！ 

Inside the return bus 
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 3. About a report of the 9th and 10th “Integration Stay (Vol.6)” 
*************************************************************************************************** 

 

This Integration Stay began since 2001 and the 10th Stay was held in 2010. This report is for Vol.6, and 

bound together for 2009 and 2010 versions. These two consecutive Integration Stays were held on the second 

and the third Saturday and Sunday for each, and the number of the each year ‟s participants was 457 and 

464. It was worthy of note that more than 400 people gathered every time despite the participants had to 

pay entrance fee. There was not a press to participate and it was quietly based on voluntary. Untiring efforts 

for development and improvement was essential regarding to the achievement of that numbers. It was a 

product of steady efforts for internationalization and regional development such as planning for the 

participants‟ number to be divided into three divisions as local residents, Japanese students and foreign 

students. By the way, unfortunately, this report won‟t be written in Korean, Chinese and English versions. It 

will be only Japanese version because of various reasons though there had been four languages copies bound 

into one volume so far. You can see the Korean, Chinese and English versions on Kagoshima University 

International Student Center ‟s homepage and Integration Stay‟s homepage. The following is the 

imaginative and creative of Integration Stay in 2009 and 2010.  

○About a report in 2009 

 We planned raising the level of contents of “Study Group”, program No.2. I advised to explain the historical 

meaning of the origin of dance because some countries had many look-alike dances for study groups. For 

example, on Philippine bamboo dance, the truth is that the dance is originating in making fun of violence 

domination by Spanish, who used bamboo stick to Filipino slaves in colonial period, by dodging cleverly the 

symbol of the domination, bamboo stick. Whether you know the truth above or not, it has quite different 

meanings for the dance. On other case, Malaysia, there living different representative races in 9 states and 

there are kings in each state. The King of Malaysia has been peacefully elected among the kings by turns 

every 5 years. This is the outcome of wisdom that various races have overcome the conflict, and we have to 

learn it as a historical precedent of multicultural society. This is the important fact which could make 

change quality of understanding for the Malaysian dance and culture. And also for Indonesia, it is 

multilingual and multiracial nation, same as Malaysia and state of “unity of diversity” as a national goal. 

Foreign students became aware of their own identity through searching origin and history of dance. This can 

be said excellent education for foreign students and the results can lead to more understanding of different 

culture for Japanese students. On the “Cultural program”, program No.3, you will be surprised and can 

enjoy splendor of national costumes, but you need to find out a variety of history of various races have and 

wisdom and delight for coexistence of different races which were cultivated in the each countries such as 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippine and so on, from the performances of splendid and various national 

costumes. 

 Relating to the description of “Study Group” on this report, the three study groups‟ contents and 

explanations of the meanings above are not enough, and for “Buddhism and multicultural coexistence” by a 

chief priest of Chinkokuji temple, Mr. Murai who came from Ichikikushikino city in Kagoshima prefecture, 

the deep content was not also expressed enough. And the interest of discussion of “Freedom of speech” by 

Japan-China Friendship Association and the novelty of “Asian Art” by Keiichi Ogawa were also not enough 

for recording. Introducing the interest of study groups‟ content and recording contents to be learned became 

must-to-do assignments for 2010. 

 What we considered as important was “Panel Discussion”, program No.5. The coordinators were regretting, 

saying that she couldn‟t pursuit enough and also communication was difficult for her, but high quality of the 

panelists‟ speech and exchanged discussion were pertinent, and an earlier objective was fully accomplished. 

This program is worthwhile to read. And, “Impression of executive committee members of Integration Stay”, 
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program No.7, is also worthwhile to read. 

 We newly made part 2 and it includes various full contents, such as the details for a charge of KUFSA 

(Kagoshima University Foreign Students Association) among the staffs, the meaning and a large amount of 

ingathering of staffs‟ activity and experience record of self-growth process in “Integration Stay Before & 

After”. 

○About a report in 2010 

 On the Integration Stay in 2010, we prepared a report, supposing the improvement of the quality of the 

report based on the reviewing of 2009. We had all organizers of study groups gather on Saturday afternoon 

and made the presentation of the content and work which would have been performed in front of the 

organizers. We aimed at improvement of quality by making comments for the inadequate points and 

problem points one another on the spot. By exchanging everyone‟s opinion, using experienced people advices, 

we discussed how to have participants enjoy and how to make a presentation so that the participants could 

join easily. As the result, we could deepen understanding of what we should have aimed for better quality of 

study group, and for that, the skill risen up. At the same time, we tried to share what the other study groups 

would be doing at that time one another to finally share overview of Integration Stay. In parallel, we had the 

organizers make presentations of a lesson plan in concrete according to the time order, the purpose of the 

study group, the evolution of an argument and the conclusion. This presentation meeting was carried out 

twice before the Integration Stay and improvement of the quality was promoted, but beyond this, 

improvement could be seen also on the report before the Integration Stay. For example, staffs of study group 

could finish their main important parts of this report and there were a little problem to be modified after the 

Integration Stay. The most important result was that we could show clearly how the performances were 

made to the people who haven‟t participated in the Stay before. This report is a basic material. All 

participants can share overview of Integration Stay. I was very impressed to know how much time and 

energy that staffs of study group had spent for this report. However, this attempt for the report is the first 

time and it has many inadequate parts. In each of study groups, you can see many countless development 

and improvement points, for example, the necessity of awareness of Japanese people‟s weak and strong 

points for the internationalization in “Fairness and Competition”, “Ürümqi 7·5 Violent Incident is 

Unforgettable Event” Cidick Kudeluke, Uighur joined, pointing out that Indonesian “Unity of diversity” is 

caused by independence from Europe, the meaning of World Heritage as the identity of Philippine ethnic 

minorities, Islam pacifism in “Egypt…”, “World peace…”, “Right of foreigners to vote…”, “Nigeria” and 

shocking pointing out in “pro-Japanese group” of Korea. And the others, annual programs such as panel 

discussion are recorded and you can see traces of efforts in each program. Finally, I‟ll add that study group 

of Columbia whose coordinator couldn‟t participate in the Integration Stay performed “Indian Right and 

Reproducing of Culture” in Kagoshima University on July. 

 

 This Integration Stay has been held for ten years which many participated students had been out 

throughout the world. I‟ve heard that mini Integration Stays are being held all over the world. Kagoshima is 

greatly memorized in their heart. We who remain in Kagoshima have an obligation to make their spiritual 

home, Kagoshima, to be more wonderful. 

 

Kagoshima University International Student Center 

Motoki Kobayashi 
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3. The content of the 9th Integration Stay 2009 – Objectives and Schedule –  

*************************************************************************************************** 

 

Objectives of Integration Stay 

『Challenges toward a Multicultural Society』 

 

１、  Fun 

Making friends from different countries 

Experiencing diversity of culture 

２、  Knowledge 

Learning other countries‟ lifestyle, background, and problem 

Learning differences of opinion and feeling based on culture, religion, history, 

environment etc  

３、  Think & Do 

Thinking about a way to foster a tolerant society where no one is excluded 

 

Schedule 

First day 

 7:15~7:45  Registration at Kagoshima University library 

10：30～11：00 Welcome ceremony 

11:00~12:00 Icebreaking 

12:00~13:10 Lunch & Free time 

13:30~15:00 Study group session 1 

～Break –time～ 

15:30~17:00 Study group session 2 

17:30~21:15 Dinner(18:00~19:20)Bathing(18:10~21:15） 

19:10~21:45 Introduction of other cultures 

22:00~      Bedtime 

22:00~23:00 Dance 

 

Second day 

 6:00~7:30  Wake up call & Cleaning 

 7:30~8:45  Breakfast 

 9:00~11:00 Symposium 

11:00~13:00 Your time 

12:00~13:20 Lunch & Free time 

13:30~14:00 Final assembly 

14:00~14:30 Group photograph and Departure preparation 

14:30~17:00 Depart to Kagoshima&Arrive back at Kagoshima University 
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4. Report of executed program 
*************************************************************************************************** 

① Ice Breaking 

 Faculty of law, economics and humanities  Tajiri mamiko 

Faculty of law, economics and humanities  Ryu yonjo 

●Objective 

Ice breaking is a space for an encounter with people from many countries. Through Ice breaking, we make a 

chance of talking with foreign people in this Integration Stay community. And, other purpose is to feel the 

world in game using many countries language. 

●Content 

Self-introduction game 

 ⇒Make two lines, and introduce yourself to person in other line. When the music was played, move to next 

and introduce yourself again.Based on last year reflection, we set 1-on-1 type of self-introduction to hear 

partner‟s voice easily. This game was done to make the chance to talk with as many people as possible in 

other events in this Stay from remembering of the name and face. Group leaders take a role to make this 

game go smoothly. 

World word quiz 

 ⇒One person chose the theme and do the gesture, and group members answer. Repeat 20 turns. Most early 

team will win.Purpose is to make a chance to know other language and relax by doing gesture. And to be 

friends by competing as groups. 

●Schedule 

10:00~10:30   Move to play hall & Make groups 

    11:00~11:10  Last review meeting 

    11:00~11:10  Explanation of Self-introduction game 

    11:10~11:30  Play Self-introduction game 

    11:30~11:40  Explanation of World word quiz 

    11:40~12:00  Play World word quiz 

    12:00     End 

●What didn‟t work 

・Group leaders were late to the Playhall・Lots of participant didn‟t notice music in the Self-introduction game 

・Last review meeting was in a flurry because opening ceremony were finished early 

●For next time 

・Check the buying list more early・Group leader have to know more about the game 

・Introduction game is not so need. Because the arrival time is widely, and it seem that the self-introduction 

was happen spontaneously in waiting time ・Need more arrangement about MC. 

●impression 

The first event of Integration Stay is Ice Breaking. We want all participants feel fun and easy to make 

friends. That why participants join the game positively and finished it without problems.There were many 

points that we should review, but after all, we saw many smiles. 
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************************************************************************************************** 

②Study Group Reports 

Coordinators : Mikiko Miyashita / Mami Sakaguchi (Kagoshima Univ.) 

Ryo Shimoenou (General) 

●Objective 

The aim of Study Groups is to offer information of enjoy and knowledge, and to make chances of thinking. 

We try for deepening contents of Study Group, improving a means of communication and building up 

interactive relationship with participants. 

We hoped that participants could study in exciting way. It was for that purpose that we cooperated with 

coordinators and interpreters and other staffs and planed the way of introducing by participants‟ viewpoint 

and time schedule.  

●Preparations 

・Referred to last year, hunting for coordinators (all staffs) 

・Commission coordinators to write planning documents 

・Dividing staffs in each Study Groups after taking their requests 

・Referred to last year, hunting for interpreters 

・Mr. Kobayashi checked planning. We got advice from him and tell 

staffs its. Staffs contacted with each coordinator and had them 

rewrite more concretely. 

・Making syllabus  ・Dividing participants in accordance with their request 

・Commission coordinators to make presentation and polish the content for coordinators meeting. 

・Commission coordinators to make detailed time table(like scenario) 

・Before second coordinators meeting, we have divided staff meeting to heighten their mind 

・Preparation needed machinery and decision of the way of record 

・Cooperation with staff of machinery and prepare needed machinery and equipments written on planning 

documents  

●About planning documents 

Planning documents is on title, name of the coordinator, style of Study Group, used language, objective, 

contents and massage from the coordinator. Participants can use this as a syllabus choosing their Study 

Group. 

We had coordinators write questions and answers they prepared in detail as possible as to take over 

know-how and contents of good Study Group to next.  

●Coordinators Meeting 

We have two meetings. All coordinators offer their know-how each other in order to be like that 

participants can join on their own initiative. And, the leader of staff and Mr. Kobayashi advised. 

●Roles of each divided staffs  

Objective 

・To be better Study Groups ・Bringing up of the staffs 

Contents of work 

・We kept in close contact with coordinators and interpreters. We had tripartite meetings and  information 
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jointly ・Being clearly “what”“why”“how”coordinators would do 

・Catching concretely information(machinery and number of coordinators etc) and telling staff of Study 

Groups ・There were meetings of each Study Groups. Then, they had idea jointly  

・Advice and ask if you notice ・Commission the coordinator to make script and Coordinator data 

・After coordinators meeting, the staff correct and make higher quality of Study Groups with the coordinator 

・Make question which expect to ask from participants because of Study Groups needs interactive 

relationship with participants 

・Ask coordinators to speak in easy words ・Report of that day, Supports for coordinators 

●What worked well 

・In that day, all groups could be well ・Many coordinators and 

interpreters came in Coordinators Meeting 

・The staffs are closely united 

●What didn‟t worked well 

・The number of Study Groups changed because one coordinator couldn‟t 

do before that day  

・It didn‟t work to contact between staff of Study Groups and divided 

staffs, from divided staff to coordinators, or the opposite 

・Divided staffs couldn‟t submit planning and check of attendance by time-limit many times 

・Short of the final check documents etc. ・Dividing participants and making pamphlet didn‟t work 

・We can‟t make sure preparation and clear the machinery 

●Impression 

Through staff of Study Groups, I felt that communication is difficult as I expected. The work of Study 

Groups began to discuss topic coordinators want to take up. In Study Groups, we got a lot of cooperation 

from coordinators, interpreters, staffs and even Mr. Kobayashi and old members. Although there was time 

when I was dispirited or disgusted, I just could continue till end because of everyone‟s trust and effort. And, 

it will be tied with my growth in exchanging as well. I was glad to join Integration Stay. And, I feel that it 

was valuable for me to be staff of Study Groups. 
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*************************************************************************************************** 

Coordinator‟s Report 

List of Study Groups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number Title Coordinators Page 

1 
Unequal Society and Housing Bubble Chinese Students’ 

Association 
24 

2 Impartiality and Competition Yoshihisa Kato 26 

3 July 5 Uyghur Event is Unforgettable Seiichi Nishihara 28 

4 
Charm of Kagoshima as Touring City Kagoshima Foreign language 

School 
31 

5 Yuttnorii (Korean traditional game) Ryu Yonju 32 

6 Go Go Go-kon!  Asahi Oda 33 

7 The Unity of Variety (Bhinneka Tunggal Ika) Christine Barasano 36 

8 The Ifugao Culture and The Ifugao Rice Terraces Melody Muguerza 37 

9 The Uniqueness of Malaysia Hafizuodin Bin Mohamed 41 

10 Welcome to The Land of Pharoes Hazem Abdullah 42 

11 Let's Enjoy Shochuu! Inori Yamashita 43 

12 The Art of Asia Keiichi Ogawa 44 

13 To Achieve The World Peace (What is true peace?) Chie Yamashita 46 

14 The Different in Difference NPO Corporation Jaddo 47 

15 Pakistan Role towards Terrorism in War Anis ur Rehman 50 

16 Nepal- The Ultimate Touristic Destination Swachchhanda Songmen 52 

17 Let‟s Talk about Foreigners Political Participation Eiichiro Noguchi 53 

18 Sepak Takraw Yasushi Yanagita 56 

19 

Tone of Japanese Music ~ Introductions of Japanese 

musical instruments and traditional Japanese 

music~ 

Japanese Music Club 

57 

20 Can The Border be Crossed without “Words”? Ochi Shinichiro 58 

21 Traditions and Value System in Nigeria James Chibueze 60 

22 Foods and Festivals of Bangladesh Mohammad Mustafizar Rahman 62 

23 Pro-Japanese Group Ryu Yonjo 67 
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1. Unequal Society and Housing Bubble 

Coordinator:  Li Dong Chen Lin (Chinese Student‟s association) 

●Objective 

 We want you to know that unequal exist in China. Besides, we want to focus on housing bubble, how bubble 

works, and what the China government thinks about this. After understand that thing, we want to discuss 

what is unequal and how to refine it.  

  This time, through this Study Group, we want the participants to know story that occuring in this world, 

and try not to fully believe it, but think about it with suspicious eyes. From one example of housing bubble in 

China, they intentionally appeared, and intentionally collapse. Just like this, there are things that media 

couldn‟t tell exist. About this housing bubble, a lot of people might think it may be easy to clean up the mess 

of raising the price of housing just like Japan and America. But, when we look at a lot of information, the 

problem of housing in China can be seen from aspect rather than high price. We should think about what is 

happening in this world, and make a discussion of this topic with a lot of people from the world, and make a 

conclusion. From now on, we do not know what will happen in this world, and it is important to find friends 

who can share idea and what is right about this story. It is good if this Section Meeting can become the first 

step to it.  

●Contents of preparation and planned schedule before the day. 

1. Prepared materials: ①Lectures of southern inspection tour ②List of Japanese-English words (may 

be useful when discussion time) 

2. Preparations until the day: ①Setting theme ②Build chapter ③Detailed decision ④Make slide 

show ⑤Make scenario ⑥ Imagine how the meeting will be ⑦Meeting with interpreter ⑧

Rehearsal  

3. Presentation‟s plan: Answer Yes/No with reason for meeting‟s theme “Don‟t you think Housing 

Bubble is the plan scheme by the government?”. At that time, we will add our opinion, and share 

idea by asking participants “What do you think?”.  

●Schedule of the appointed day 

Time Contents of event Question and opinion from participants 

15 minutes 

 

・ Explained the slide of 

discrimination in China  

・Reformation of Deng Xiaoping・Explained the 

progress 

・Introduced Lectures of Southern Inspection 

Tour（Deng Xiaoping‟s thought） 

・Introduce 3 discrimination in China. 

5 minutes ・Explained slide of housing bubble 

in China 

・Different between housing bubble in China 

with Japan and America. 

・How bubble works 

・ Relations between housing bubble and 

Chinese Government 

40 minutes ・ Exchange thought （ Group 

Meeting） 

・5 to 6 people in one group, 6 

・Talk about “Don‟t you think Housing Bubble is 

the plan scheme by the government?” 
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groups 

20 minutes ・Present Opinion ・Every group present. 

 Way of presentation; Answer Yes/No from 

the questions above, and say the reason. 

5 minutes ・Conclusion ・”Think deeply about what is happening in this 

world, and then just like this Study Group, 

discuss it with people from around the world” 

is the conclusion we get. 

5 minutes ・Fill out questionnaire  ・Past out questionnaire to participants. 

●Impression 

Assessable point: 

1. Participants really think about this problem. 

2. Divided into groups and discussed (every group is warm up when a coordinator placed in each group.) 

3. Everything goes well because we prepared the scenario first. 

4. The important thing is not a conclusion, but individual opinion from each participant. When we valued 

the free idea from each participant, this Study Group fit with its main theme. 

Regrettable and Improvable point. 

1. We didn‟t show the prepared VTR of discrimination. Which subtitles and language should we use (We 

took the VTR by ourselves, and not sure what language should we speak). We should discuss more 

within ourselves. 

2. Every people couldn‟t attend a meeting before the beginning of event, a lot of people absent.  

3. We should pass out printing material of the slide show. The content is too difficult. It is important for 

participants to take memo and show back the slides. 

Impression: 

 In this Study Group, we, the coordinators had studied a lot. There are no students who major in bubble 

problem, so as a preparation, we took information from internet, hear story from Lecturer, and increase our 

knowledge about the problem. We looked at NHK‟s video when we discussed about discrimination. We didn‟t 

think such a wealthy person exists and shocked. There are a lot of types of discrimination exists, and we 

can‟t explained all of it in this 90 minutes. There are a lot of elements of housing bubble in China, and it was 

hard to connect the entire problem. We start from what we do not understand, and the opinion from each 

coordinator didn‟t match, and the meeting end up at late night.  But, this kind of argument is important to 

think about the problem. That is because, the coordinators is a combination of Japanese and Chinese, and 

the exchange thought is one of the different cultural progress. Also, it is easier to imagine what the 

discussion will be on the day (Japanese style of opinion and Chinese style of opinion). It was really fun to 

discuss with everyone on the day. We concern how the argument will be. But, it is unexpected to see the 

participants exchange their thought than we are, and we can hear the thought when one coordinator joined 

each groups. It really feels like we spend a really good time together. When we hear other people opinion, the 

unsatisfied things became satisfied. There are a lot more of think-over point, but this Study Group is not a 

personal coordinator Section, but a Study Group with the participants and this Study Group had became a 

great Study Group. Thank you very much. 
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●Questionnaire Results (Respondents :12 ) 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this study group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 

 

(2)  What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・We can hear the real thought of Chinese people, and can feel the China of this time. 

・There are with can‟t speak Japanese and English in our group. 

・There are people who don‟t understand what “bubble” is, and the argument became difficult. 

・Can‟t understand with only Japan‟s mass media, but I can understand a little bit with opinion and 

explanation from China‟s foreign students. 

・Hear the Japan‟s bubble from various quarters and the story of that‟s time bubble, It makes me who born 

on Heisei ages know more about this. 

・I want to know more of what Chinese people think about their government. It is regretful because I do not 

know much about Japan‟s bubble as a Japanese person. 

(3)  What is the assessable point or improvable point from the way of progression? 

・Before we enter the discussion, we explained about it first, and this help the participants to think about 

the problem. The last conclusion is very good. 

・The talk became easier when staff came to join in the middle of discussion. 

・We can give credit because we can finish it in time. If we have more materials, it will become a better 

argument.  

 

2. Impartiality and Competition 

Coordinator: Kato Yasuhisa (Japan) 

●Objective 

  Instead of caring about cooperation with friends, Japanese people didn‟t 

concern about their quality as a person. That‟s why, when interact with 

people with different culture, they are weak when act or make a 

contribution alone. The reason is, beside a lot of cultural content is given, it 

is also related to social structure and advance pattern that has been made 

up after World War 2. When look back on how the 

all-Japanese-are-middle-class mentality came up, a peculiar Japan‟s idea to impartiality and the 

competition is considered. 

  In the improvement of globalization, when thinking about involving in the international environmental, 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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cultivating the true meaning of global competiveness as a person becomes important. Without depends of 

anyone else, having an individual opinion is the basic of global competiveness. If the cultivation of important 

quality is avoid, enough power fail to understand or interact with different culture. 

  Even though Japanese concern about impartially, I want to think about the handicap when deal equally 

with overseas countries that have differences in competitive worlds.  

●Impression  

  This title didn‟t fit with the interest of participants. Contents and conference of supplied topics have gap. 

In the supplied topics, I‟ve tried to explain why Japanese people prefer group cooperation rather than 

individual competition, in the economic reconstruction after war. Now, we lost our way in these 20 years of 

economic development, and society begins to have doubt in cultivated Japanese idea. For future, to regain 

the economic standing of Japan in the world, as an economic world, we try to feed‟s one way into regaining 

global competitive, and it looks like a limit to the “Results of Impartial Society” that has been built up until 

now, and different individual qualification in industry become demanded. The contribution to an individual 

society is as these two; teaching of the important of working as a group, and change the business operation. 

A general people who against Japanese label Japanese people as “Japanese people who can‟t say their 

opinion”, not only in the international view, Japan‟s industrial world will tend to have problem in the future. 

Because of this tendency, young people of the future should have individual competitive, or they will have 

problem from the aspect of society and international society. But, in most of the problem, foreign student 

focus on how is Japan after war and onwards, and how necessary it is to find a new way in the changed 

environmental. This is a good run up to Integrated Discussion, and will not become a conference.  

  The supplied topic becomes question, and it is better to make a simple structure as a chance to a 

discussion.  

●Questionnaire Results(Respondents:22)   

(1)  ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this study group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・There are Japanese people who do things in a group, but I‟m shocked to hear Japanese people weak if do 

things alone, and I‟m exactly like that. 

・ In the theme‟s conclusion, Japanese‟s hard work or didn‟t trust their own opinion be glaringly apparent 

in the discussion. 

・I‟m curious about the story of farmer is the first to develop economy. 

(3) What is the assessable point or improvable point from the way of progression? 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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・ If the time of discussion longer, it will end better than this time. 

・I‟ve learned about the origin of impartially society of Japan. Until now, I only feel that society from now 

on will be a competitive society, I‟ve never thought about Japan had become an impartially society. But, 

from today‟s discussion, I‟ve learned about what we should do from now on. 

・I‟ve thought about this theme a long time ago. To be honest, Japan‟s Education System (like uniform 

system or class progress) doesn‟t change until now, but Japan makes a respond to the change of the world. I 

think, there are no students who are individually in a group. I think they just talk to others and try not to 

make waves. I feel that, rather than position in a group, the most important thing is individual stance. 

・When I joined this study group, I‟ve learned something new from other people. This study group is a plus to 

me. This is the first time for me to have a discussion with foreigners. This is really fun. 

・Japanese tend to be in a group, and it is a fact that they don‟t like to act alone. They feel safe if they are 

same with others. If someone ask “Do have any opinion?”, Japanese people will say nothing, and Japan 

should change the way of teaching methods. 

 

3. July 5 Uighur Event is Unforgettable  

Coordinator: Nishihara Seiji, Nishihara Kaoru 

●Objective 

  It‟s been 1 year since the incident of 7.5 Uighur. One of the reasons is the clash between different races. 

But, the problem is why they have to take violent collision to clash. Wasn‟t there any solution without using 

violence? We want to think, what is important to make a respected society as a same human; even we are 

from a different country and races.  

●Schedule of the appointed day 

Time Activity 

Opening   ・Played Uighur City‟s picture and music 

・Introduce coordinator 

Nishihara Seiji、Nishihara Kaoru、Cidic、Qudilok 

Coordinator：Modern and rich country 

 ・Introduced Uighur‟s video (song and dance) 

・Explained that if nothings happen, it is a wonderful tourist spot. 

Coordinator：Song is different from China‟s song 

The clothes is not China‟s clothes 

      The face is not like Han 

Races and culture is different with China 

 ・Watched Uighur incident from Fox TV News and video from handset 

（Confirmed by video of both scene from peace demo scene and collision of demo 

group and security force scene） 

Coordinator：Do not know about Uighur incident 

（Japanese students and Chinese students） 

 ・For participants who do not know about Uighur incident, we supplied information 

about the incident. 
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①The beginning of incident is from Toys Factory. 

②Details of disturbance that became from demo. 

The reason is confirmed to be the contrary of China‟s government and demo‟s 

participants and World Conference of Uighur. Also, whether it‟s true or not, when the 

truth of warfare happened, they cannot avoid, or do not know how to avoid the 

collision. Then, we entered the discussion about this. 

Main：How to acknowledge Uighur‟s incident 

Coordinator：Surprised to know that the existence of this incident is unknown. 

 ・Group discussion and Presentation 

Without showing any idea of why this trouble happened in China and its background. 

Separated into 3 groups and discussed. After that, representative from each group 

present the contents of their discussion. 

Main：Wasn‟t there any way to prevent the trouble? 

Coordinator：①This happened because the Empire Management of China‟s 

Government is too strict.  

②Information from media can‟t be trust. It is doubtful whether this incident really 

happened or not（opinion from one Chinese student） 

③Ethnic discrimination also happened between Han and Japanese. In Japan, 

problem of Ainu race also exist. In China, ethnic discrimination also exists, but, as an 

example, in case of Inner Mongolia, there are pCoordinator policies for small number 

races for the entrance examination of university. How about the case of Uighur. In 

this incident, army had been send off（＝using force）but, without using different way, 

destructions will become worst.（conclusions from second group of Japanese） 

④I(we) saw this incident from TV, but, do not think about it. This is the first time I 

thought about this incident（only China made a problem）but Japan is not formed 

from multi races like China, and the Prime Minister always change. There are 56 

races in China, the land is big and held a population of 1.6 billion. That‟s it is hard to 

“control “all of it。Now, they focus on economic development. We want you to 

understand that. 

The affair about allowance of demo is also different. In case of China, it is not 

allowed to say this incident give a bad impression for China‟s government.（conclusion 

from Chinese student from Group Discussion 1） 

⑤It is important to separate the living level of country‟s government and average 

people. Not only Japan‟s Government and China‟s Government, between county and 

country, they will be a different in opinion、an become argument. For the relation 

between county and country, the opinion doesn‟t have to be 100% same and that won‟t 

be a reason to collide. Average people of China and Japan do not fight directly. 

Average people can live normally without noticing what‟s happen to the government. 

Same as this, about normal live of average people, Uighur people do not fight with 

Han people directly. To avoid military collision, it is important to think about the 

living level of average people.（opinion from one Chinese student） 
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 ・Organizing point of Uighur‟s incident 

Toys Factory, the beginning of the incident, the reason is misidentify and 

misunderstanding of truth. The reason is not the ethnic discrimination, but the 

differential of Inside Han in China‟s society.（being fired、and differentia between 

Pure Chinese who lost job and a part of wealthy people）.The big problem is this fact is 

unknown. 

・Because of the time limit, discrimination between Han people and Uighur people is 

not discussed. 

Main：Why demo happened? 

Coordinator：To make sure the truth of Toys Factory‟s incident.(violent should not be 

used） 

Main：Is it illegal to make demo? 

Coordinator：It is not illegal to do demo, but, demo that against government thought 

is illegal 

Main：（Is that means it is not logic to use military to crush demo? ） 

 ・Impression of Section Meeting 

Coordinator：There are problem with the response from Chinese Government. They 

should try to avoid violent act by Uighur people. 

Coordinator：At first, Chinese Government is the bad one, but when judging from the 

true relation, we noticed that is was just a discrimination principle. 

●Impression 

  At first, I thought this is an interactive mode study group, because there are too many participants who do 

not know about the incident, time had been taken to explained it, and study group can‟t move ahead while 

listening to the participant‟s opinion. We, the coordinator had prepared the conclusions, but we didn‟t 

explain it. After we explain about the incident, we separated participants into groups and can hear a lot of 

opinion. It was a success. For the next task, if we take questionnaires that fit participant level, we shouldn`t 

change plan on the day. 

●Questionnaire Result (Respondents:12 ) 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this Study Group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・I can feel that “the way of thinking is different from according to the country”. I think that my way of 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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thinking had a big influence. We talked about how 1.3 billion people were brought together. 

・Why Chinese do not want to split up with Urumqi? ・Japan and China is same. We still have race 

problem. 

・I want to learn is 56 races fit into one country and the right and wrong of capitalism and unequal society. 

・When I know how to look at races problem and working problem in China is exist, I fell that‟s right! 

・I realized the problem between races, different in government‟s way of thinking, and differences in point 

of view. Also, I‟ve known that there are differences on how media broadcast according to country. 

(3)  What is the assessable point or improvable point from the way of progression? 

・It is a chance for me to think about Uighur problem. Han people, Uighur people, and Inner Mongolia 

participated this, and this Section Meeting had became a camping! 

・I want to hear more from Uighur people. 

・I want more time to exchange opinion. 

(4)  Other opinion or impression. 

・I think Han people look down on Uighur people. The 

problem is that mass media did not show various aspect of 

news. 

・The way of thinking of Chinese and Japanese is different. It 

was really fun talking, and the feeling to become friendly is 

same, and friendliness is out well. 

 

4. Charm of Kagoshima as Touring City 

～lovely Kagoshima～ 

Coordinator：Kagoshima foreign language academy (Japan) 

●Objective 

Concerning to the same topic, by adding opinion of foreign students, we expect for solution of the problem 

which was impossible, and also, looking forward to living in harmony. There are lots of touring spot and 

event, by the way, it is hard to make tourist (from abroad) to visit Kagoshima and this is the problem which 

Japanese and foreign students have to serve together, such as „how to make international exchange in more 

active way.  

●Personal thought 

Time budget was fine just as expected. Communication also 

went fine by letting MC stayed in each group. As we practice 

several times to practice the part of MC, we could get lots of 

opinion. But there was also some kind of a little problem like, long 

introduction. There is no doubt that presenting Fact and Data is 

important, but gathering with participants is also the thing that 

hardly happened, so, I hoped that might have a more time to have 

conversation. For the next time, participants need to join more 

actively, and try to make that place as a space of international 

exchanging. 
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●Questionnaire results(Respondents:27 ） 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this Study Group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 

 

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・When we exchange our opinion, there were lots of different thought in age, place, country which could 

make me to have think about myself. 

・I‟m in the department of education, and those presentation give lots of helps in the way to communicate. 

・Thought of decreasing foreign tourist between Japanese and foreigner is different. 

(3)If you have any opinion or advice about the way of the progress, please write here. 

・There was just a few part of introduce in Kagoshima, so maybe hoped that presentation have 

explanation of more region. 

・If we had more time budget in presentation and discussion, we could have more interest. 

・In foreign country many people try to contact their eyes while they doing presentation, and we also need 

not only just reading paper but try to do eye contact. 

(4)Opinion 

・I‟ve been stayed in Kagoshima for long years, so it was pretty impressive when I get heard lots of opinion 

on Kagoshima from foreigner. Like they say, Japanese who live in Kagoshima didn‟t try to do 

international cooperate by themselves. 

・When it comes to touring spots, showing tradition is the best way to give impression. We need to find out 

more charms in many parts, so that people could know there are lots of interest things which can only 

found in Kagoshima. 

 

5．Yuttnorii 

～Traditional Korea game doing in the first of New year～ 

Coordinator：Yoncho Ryu(Korea) 

●Objective 

 By playing traditional game in Korea, let us know culture of the big family in interesting way. 

●Impression 

Playing Korea game let us to know what kind of culture they have in historical aspect, plus we could also 

know the custom of the big family in Korea. Having experience of the game, we could not only get fun but 

also could know that the culture of Korea game. There was little time left after the game, however, there was 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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no time to exchange their opinion and do “question and answer”, they just had to listen to the explanation. 

We maybe needed to get more time to talk about cultural stuff later on. 

●Questionnaire results (Respondents:34 ） 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this Study Group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・In Korea there are unique thought and meaning, it was pretty interesting. 

・I was impressed that no matter which country they come from, we could have fun together, and I could 

also know about agriculture in Korea. 

・I could feel Korea more friendly when I experience Korea game. 

・Rule was quite simple, but using luck and thought made it more 

interesting. 

・Not doing in man to man but playing as team made it more fun. 

(3) If you have any opinion or advice about the way of the progress, 

please write here. 

・Learning spells like「Dou Gae」which are used in game make it 

more easily to understand. 

・Interpretation was fast, so that made it possible to save time. 

・Explanation was easy to get, because of the photo and powerpoint. 

 

6. GoGoGo-kon! 

～Let`s Enlarge Circle of Friends～ 

Coordinator：Asahi Oda 

●Objective 

The Japanese word “Go-kon” is often used to describe an event for making friends between opposite sex 

people. But, in this case, its meaning shifted to describe knowing other cultures. In our daily life, we do not 

have lot of chances to communicate with either older or younger people that come from various countries 

with various cultures. This occasion gave us the chance to interact in live with foreigners, so we could feel 

not only the difficulties, but also the fun. During the session, we created a situation that enabled all the 

people in the room to chat each other comfortably. Through this session, we hope that participants could 

have deep impression of making friends with foreigners despite of the different languages used. Moreover, 

after this session ended, participants could spend time together with their new friends, such as shopping or 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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having tea, and by the end of the day, it could establish a long term friendship.   

●Preparation and schedule (before the event) 

※ Perpetration 

・Number plate for table name・Topic cards：trip, foods, dreams, 

pets, fall story, friends or family etc… 

・papers and pens  ・snacks and drinks 

 

Time  Activity 

Start Greeting and Explanation 

(After the leaders' introduction, he or she would explained the Japanese word 

“Go-kon” is often used to describe an event for making friends between opposite sex 

people. But, in this case, its meaning shifted to describe knowing other cultures. 

Then, he/she would tell the participants to make friends and without any hesitation, 

they could go out together and establish a long term friendship.  

Through this activity, participants may use the prepared goods in the booklet.) 

15 min 1st Go-kon time 

 After the introduction between participants, help the silent group. 

5 min  Move1 

Make groups the all members are first met each other.  

20min 2nd Go-kon time 

（same as the first time） 

5min Move2 

Make groups the all members are first met each other as long as possible. 

30min 3rd Go-kon time 

（same as the first and second time） 

10min Ending. After the making questionnaire, take photos.  

(Through this activity, we expect that you can make friends who you can invite freely 

go with shopping or tea and their relation through this activity can continue for a 

long time. And convey thankfulness. If we can, get the permission to use the picture 

for using report.） 

●Schedule of the appointed day 

Time Activity 

Start 

(20 min late) 

〈Reason of late〉 

・We don‟t know the clear information of the room  

・Need time to make the situation and condition 

・Need time to take drinks because the ferriage was far from the room  

・More than 50 % of the participants were not reserved for this activity 

25 min 1st Go-kon time  

3~4 people/ table 

Organizer: Take a topic card and join 

a group  

5min Move1 

・There were too many people who were not existed in our list. So we had to change the 

method of movement. 

・People who have the Number card move the position and the people who didn‟t have 

the card move a position randomly.  

25min 2nd Go-kon time  

4～5 people/ table 

Organizer: Take a topic card and join 

a group 

5min Questionnaire time 

10min Take a photograph and ask the need to bring the picture 

Introduction of the booklet „integration goods‟  

●Impression 

We made the participants waited too long due to making the room up. Then, we could not lead some of the 
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members well because there also were unregistered participants came. The main problem was that we only 

did switch partners for one time and it was done randomly, so we could feel that most of the participants 

were not quite comfortable with it. Next time we should be more prepared for this kind of unexpected 

situation. 

The majority of participants are Japanese and there is a few foreigners that came from the same country, 

this only enabled us to make one group with one/two foreigners in it. Many participants said that they 

wanted to talk with other nationalities foreigners.  

While the preparation was taking place, we wondered whether the participants communicated well or not, 

so we decided to check the situation. Fortunately, they started to introduce each other and enjoyed the 

conversation very well. We could also see that some groups really used the topic cards. We could assume that 

the preparation was good.  

After the photograph-taking session and “integration goods” explained, some of the participants just started 

to communicate with other members. We felt sorry for taking the interaction time, we should have explained 

at the beginning.  

Until the activity has ended, most of the participants still talked each other. We hoped that this relationship 

will not be ended by the end of this activity, but it will last much longer. There were a lot of problems and 

difficulties during this activity that enrich our experience for the next event. 

And, we would also like to express our deepest regret that one of our members could not join the activity due 

to an accident. We would like to thank for the people who have supported and helped us.  

●Questionnaire result（Respondents 30 ） 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this Study Group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・I feel the communication with Japanese was fun. I thought that we can exchange our cultures with not 

foreigner. 

・It‟s very nice for me to know foreigner‟s mind about Japan.  

・I feel the gaps in the culture and values by talking with foreign people.  

・I talked with foreigner in many theme. ・I want to talk with foreigners. 

(3)What should we improve? What is the good point of the preparation or facility in this activity? 

・I thought the groups were constructed by same percentages of Japanese and foreigner. 

・We needed more chairs because the activity was not comfortable for on the floor. 

・The prepared items pens and the paper were used to communication between people who couldn‟t speak 

common languages. I thought it was good. 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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7.The Unity of Variety（Bhinneka Tunggal Ika） 

Coordinator：Christine Baransano(Indonesia) 

●Objective 

To explain the meaning of unity among varieties.  

●Preparation 

・Prepared question 

Q1.What are the things in Indonesia that vary a lot?  

A1.Folks・Religions・Languages 

Q2.Why these varieties were united? 

A2. Indonesia was colonialized by a European country and 

independence was the only main goal that moment. But, having Indonesia has various religions and 

folks, it was quite difficult to achieve that goal under these circumstances.  

Q3. How to be united? 

A3. During the colonization period, there were many younger generations‟ movements. These movements 

were one of the solutions to unify separated movements that had different languages and religions.  

●Impression 

There were many problems of the study group‟s preparation but the activity went smoothly. We only 

used easy Japanese, but the participants had good reaction. We thought many problems happened because 

of the lack of the preparation. Especially, we couldn‟t answer some of the participants' questions. We met 

some difficulties in improving the theme, however, on the next event, we could run the activity much better 

by adding more concepts and improving them.  

●Questionnaire Results(Respondents 24 ） 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this Study Group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・I didn‟t know there are borders and time differences in the same country , these surprised me. 

・I surprised that there are many folks in the country. And I thought that can grow the kindness.  

・I want to know the education system after the adopted „exclusive language‟ . By the way, I feel the 

Japanese music and Indonesian‟s are alike, so I feel it‟s close to Japan.  

・I‟ve never drunk with that kind of sweet tea, so I want to know the ingredient of tea and cake.  

(3)What should we improve? What is the good point of the preparation or facility in this activity? 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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・I had good feeling for them because they explained in Japanese. 

・I had interested in the country because of there were tea and cakes. And the music playing is very fun. I 

want to join the next integration stay.  

・Need more pictures. 

 

8.The Ifugao Culture and The Ifugao Rice Terraces 

～UNESCO World heritage, 8th Wonder of the world a Situational study～ 

Coordinator：Melody B.Muguerza(Philippines) 

●Objective 

・To understand what is a “Wonder of the World” and “UNESCO World Heritage Site” 

・To introduce the Ifugao Rice Terrace:Its geography, profile, history, Ifugao people, engineering system, 

culture and terracing, and its present status. 

・To relate some rice terracing practices of the Ifugaos to East Asian and South East Asian Countries. 

●Preparation until this stay and the planning schedule 

Video(Japanese/English・Screen time about 25 minutes) 

・Presentation ・Number Card 

Time Activity 

Start Group dynamics; Reduce the distance between coordinator and participants to be 

more positive. (Showed them graphics square, triangle shape, oblong figure, round 

shape and let them chose their favorite graphic. Next coordinator explained the 

meaning of graphics and diagnosed their characteristic basis on the outcome.  

5minutes 

 

Introduction 

・What is “Wonder of the World” and  “UNESCO World Heritage Site”? 

20 minutes 

 

Video Presentation about the Rice Terraces  

（Voice: English  Caption: Japanese） 

20 minutes 

 

Give Power Point Presentation about the Ifugao Rice Terraces  

5 minutes 

 

Evaluation (Quiz)To measure participants can understand the topic. 

Checking of Papers 

Participants will exchange papers with each other to check their answers. After 

checking, participants will return the corrected papers back to the owner. Then the 

study group leader will ask who got the highest scores, then get the numbers of 

participants who got the highest scores. 

Contents 

a. In what country did the rice terraces system originated? 

b. Who are the people who built the world famous rice terraces in the Philippines? 

c. What does Ifugao mean? 

d. What was the name of the Chinese tribe that migrated to East and South East 

Asia? 

e. How long are the terraces when extended from end to end? 
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f. What is the oral heritage used by the Ifugaos? 

g. What do the Ifugao call their rice god? 

h. How old is the Ifugao rice terraces? 

i. What are the two elements used by the old Ifugaos in breaking rock boulders? 

j. How many clusters of the Ifugao rice terraces are in the World Heritage List? 

25 minutes 

 

Open Forum and Discussion 

・Understand more about the rice terraces of Ifugao. 

・To compare and relate the cultural heritages of Japan, Philippines, Korea, China, 

and other countries.  

・“Why” and “How” to we preserve cultural heritage sites.  

・Discussion Part I 

a. Geography and Profile of the the Ifugao Rice Terraces 

b. History of the Ifugao Rice Terraces 

c. Ifugao People: their nature and culture  

d. Engineering System of the rice terraces 

e. Culture and Terracing: a harmony  between culture and environment  

f. The Ifugao Rice Terraces: now in the World Heritage List of Danger  

・Discussion Part Ⅱ 

(Example: here in Japan, how many World cultural heritage Sites do you 

have….Japanese participants will try to answer with interest. With the same 

procedure, I will also ask from the different nationalities and try to get their 

responses) 

a. What makes the Ifugao people different from other tribes in the Philippines that 

they were not conquered by Spain? 

b. How did the Ifugao people transfer the technique of rice terracing form one 

generation to another? Is it still done at present? 

c. Why do people sing a song about their history? 

What is the role of the Ifugao culture in the preservation of the Ifugao rice terraces?  

d. How did the Ifugao people build the walls? 

How is the water from the rice terraces equally distributed from the topmost part to 

the lowermost part of the rice terraces? 

e. What are the major contributions of the Ifugao culture to the preservation of the 

rice terraces? 

f. Why is the Ifugao Rice Terraces now in the World Heritage List of Danger, and what 

does that mean? 

 Question 1: I want to ask how many cultural heritage do you have in your own 

countries? 

Question2: Is your government making way to preserve your own World Heritage 

Sites? And How? 

5 minutes 

 

Awarding of reward (Ifugao wood carving gift) and closing remarks 

・Participants with the highest scores will be called and awarded with Ifugao wood 
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carving gifts coming from the Philippines. 

●Schedule of the appointed day 

Time Activity 

Start Group dynamics 

20 minute Introduction What is “Wonder of the World” and  “UNESCO World Heritage Site”? 

20 minutes Video Presentation about the rice Terraces (with Japanese subtitles ) 

15 minutes Give Powerpoint presentation about the Ifugao Rice Terraces 

10 minutes Evaluation ・Trivia Questions 

10 minutes 

 

Open Forum and discussion 

・Discussion Part I 

Participant1: I heard that the summit of mountain often reaches 1500meter, does 

there fall rain enough for the irrigation water? 

Answer1: Terrace always reaches the summit. That‟s why Rice Terrace is depend on 

the water like river, font, falls. But in Ifugao, rainy season lasts 6 months, rice 

clopping also take time 6 months plant to harvest rice.  

Participants2 : Have they been used same breed rice?  

Answer2 : Yes. It‟s the reason we call the area no genetically-engineered plant. 

People have been used ordinary rice. They think a genetically-engineered plant 

changes their environment‟s nature cycle. 

Participants3 : How is that yield ability? 

When Ifugao people product a rice, is there gap compared with that of modern? 

Can you guess its price? 

Answer3 : The productivity of rice farming in Ifugao is not very high, because they 

doesn‟t use modern ways of farming. 

I don‟t know exactly. 

But it is so cheap comparing a cross rice, because a government promote farmer 

make rice in terrace.   

Participant4 :Is it bounty system? 

Answer4 : Yes, it is. 

Participants5 : You told about “Mumbaki”? 

Answer5 : Mumbaki is a shaman of Ifugao.Although they plant some vegetables and 

so on, they rely on rice as staple good.In Ifugao, it means that he is a rich person if 

he have big field including rice field.The field suggests the rank of society in 

agricultural production like rice crop. 

・Discussion Part II 

5 minutes ・Prize-giving and end  

●Impression 

Good points 

Group dynamic was good. I wrote Japanese caption on the video, it was so good and more easier for 

Japanese participants to understand. At a time, participants from Bangladesh, India, and Japan told and 

shared about their World Heritage, the discussion became very interesting. In this discussion，I thought I 
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was able to show participants how to learn and take care World Heritage. Additionally, participants learned 

and understood not only the World Heritage of Philippines but also that of theirs and others. To cognize, 

understand and respect each World Heritage build bridge that connect border. The base of discussion 

focused on the theme of Integration stay “challenge toward construction of sharing society” 

I got the information about participant‟s national origin, and prepared each World Heritage‟s picture and 

Powerpoint presentation. So, they could discuss about their World Heritage using that information. I think 

discussion was going on smoothly and clearly. 

Not good points 

If there were more time of discussion, we could share participant‟s World Heritage and discussion might 

better. To save a time, I made a video only one but, time was so limited to discuss like this type. 

Issue for next time  

 First, I think time is so short and not enough. I hope coordinator can prepare to adjust the time. If there 

are many participants, in particular type of lecture and discussion， and type of lecture and workshop need 

at least 2 hours. 

● Questionnaire Result（Respondents 18 ） 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this Study Group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 

 

(2)What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・I concerned the influence of visitor gives to World Heritage (Ifugao 

Rice Terrace).  

・I realized I don‟t know about my country‟s World Heritage. 

・After attending the Study group, I realized that there is “danger” 

in World Heritage.  

・Each culture and heritage are shared with all over the world.  

(3)Regarding the proceedings, please write down the points which can 

be evaluated or improved  

・There were Discussion time, it‟s so good.  

・I can‟t understand English, so I didn‟t follow discussion. 

(4)Other opinions 

・I learned that to make Rice terrace needs an elaborate plan, and I really surprised ancient people could 

accomplish it. 

･I heard Ifugao people conveyed rock which crushed by using water and fire in the process of making the 

Rice terrace.  And still they have making the terrace big. I want to see Rice terrace actually. 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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9. The Uniqueness of Malaysia 

Coordinator: Hafizuodin Bin Mohamed (Malaysia) 

●Objective 

・To introduce Malaysia‟s Tradition and Races ・To feel the tradition of Malaysia (manner, wedding‟s style 

●Impression 

 What worked well 

 ・Participants really happy ・Slide‟s changing went smoothly.  

 ・Finished in time. 

What didn‟t work well 

 ・Wrong translation in the slides. ・Do not have enough chair for   

participants who came afterwards.  

 ・Do not have time to listen to all participant‟s question. 

●Questionnaire  results (Respondents :24 ) 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this Study Group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

   ・When we can do the wedding ceremony together, it was really easy to understand and really fun. 

   ・I‟m surprised to know that Malay people have to get agreement from parents before getting married.  

   ・I can know that there are a lot of Malay people and Chinese people, and they can live together even 

though with different culture.  

   ・To know that there are 2% of Indigenous Peoples makes me want to know more about them. 

   ・I want to know more about condition of Malaysia‟s house and school, and also the family environment. 

 (3) Point to be account or point to be improved from the way of progression. 

  ・Giving present to questioner and speaker is a good idea. 

  ・Do the presentation with traditional clothes is very good. 

  ・Progression by this 2 person is very interesting, and good combination from this 2 person makes the 

progression become great. 

  ・Mixing humor in progression is very good.  ・Can answered every difficult question is amazing. 

 

 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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10. Welcome to Egypt 

Coordinator: Hazem Muhammad Abdullah (Egypt) 

●Objective 

1. To introduce main tourist spot in Egypt. 

2. To clarified that every region have different culture. 

3. To introduce suitable place for short term visit. 

4. To give benefit and useful guide information for Japanese people 

who like to visit Egypt. 

5. By doing research about seeking the substance and the truth about 

Islam for other people, we want to wipe out the slandered 

production from mass media for the substance or influential person 

of Islam. 

●Impression 

Perhaps, Egypt is the oldest civilization in the world that appeared in the Nile valley 3100 years B.C. ago. 

When thinking about the history of Egypt, most people think about the pyramid, the mummy, and the 

pharaoh. However, when tracing back through the history of Egypt, a lot of stories exist far from it. Egypt 

has a longer history from any other country. Egypt is the children of the pharaoh, and it also has the 

culture that receives influences of Greece (Ptolemy dynasty), Rome, the Christian, and Islam, etc. Islam 

that accounted for 90 percent of Egyptian's religion was a peaceful religion, and this clarified that Islam 

was the one to have acted entirely towards invasion and the terrorism. 

●Questionnaire Result (Respondents:22 )   

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this Study Group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・Not only about tourism, we also learned about religion. 

・I can feel that the truth of Islam and the view of Islam from mass media have a big gap. 

・I‟ve learned that if we do not speak with a lot of people, we won‟t know the truth . We cannot let our 

thought lead by mass media. 

・First time I‟ve heard that smoking is prohibited by Islam. I always look Islam people near me smoking. I 

feel strange. 

(3)What is the assessable point or improvable point from the way of progression? 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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・The number of participants is small, so it is easier to speak our opinion or to ask question if we make 

circle around the presenter.・Good combination from presenter and interpreter makes me feel good. 

・I hope for changing opinions rather than one person speaking. 

(4)Other opinions or impressions. 

・There are a lot of facilities that should be seen besides an ancient culture of Egypt, and a lot of the cities 

prospered by the favor of the Nile. Now, I have interest in Islam, but when I speak with Muslim 

individually, I want to change the way I look at Islam and Muslim. 

・I‟ve never think deeply about Islam. But with this opportunity, I‟ve known that Islam have nothing to do 

with terrorism. They try to help others and work hard in their life. While hear the news, I will think 

again about Islam.  

 

  11. Let‟s Enjoy Shouchu! 

Coordinator: Inori Yamashita (Japan) 

●Objective 

The main purpose is to deepen cultural exchanges by using shouchu, the Japanese liquor. For people 

who live in Kagoshima, shouchu, especially sweet potato is something absolutely necessary. I hope the 

participants can be attracted to shouchu. 

●Impression 

What worked well 

・ The study group is different this time, there were not too many people and we can talk to the 

participants while doing activity. 

・ The venue for this time is the group just beside the entrance, not like past year, we felt that it is 

more like doing activity at home. 

・ We can use some sample with smell and the participants was interested in it. 

・ There were 5 peoples in one group solving the quiz. And they are able to communicate with other 

group members who sit beside. 

Improvement for next time 

・ We explained the taste hint when playing the quiz about the sweet potato shouchu. We should give 

more hints on the differences of smell because it is very hard to differentiate by tasting shoushu. 

●Upcoming Subject 

I think I should brush up my shouchu recognition degree, and do more cultural exchange with foreign who 

live in Kagoshima with shouchu. 

●Questionnaire Result (Respondents:12 ) 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this Study Group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 
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(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・It‟s hard to differentiate the sweet potato categories; it is totally different taste during the wine tasting 

section. 

・It is really a thrill after tasting the shouchu, interesting 

experienced  

・Want to make comparison between paddy, Wheat, sweet 

potato and black sugar. 

(3)Good points and Bad points 

・Listen comment and suggestion from participants. 

・We should gave hints for taste and smell during the wine 

section. 

(4)Others 

・We are shock that the foreigners said shouchu look like alcohol because it is colorless. I, myself, admitted 

that fact. And, I really shouchu want to be liked by people throughout world. 

 

12. The Art of Asia 

Coordinator：Keichi Ogawa(Japan) 

●Objective 

We experience multi-cultural coexisting society and co-creation from permission of various cultures. 

Points of view and technique of a drawing in India ink which had begun to grow in ancient China produced 

field of landscape which was not in art history in the world. Japanese drawing in India ink has originally 

changed after being introduced by China. If the Eurasian Continent is rotate 90 degrees as such pachinko, 

Japan looks as very hybrid saucer bottom of that which gets various information from diverse rotes and 

undertake chaos and fuse keeping that balance. We think from Japan to East Asia, and the world through 

physical experience of art as drawing in India ink.  

●Impression 

Though there were out of assumption such as time rag between participants of this study group and hope 

on the way but I thought it is also various and worked. Kraft room was easier that I had expected, so 

participants looked as relaxed and co-creation in the place of having jointly. I think if we could take 

participants apart depend on the place where there were born when we decided the group, we could think 

the place of having jointly. 

I wonder what works would be born by them with writing brush and India ink because the member were 

from young and old of both sexes and from various country. I did not know how turn and how to write and 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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what results. There were some points I could see after doing that. Addition to this, India ink is oozing 

unexpected from a drawing in India ink written in the rainy season. It is no problem that aroused their 

own style, but sometimes that destroy balance of the picture. What kind of something would be bomb by a 

chance in the place as Integration Stay is just only a casual encounter that the groups were divided. 

However, some encounters, born things and matters unexpected and influence their sense of value and 

quibble their life. 

When I had them write one picture with all of the member of group, the groups which African participant 

are in there made works which hanged modern art with tightly 

lines entirety. The groups which some Japanese join made works 

with blank and smooth and ink was blurred. Every group worked 

with balance. 

The rain at the first time of this integration stay may have 

various participants shut in the place as integration stay and 

tighten knot of casual chance through common experience. I felt 

philosophically about coexisting and chance and the place in this 

stay.  

● Questionnaire Result（Respondents 28 ） 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this Study Group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・It was interesting that all of participants wrote one picture because it was all their own. 

・ I found atmosphere of works change depend on our point of view. 

・ I thought that I must know about Chinese culture more deeply as Chinese. 

(3)Please write down about progress good points or improvements. 

・It was good advance that practice individual and work with all of participants. 

・ It was easy to understand and I could make a good work with simple ways. 

・Coordinators taught us individually and it was very good. 

・I thought it was improper that there were no interpretation, but I came to think art don‟t need it not so 

much. 

 

 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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13. To Achieve the World Peace 

～through the activity of mass media ～ 

Coordinator：Chie Yamashita（Japan） 

●Objective 

Mass media said Muslims= terrorists, North Korea as the axis of the evil and they draw line enemy or not. 

But we couldn‟t think enough about why they did it? What is the back ground of the terrorist? We, Japanese, 

experienced by the report of the North Korea. 

 We want to discuss about the mass media and war. We won‟t mind about complex theory. Our purpose is 

close to the correct recognition of the world through the discussion about easy question and candid opinion.  

●Preparation and schedule 

・Making the flow of the activity through the meeting  

・Preparation of PPT  

 

Time  Activity 

20min 

 

Part 1: Reports after the 9・11 

Q1 What kind of the report was major after the 9.11 in your country? Is there any 

close situation? 

30min Part 2: Media whipped the rivalry  

Q2 Is there any opinion?  

Q3 Is there any question?  

Q4 Is there any example of the deciding or labeling enemy by media？  

30min 

 

Part 3: What is the solve？  

Q5 Is there any opinion?  

Q6 Is there any question?  

Q7Do you think that the world will be peace by the individual exchanges?  

Q8 What should you do first？  

10min Questionnaire 

 

●Schedule of the appointed day 
Time Activity 

10min Introduction 

18min Part 1:  Reports after the 9・11 

20min Part 2: Media whipped the rivalry 

20min Free Discussion time 
10min Part 3: What is the solve？ 

9min Free Discussion time 
3min Opinion 

●Impression 

I will take the information with little doubt from media. And it‟s our theme. We used the coordinator‟s 

presentation and this activity was constructed by the participants‟ opinions. There were many opinions 

about media, war, and commercialized media. 

 In this activity, coordinator was pointed out about lack of the knowledge by a participant. The participant 

said the coordinator has to divide the defense and intimidate when the coordinator said that the MD system 

intimidate North Korea. There were gaps about the knowledge between us about it, and it stopped the 
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discussion for a while. This was occurred by lack of the preparation and lack of the knowledge about it. And I 

thought the activity did not go very well due to this thing happened. But after the consideration, I feel it‟s 

one of the good results. 

 We all take the information by media has lack of knowledge. There are few people who have enough 

knowledge and has the ability to doubt the information. This activity‟s themes are how to get the sense to 

doubt the information even if the majority people who don‟t have enough knowledge, how to share the doubt, 

and .the recognition may help to make peaceful world. It‟s not a lecture. I think that the coordinator who has 

lack of knowledge and participants discuss about theme, and we could learn about this problem and think 

well each other. I thought this activity was success because we could experience these discussions. 

●Questionnaire Result（Respondents:12 ） 

 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this Study Group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・It was good experience to see other members mind and the person who related with mass media.  

・ I thought that we have to check the truth. 

・ I could learn that the mass media don‟t report all the information, so we must think enough for any 

information. 

・ I feel that the Japanese enthusiastic about pursuing the truth.  

(3)What is the good point of the preparation or facility in this activity? 

 ・We could discuss enough. And I learned the power of mass media and the importance the doubt to them.  

・ I thought that the coordinator was thoughtful of foreigner. For example, there were translators. 

・ Lack of the pictures. There are few pictures in the PPT. 

・ I couldn‟t understand what they said. Because they used complex words and I needed the explanation 

of the words and back ground.  

 

14. The Different in Difference 

Coordinator：Jaddo（Japan） 

●Objective 

・Speaking of proverb, the meaning differs from the areas, countries and races. This study group is the 

circumstance to have an attitude to try to understand others‟ standpoint by realizing your common sense 

never becomes global standard common sense. 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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・Some common senses and rules have two types of differences, “the 

difference which may exist” and “the difference to be lost”. I hope 

that this study group is a good opportunity for the participants to 

make an effort to lose the latter, “the difference to be lost”, and 

realize that your common senses never becomes global standard 

common sense and deep mutual understanding. 

●Content of preparation and schedule until the day 

・English translation of a material concerned with “The difference of 

the difference” 

・Preparation of the PP soft, PC and projector for the supplementary explanation 

・divide the participants into the groups composed of 5 or 6 people. At the time, consider to add at least one 

student studying abroad in one group.  

●Schedule of the appointed day 

time  Activety 

start ・Grouping 

・We, Japanese interpret the proverb, “spend money like water” as the 

image that is “luxuriously spend a lot of money”. But, on the other hand, in 

arid zone etc., this proverb is interpreted as the image that is “importantly 

spend money little by little”. 

・Above this, we notice that the image we hold to one word or matter differs 

from areas, environment and generation where one is raised up. 

・ convince of the theme 

・With the proverb of “spend money like water”,   it was difficult to tell the 

image,  “importantly spend money little by little” because no students had 

such an image. 

40 minutes 

 

・Read closely the question paper Jaddo prepared and form your opinion. 

⇒Maybe it‘s a sudden work to write one‟s opinion that caused one 

participant couldn‟t write his opinion at all being embarrassed. 

 

・Split into each groups after you formed your opinion, and form the 

opinions into one opinion to “the differences of the differences” as one 

group. And in this time, discuss why you think so, finding the concrete 

examples.  

・Present the opinions in each groups.(listen to the amplification about “the 

differences of the differences”). 

・Discuss in each groups for the second time. 

⇒Because of the difference of language ability, some group couldn‟t 

discuss enough. 

20 minutes 

 

・Convince how your group‟s opinion has changed. 

・Convince this theme is never distinguished by justification. 

・Convince that some differences can be changed. 
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・Listen to the explanation about activity of Jaddo which is one of the 

changeable differences. 

・Acknowledge the presence of “differences” and esteem sense of values 

each other. 

10 minutes Fill in questionnaire 

5 minutes Presentation of free opinion from the participants（3 persons） 

5 minutes Introduction of the activity of NPO Jaddo 

●Impression 

We could add one or two students studying abroad in each group and the oversee students actively 

mentioned their opinion, but it was pity that no Japanese participants mentioned their opinion besides A 

group. We should have founded the time for introduction to make atmosphere so that Japanese participants 

can more easily mention their opinion. And, one group couldn‟t discuss the all of the themes because this 

team was sticking to one theme. 

On the final presentation of free opinion, a student from Vietnam said that he couldn‟t understand the 

difference of the values to non-waxy rice and glutinous rice which is question 1. It was trouble for me to 

explain that because he didn‟t show his attitude to try to understand, for Laos, where is the comparison 

country, is near from Vietnam. 

Professor Kato at Kagoshima University pointed out three matters. ①”The difference of the difference” is 

just the difference from Japanese point of view and there is no point of view from the other side country. ②

Countries whose ten-year after cannot be seen such as Africa cannot afford to mention “the difference which 

may exist” and “the difference to be lost”. I think the explanation based on that there is such an area is 

required. ③Why do the people living in the subject area have to aim at Japan as ideal? I want to consider 

above the three matters in carrying out this program from now on as Coordinators. 

After the study group, we got a question that “What is the aim of this study group and you?” from one 

student from Bangladesh. However, it seemed that our explanation had not understood very well since he 

could speak only English. Therefore, I think we need to consider arrangement of an interpreter. 

Besides, we got pointing out that “the difference of the difference” is difficult to understand from the same 

student and he said that it was difficult to imagine the content of discussion. We think that we need to 

change the topic and the explanation of the content so that everyone can easily imagine the content. 

●Questionnaire Results(Respondents 23 persons） 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

② Is there any change in your mindset after participation in this Study Group? 

③Were you able to understand the content of study group? 

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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the things that you wish to learn further. 

・It was precious occasion to exchange opinion with foreigners. 

・I was impressed that interpretation of sentences depends on each person. 

・I wandered why we have to form our opinions into one opinion since I think that the biggest point of this 

study group is to make sure that we are different from each others. And, actually we couldn‟t form our 

opinions to one. I believe that proper accepting and understanding the actual condition of the country is 

the most important in considering the “difference” not forcing your ideas on others. 

・I had thought that difference is natural and good for us, but I learned that one of the differences should 

not exist and my thought has changed. I found that trifles can lead to discriminating consciousness and 

I want to know much about that. 

・It was difficult to judge if difference is just cultural difference or disparity in wealth. We should consider 

the background not to think it natural that difference of the way is difference of country. 

・It was difficult for me to think of difference since I didn‟t have background knowledge. 

・I thought that there were various measure and values in judging if I accept the difference or not and 

discrimination and distinction are judged by subjectivity in many cases. 

・It was good to know the actual situation of countries like Laos because we cannot hardly see it by news 

and information of news on foreign country is bias. 

(3)The point you can appreciate or improvement point about how to progress. 

・I wanted to learn the difference of the whole world and the values and thought on security. 

・It was easy to understand because of the explanation by photos. 

・Questions for discuss was too many to discuss in time. 

・If I had known the theme and questions for discuss beforehand. we could have discuss deeper. It was 

better if students from various countries told us the “difference”. 

・I think it was difficult for who cannot understand Japanese to understand this study group. 

・It was better if I could exchange with people from a little more countries. 

・It was hard to discuss since there is no chairperson. 

 

15. Pakistan Role towards Terrorism in War 

Coordinator：Anis Ur Rehman（Pakistan） 

● Objective  

・To bring into light, terrorism in Pakistan after the 9/11 incidence.  

・To reveal to the audience the truth on CIA support for Mujahedeen (Taliban)  

・To acknowledge Pakistan‟s economic impacts on the war 

・To know the damage and deaths of the people in the anti-terrorism war 

・To relay the difference of the real truth and news conveyed by the media 

● Schedule of the appointed day 

Time Activity 

2 minutes Greetings 

5 minutes 

 

Introduction of Pakistan (PowerPoint) 

・Area、Capital、Population、Territory、National Flag, etc. 
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・Brief introduction of Islam 

45 minutes 

 

・Presentation (PowerPoint) 

※Approximately 7mins video appreciation (English audio only) 

To learn on the truth which cannot be reveal in the news 

・The look on gun market, comparison of Pakistan army and Taliban 

・Regarding Buffer zone(Tribal Area) 

① How it came about 

② The army training place 

③ Concept of Jihad 

④  Illegal gun‟s black market 

・About Taliban 

① History of the Taliban 

② Influence of the Taliban 

③ Suicide bombing terror 

④ The support for Taliban by Pakistan and America 

・Pictures(Situation post Afghan invasion by Soviet Union) 

・9/11incidence and Afghanistan war 

 Pictures(Results of America-Taliban war) 

・About the anti-terrorism war  

① Anti-terrorism war in Pakistan 

② Pakistan‟s support towards anti-terrorism war 

③ Disputes 

Pakistan‟s losses due to the war 

20 minutes 

 

Q&A 

Q1 What is your opinion on the 9/11 incidence? 

Q2 If your country is facing terrorism problems, what will you do to return peace? 

Q3 Do you believe in the information on Islam, Taliban or Al-Qaeda told by the 

media?  

Q4 What are the ways to conclude wars?  

7 minutes Questionnaire 

1 minute Greetings 

●Impression 

Including English, everything went smoothly, though it was all in English, I think it was a heated-up 

discussion. However, the communication with staff in charge did not go well, and because the 

communication with the translators was insufficient, the organizer herself did the translation. Besides, 

because the discussion was only in English, there were not many opinions from the Japanese; this is a point 

that needed to be reflected on.  

●Questionnaire Results(Respondents: 18)  

(1)① Were you able to understand the content of this Study Group? 

② Is there any change in your opinion or mindset after participation in this Study Group? 

③ Was the overall process satisfactory? 
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(2)What in particular remains in your impression from this Study Group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・I wanted to know more about the relationship between Taliban and Pakistan. 

・I came to realize that the condition in Pakistan is so complex. I want to help the Pakistan people. 

・The fact about children being involved in war is so saddening. I was able to understand better through 

the use of videos and pictures. To be able to hear this kind of story is a really rare chance.  

・I was so surprised when I saw the picture with explosive wrapped in children body.  

・I want to know why is the fact that Bin Laden is not an Islam believer is not made known to the public? 

Listening to this story, Islam and Pakistan are not the bad ones. 

(3)Regarding the proceedings, please write down the points which can be evaluated or improved. 

・The English was quite difficult, there were quite some parts which I couldn‟t understand.  

・It would have been better if only the slides were more specific. It would also be better if there were 

details explanation along with the slides. 

・In overall, I was able to understand the content through the slides prepared, I was also able to grasp 

what the speaker was trying to convey. 

・The discussion was serious. 

 

16. Nepal ― the Ultimate Touristic Destination 

Coordinator：Swachchhanda-Songmen, Monoj-Bohara、 

Bimika-Pati, Patil-Prakash（Nepal / India） 

●Objective 

     2011 is the year of Nepal tourism promotion. Against the backdrop of this, we introduce a special tourism 

area, international country Nepal.We let participants join without hesitation, so they understand Nepal 

much deeper.  

●Preparation until this stay and the planning schedule 

・Preparation of equipment ・Meeting between staff and interpreter 

  ●Schedule of the appointed day 
 
Time Activity 

5 minutes Introduction Coordinators & National Anthem 

20 minutes Presentation 

20 minutes Video Viewing 

5 minutes  Question Time 

35 minutes Workshop  

5 minutes Conclusion 

10 minutes Take photo& questionnaire 

●Impression 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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I could prepare a Power point presentation and video accurately. Interpreter was so great. Participants also 

joined actively. At first, twenty-seven people were expected to attend but during the day there were only 

twenty. So, we should have changed the schedule.There were some participants who got tired during the 

first section. 

●Questionnaire Results（Respondents :16 ） 

(1) ① Were you able to understand the content of this subcommittee meeting? 

② Is there any change in your opinion or mindset after participation in this subcommittee meeting? 

③ Was the overall process satisfactory?  

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・Until attending the study group, I didn‟t know Nepal but I could 

learn Nepal through beautiful pictures. 

・I wanted see more picture of Nepal. 

・We could be active in workshop time, it was so good.  

・I got the scheme of Nepal. 

・Nature was looked so beautiful than I have expected. I want to 

go to Nepal. 

(3)Please write down good and bad points for the progress. 

・There were lots of enjoyable contents such as presentation, Question and workshop.  

・Interpreter was so great.  ・The progress of video was fast. 

・It was interesting content that get participant make a catch phrase. 

 

17. Let‟s Talk About Foreigners Political Participation 

Organizer：Eichiro NOGUCHI（Japan） 

●Objective  

 Living in multi-cultural society, to know about political participation (political rights) of foreign residence, 

and to think of it as something directly related to our own self. Inside, from both agree and against 

argument points of view, while introducing the main points, to have the participants to discuss and 

exchange opinions on “What is building the society together with foreigners living in the neighborhood”.  

●Content of Preparation and Schedule until the Appointed Day 

5／30 First meeting（Organizer, translator, staffs in charge） 

6／14 Second meeting（Organizer, translator, staffs in charge） 

☆Materials Provided on the Appointed Day☆ 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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In 1995 (Heisei year 7) after the decision made by the Supreme Court, the main topic on “foreigners political 

participation” is settlement (settlement right is more than 10 years and there are exceptional cases of 5 

years. It is 5 years longer than the necessity to obtain citizenship. Special Permanent Resident is for those 

who had lived in Korean peninsula or Taiwan since September 1945 or their descendant).  Also the issue on 

foreigners‟ rural political rights. Today, there are 910,000 special permanent residents who are living in 

japan. Among this, 420,000 (470,000 on cumulative total (are those who hold special permanent residence 

from Korea and Korean peninsula, 140,000 Chinese, and 110,000 Brazilian. For the case of most Chinese, 

they would the general permanent resident, and has multiplied 4 times in these 10 years. 

The problem started from the fact that in theory, based on the constitution, mostly are not given the political 

right to vote, it are allowed to vote in rural areas. How about your home country? Let us talk further about 

the rights and eligibility to vote, during the discussion.   

～Materials to Consider and Keywords～ 

Agree）Globalization from within, people living together in different cultures, while maintaining livelihood 

and respecting various ways of living, regulations on voting for residence already made in more than 200 

municipality, liquidation of colonization, despite of its participation in OECD which consisted of 30 countries, 

Japan is the only country which is yet to offer its citizenship, universal human right, the rights as residence, 

implementation of residence municipality, 

Consideration）Discussion on territory, history, religion. To allocate time, to get the people understanding.  

Disagree）Focused rights exercise of specific region, to obtain Japan citizenship, foreign intervention in 

domestic affairs, defense, security, Okinawa and Tsushima, effects on the method in rural municipality, 

foreigners are not citizen hence law violation, double political rights, Korean residing in Japan are able to 

exercise political power in Korea while not paying income tax, etc. 

～About Questions and Remarks from the Participants～ 

Despite it is a hot issue, it is not a topic which usually come 

into daily conversation, and this theme was taken as the title, 

the free argument to express whether to agree on disagree by 

all participants including the observers, to put it all into 90 

minutes was a topic by itself, rather than prediction, I was able 

to look into how active and considerate in exchanging opinions. 

I had always believe that “anything is possible” in the 

subcommittee meeting. 

● Schedule of the appointed day 

Time Activity 

5 minutes Guidance 

⇒Explanation of the focus on rural political rights 

15 minutes Presentation of the current opinions after ice breaking and self-introduction.  

⇒From the perspective of national political participation, most of the participants 

disagreed. Guidance was a failure, hence re-explained. 

5 minutes Explanation of the outlines and current condition 

40 minutes Opinion exchange after the explanation, second opinion exchange and expansion of 

the discussion on the unique points of the opinions, opinion exchange on foreigners‟ 
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rural political participation  

⇒Almost everyone from the following members Bangladesh, China, Inner Mongol, 

and Japan agree to political participation of Foreigners living in rural areas who 

hold no citizenship. 

20 minutes 

 

Expression of own‟s opinion and discussion as if it is occuring in their own country, 

despite knowing that it was from Japan perspective. 

・Putting aside the actual difficulties, the majority was affirmative for those 

foreigners living in the same area. 

5 minutes Questionnaire 

● Impression 

What was unexpected from this time was the necessity of “Chinese translator”. I was helped by the 

translator prepared by the Bangladesh students. Fortunately, did the participants changed when they 

were getting familiar, the participants did that role. Was there a sudden increase in the number of 

Chinese and Mongolian participants? Just as how the Multi-nationality Training Camp should be, with 

only the basic of Japanese and English, was probably no longer sufficient. The part which was the most 

interesting was the interaction which was specified every year. As far as possible, I tried to make the 

observers and onlookers to express their opinions. Regarding the proceedings、because it all started from 

rural political participation rights, I felt that it became too general as the opinions basing on national 

administration came one after another. Regarding the national administration, more than half were not 

able to accept Japan‟s argument. Though on regional politics, almost everyone agreed on participation of 

foreigners (who do not hold the citizenship). On the national administration, the argument on national 

defense and security, small scale municipality, foreign interference through election, there were voices 

concerning the implementation of multi-cultural society in the already population decreasing in regional 

and rural of Japan. Touching the fragments from the knowledge law, it would be interesting if there is a 

continuation to this subcommittee meeting.  

● Questionnaire Results（Respondents :7 ） 

(1)①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

②Is there any change in your opinion or mindset after participation in this study group? 

③Was the overall process satisfactory? 

 

(2)What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・I had always see the political rights from my own perspective of living in Japan, the perspective from 

foreign countries was interesting.  

・I was surprised by foreigner ‟s political involvement.  

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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・It was interesting to be able to talk and discussed together. I want to study further on human rights and 

law. 

・I did not know much about political problems, but by listening to what other people were saying, I was 

able to start to understand. I should have study beforehand.  

 

18. Sepak Takraw 

Coordinator：Yasushi Yanagida（Japan） 

●Objective 

To spread Sepak Takraw which is a famous sport in the world from South 

East Asia. 

● Schedule of the appointed day 

 

Time Active (Activities) 

5 minutes Explanation matters that require attention 

10minutes Model performance, dividing groups 

60 minutes Game 

15 minutes Questionnaire time、Dispose of stuff 

●Impression 

First of all, I would like thank Kanoya physical university students who already gave their utmost effort 

-not only physically but also mentally- to prepare and help me through the activities. The students who 

already practiced SepakTakraw for years (best 3rd in National ranking) showed some performances and gave 

useful advices which made the whole activities ran very well.  

There are few things that needed to be improved as will be described following: 

・Sepak Takraw is suitable for the integration stay since it has long history since it has been founded in the 

regional culture (South East Asia) until it happens to be famous in the world. However, I could not explain 

a lot about it. 

・Due to the lack of preparation, I was worried whether the introduction was well understood by the 

participants. For the same activity in the future, I would suggest an explanation and introduction using 

video. 

●Questionnaire Results（Respondents :22） 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

②Is there any change in your opinion or mindset after participation in this study group? 

③Was the overall process satisfactory? 

  

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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・It was first time for me, but I really enjoyed even it was hard to play. ・I had good time with 

(3)Please write down about progress good points or improvements. 

・The time was well managed and all went smoothly. ・It should have been started earlier. 

・I thought the practice and the game were good. 

・Coordinators and other teacher taught me from practice to game with politeness. 

 

19. Tone of Japanese Music 

Coordinator: Okamoto, Sakamoto, Nagano, Mori (Japanese) 

●Objective 

・ Introduce Japanese culture by using Japanese music instrument and performance. 

・ To convey the charm of Japanese music instrument. 

・ Would like everyone to feel interesting in music instrument. 

●Preparation and Schedule 

・ The making of PowerPoint. 

・ Translation for video 

● Schedule of the appointed day 

Time Activity 

15 Minutes Introduction of Japanese traditional music 

・the history of Japanese music, introduction by using featured slide 

・explanation for Japanese traditional music(Classic and Modern).And after we play 

the featured DVD with word translations. 

15 minutes Introduction of Japanese music instrument 

・introduction of Bamboo Flute, Shamisen, Japanese Harp by using slideshow. 

Origins of the name, history, similar instrument and charm.  

40minutes Experience 

Bamboo flute, Japanese Harp, and Shamisen 

⇒There are a lot of question about the way of using, holding the instrument, and 

reading the music note 

10 minutes 

 

Performance 

Rokudan Performance by the 4 organizers. 

●Impression 

I was happy because there are a lot of participants than I expected. We introduce Japanese traditional 

music ( HouGaku ) by using slideshow and regular concert video (DVD). The introduction was easy to 

understand with no thanks to the translator efforts. During the 

Japanese music instrument experience section, we prepare extra 

instrument, so that everyone can have chance to experience it. 

But, due to short of attendant, it is quite hard to tell something 

detail. And we will ready some short music note because some say 

the experience section shouldn‟t be touching the instrument only, 

but also playing it. I was happy because I saw a lot of participants 
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enjoy playing it. It is a very good experience because there is Japanese Dance at night. Even if I do say so, 

it can introduce the classic of Japanese culture. It became a very good experience for inter-culture 

communicating with different kind of person and introducing Japanese culture. I will work hard on the 

review and know-how, and participate again next year.  

● Questionnaire Results(Respondents:19 )  

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

②Is there any change in your opinion or mindset after participation in this study group? 

③Was the overall process satisfactory? 

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・I want to learn about Japanese traditional music because I‟m interested on it 

・I have knowledge about the instrument, but I know it is beyond my knowledge when I touch it. 

(3)Good points and Bad points 

・I want to listen to classic and modern performance. How about make the modern performance shorter and 

add in classic? 

・The presentation and the video were great. 

・The practical experience section was long enough. 

・It is even better if I can learn some easy music note. 

 

20. Can The Border Be Crossed Without “Words”?  

Coordinators：Ochi Shinichirou（Japan） 

●Objective 

When we are about to do communication with person from different nationality, everyone usually might 

think about the language as a barrier. Of course, it is very important in attempting communication by 

using same language among each other. However, it is understood that to be able to make the distance 

among each other closer is by clinging and sharing the sense of communication at the moment even 

nationality or culture is different. The language can not be used well without using language itself in real 

conversation. 

I want participants to be able to do communication without have to use the language itself in first 

meeting and to experience or challenge a communication by shorten the distance. As a final purpose is the 

wall of language would not be feared anymore after participants experienced and felt so participants can 

challenge the international exchange with people from many other countries. 

●Preparation until this stay and the planning schedule 

Before Integration Stay starts, preparation was made so participants could consider by themselves in 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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recognizing and doing the section at the day. 

●Schedule of the appointed day 
 

Time Activity 

For5min Greeting 
For18min experience to joint of a sense 
For15min experience to joint of a topic 

For15min try to understanding only make a gesture 

For23min Tell information only make conversation by means of writing and make a 

gesture. 
For5min Questionnaire 

●Impression 

Venue preparation was too long and start time was delayed for about 10 minutes. And that could turn the 

environment as I thought as regretful. However, never became to be better opportunity in future to practice 

the content of this section, and I could see participants had fun and I think that was good. I think you can 

see the improvement points in the participant questionnaires. 

●Questionnaire Results(Respondents :42） 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

②Is there any change in your opinion or mindset after participation in this study group? 

③Was the overall process satisfactory? 

 

(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・It was difficult to communicate in a gesture that was fun. Through the unexpected 

・Gestures was used in communication with people fom various countries with paintings and letters, or 

numbers and it was quite happy  

・Depending on the country representation of the painting is unusual because such fun 

・Word's tools can represent more deeply 

(3)Please write down for improvements for future. 

・How to progress better so everyone can join in discussing 

・the topic had been enjoyed. 

・I thought it was a little emphasis to not speak words and should be 

studied further for the significance of this study group 

・There were some deliberate participants and some communication 

was not good 

・Should think some movements for expressing feeling 

 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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21. Traditions and Value System in Nigeria 

Coordinators：Chibueze James Okwe（Nigeria） 

●Objective 

Introduction of some ethnic groups in Nigeria especially the three major ethnic groups - Hausa, Yoruba, 

Igbo and knowing Nigeria history through playing games. 

●Preparation until this stay and the planning schedule 

・Power point ・Making pet bottle bamboo 

●Schedule of the appointed day 
 

Time Activity 

Start Introduction of Nigeria 

For 25min  

 

・geographical（a Nigeria‟ territory is divided into three because and Benue River）・

The national flag（The Nigeria flag green and white .green symbolize agriculture and 

forest ,resources of Nigeria.white symbolize Niger river and unification,peace.）・

religion（Christianity is 45％,Islam is 45％）・a tribe（three tribes…Hausa, Yoruba, 

Igbo）・language（Nigerian speak English , but they have about 400 languages.）・

dress・economy（economic bases are petroleum and agriculture）・agriculture 

（cassava production is prosperous） 

For 20min about three tribes…(Hausa, Yoruba, Igbo) 

・a form of marriage 

①average age for marriage in Nigeria is 21 years old 

②three processes till marriage of the Igbo  tribe 

③Introduction 

④Traditional marriage(Bridal fee) 

⑤Statutory marriage 

・Traditional a formula of the Hausa tribe marriage  

⇒Two men fight how to minced mutually to a stick for over the womon.Loser's has 

been crying ago either. a winner can marry this woman 

・tribe marks 

For 20min Question time 

Q. What is the special dish during a wedding ceremony?  

A.Cola、Wine made from Parm 

Q. What the husband gives to his wife during a wedding ceremony? 

A. a necklace and cooking tool 

Q. What is Bridal fee? 

A. a symbol money  

Money becomes symbolic linking two families from husband to the wife's family pass. 

For example bride price, money 1551. 5 yen to present. If pay husband 1552 circle on 

the other hand, 0, can't return 5 yen hanging out, but this money does not exist. So, as 

a 0, with 5 circles connecting family of husband and wife. 

Q. In traditional marriage forms of the Hausa tribe, if, and wants to marry a man who 

lost the woman who said what? 

A. Almost people of the Hausa tribe are Islam. Family decided thing the absolute 

because Islam most so the family. So, is not only married a man who won. But now 
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such ceremonies have not been made. 

Q. Can marry between different tribe? 

A. Yes. However, not put together also fit the religion either talked in two different 

religions decide, but also can either. 

Q. How I solved the conflicts between tribes in Nigeria? Tell me because there is such 

problem in Tanzania. 

A. Monitor has to suppress warfare between tribes of military conflicts since. If such 

movement is repressed by the armed forces. 

For 20min Game 

Explanation of game 

The origin of the game may be traced from Biafra war which is battle between the 

Hausa and Igbo ethnic groups. It may have been related to the skill of avoiding the 

enemy‟s trap in the dark. 

・Contents…first, we‟ll make four team.(12person in a team) 

(15min)first  two team play the game. 

The team member is separate.→guide(6), Player(6) 

 ＊this members change after 7min. 

・guide and player make 1 pair, and guide lead the player not to touch the trap(trap is 

the pet bottle) 

if the player touch it, the one is out and change next pair in one‟s team. 

(15min) Change next two team. 

Play the game same as above. 

* The team with the higher number of players that successfully completed the game 

without falling into the trap wins. 

 

For 5min Questionnaire 

●Impression 

 The presentation went well and the projector used worked perfectly well. Interestingly, the game was a lot 

of fun and the participants really enjoyed. Personally, I found the questions from the participants to my very 

thoughtful, for example, one of the participants asked „Which ethnic group in Nigeria is the least in 

population?‟. I do not know the answer to this question, just as I also don‟t know the names of all the over 

250 ethnic groups in Nigeria. 

Some of the participants wanted to know more about Nigeria but the 

allotted time was not enough to explain more about the customs and 

traditions in Nigeria. 

Initially crossing the obstacle in blind-fold game was a bit difficult 

for the participant but it eventually became easier with better 

guides as well was very enjoyable. 

●Questionnaire Results(Respondents :29) 

(1) ①Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

②Is there any change in your opinion or mindset after participation in this study group? 

③Was the overall process satisfactory? 
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(2) What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・Explanation of culture and Nigeria was very interesting. Wanted to know more interesting thing on 

culture idea and marriage 

・was able to enjoy the game, rather than from the various disciplines in addition to learning about Nigeria, 

so good         

・Of the IBO, Hausa is learnt in high school wanted to know far more profound 

・Opportunity to study the detailed country of Nigeria is not so, so this Subcommittee was very interesting 

・Traditional clothing, ornaments are impressed. Want to know more about the industry, fisheries, and 

industrial 

・Could a little know regional African hospitals for more information and greater Nigeria country knew, but 

didn't know too much 

・Various tribes has well understood. And while Hausa tribe, found interesting duel over the Hausa tribe 

mate major, Eve people, Yoruba, 

・Want to know is what found out about the various tribes and how different organizers 

(3)Please write to assess how progress and improvements. 

・Announced a unique problem Nigeria just introduction to Nigeria had ended, so you should think 

・I think that game time longer and also good ・If you copied the slide one more easy to understand 

・Many photos and English was difficult, but easy to understand 

・Better than hope translate neatly because it had answers in English only 

・From Nigeria to know better, and last game also enjoyed very good 

・Power point is easy to understand and see ・That was the atmosphere I want to know 

・Because the method of progression is easy to understand very understandable 

 

22. Food and Festival in Bangladesh 

Muhammad Mustafiza Rafman（Bangladesh） 

● Objective  

Food and culture are the identity of each country in the world. Everyone, whilst carrying out their own 

culture, despite of however it is, have to respect other cultures. Food is 

essential for life. However, it is important to control the amount of food 

consumed. By doing that, it is possible to have high longevity. By 

studying the food and culture of Bangladesh, let us come to realize the 

importance of food, think over about our own culture, and think about 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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what we can do to help billions of people who are facing starvation.  

● Content of Preparation and Schedule until the Appointed Day  

・Designing the content of the study group ・Explanation of slides, translations 

・Preparation of viaje, preparation of necessary instruments ・Video taking of curry culinary and editing 

・Preparation of musical instruments （Ektara、Dhole、Tobla）・Preparation of questionnaire（refer below） 

・Addition of slides, explanations, translations ・Rehearsal for the study group 

Time Activity 

30 minutes 

 

A. National language・Explanation on festivals 

About the history and politics 

―Process towards independence 

―Population、mother tongue、location、climate、main production 

―religions 

About the festival 

―Independence day（26 March 1971 separation declaration from West Pakistan）） 

―Victory day（after 9 months of fights, gained freedom in 16 December 1971） 

 →Offering flowers at the monument, commencement of the parade. 

About other festivals 

―Festivals throughout the year 

―Community festivals 

―Carnival throughout the year, musical instruments 

ｄ.Regarding the musical instruments. 

To let participant to interact with the instruments brought along（name of 

instruments：Ektare、Dhole、Tobla） 

15 minutes B. Explanation on food 

Explanation of Bangladesh cuisines based on pictures 

Rice, beef, chicken, fish, vegetables, soup、cake, snack, dessert, drinks 

Explanation on usage of spices 

To bring along representative spices（spices name ：turmeric, chili powder, garam 

masala, coriander powder, cumin powder, cinnamon, cloves） 

20 minutes 

 

C. About Bangladesh‟s curry 

Explanation on variations of curry－Video screening（about curry making process） 

10 minutes 

 

D. Food sampling 

Viaje（Dry food made from bean）food testing－ Bangladesh tea food testing 

15 minutes 

 

E.Q&A 

Q1.What do you see when you look at Bangladesh national flag? （give out some 

hints…） 

Q2.Which do you find the most interesting from Bangladesh‟s cultural events? 

Q3. What is the name of the spice which is often used in Bangladesh? 

Q4. What is Bangladesh‟s the most special cuisine? 

Q5. Do you find that all spices in curry are spicy? Is there any difference from other 

curry? 
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Q6. Do you like Bangladesh food? 

Q7. What is the principal difference between Bangladesh and Japanese cuisine? 

Q8. What are the similarities between Japanese and Bangladesh cuisines?  

Q9. To list 3-5 differences between Japanese and Bangladesh culture. 

Q10. To list 3-5 similarities between Japanese and Bangladesh culture. 

a. Impression 

b. About the relationship between food and festival        

Opinion exchange 

・To hear about the relationship of this matter 

・To state opinions on this relationship in Bangladesh 

c. Questionnaire 

●Schedule of the appointed day  

Time Activity 

15 minutes 

 

While Rafman-san is making comparison, introduction of general information on 

Bangladesh. Example : national flag, population, area etc. 

⇒Ask the participants as they were making comparison on how the population 

growth in Bangladesh as to compare with Japan. They were surprised by the 

difference in Japan and Bangladesh national flag which is only in its color. 

20 minutes 

 

Explanation on the difference of festivals in Bangladesh. Mostly are national 

festivals, community festivals or religious festivals. Rafman‟s presentation was easy 

to understand because of the use of many pictures. He even explained the trivia of 

each festival. 

⇒It was difficult to memorise all the festivals, the participants was able to enjoy all 

the presentations.  

Q. What kind of costumes are worn during the festivals（participant） 

A. The one I am wearing. During religious festivals, it would be like what Iqbal-san is 

wearing.（Qadir-san） 

10 minutes 

 

Lastly, performance of Bangladesh‟s traditional musical instrument by Iqbal-san. 

Instrument performed : Dhole（Drum）、Ektara（guitar）、Tobla（drum）etc. 

Participant really enjoyed this period. About 10 people participated, and performed 

with Iqbal-san. 

25 minutes 

 

Qadir-san were introducing part 2 which was “Food in Bangladesh”, while explaining 

its characteristics, style, and variation. Explanation was carried out while showing 

pictures on different foods. Name of spice or method of cooking. The state of meal 

was introduced. Explanation on different types of curry in the world. 

⇒Participants also enjoyed this period. 

Q1.Is the curry spicy?（participant） 

A1. It‟s not that spicy. It‟s delicious.(Qadir-san） 

Q2. Is this an egg-curry?（participant） 

A2. Yes this is an egg-curry.（Qadir-san） 

Q3. What do you think is this? （Qadir-san） 
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A3. Potato? （participant）―Yes, potato.（Qadir-san）―Is it sweet?（participant）―Yes 

it is sweet、It‟s delicious.（Qadir-san） 

Q4. Do you know how do we take a meal in Bangladesh?（Qadir-san） 

A4. Is it by using spoon? Fork？（participant）―Please  look at the pictures. We use 

hands to eat.（Qadir-san） 

Q5. What are the differences in curries?（Qadir-san） 

A5. Is it the spices（participant）―Yes it is, the spices. Japan doesn‟t really use spices 

does it? Which is why, even curries are different.（Qadir-san） 

Q6. In curry, how many types of spices are used?  (participant） 

A6. 5～6types.（Qadir-san） 

5 minutes 

 

While showing pictures, the origin of spicesin Bangladesh, and its differences were 

introduced. Participant interacted with some of the spices prepared. Recipes on 

curries were also introduced. Names of spices : Turmeric, Chili powder, Garam 

Masala, Coriander powder, Cumin powder, Cinnamon, Clove 

⇒Participants put the spices on their hand and smell. Some of the participants were 

taking note of curry recipes and taking pictures displayed on the screen.  

15 minutes 

 

Screening of the cooking method of Bangladesh curry which was prepared 

before-hand. The video was screened while the participants were enjoying, starting 

from the first stage of preparation to savoring. The hammer to crush ginger and 

union, knife to cut meat and vegetables etc.  Traditional eating utensils were 

introduced in the video. In the middle of the video, Bangladesh‟s tribal food Viaje 

(fried food made from bean) and drinking tea were enjoyed. Q&A session was also 

conducted. 

It is one of the enjoyments of the presentation. All the participants enjoyed the video 

and food testing. Although the organizer gave out 2 viaje per person, there were many 

who wanted more. We asked the participants on its flavor, everyone said “delicious” 

big a big voice. 

Q1. Do you also use spices in viaje?（participant） 

A1. Yes it is used.（Qadir-san） 

Q2. What is the percentage of eating at home and outside?  (participant） 

A2. Only during special events, we eat outside, normally we have meal at home.

（Qadir-san） 

Q3. Are the Bangladesh male good at cooking? （participant） 

A3. Not really that good. How about Japan? （Qadir-san）―Recently, the number of 

male cooking in Japan is increasing. I think Bangladesh is also somewhat similar to 

Japan. (Qadir-san) 

5 minutes Photo taking at the end of presentation. 

●Impression  

In overall, everything went well as planned. However, there are some points which I would like to mention. 

First, I really was able to completely trust the organizer of this study group, Mami-san. She worked hard to 

ensure the success of the presentation. We want to express our gratitude to her. And, the translator 
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Tomo-san, Shin-san really worked hard to translate both in Japanese and English. Actually, it is not easy to 

translate about different culture into another language. But, they made it possible. We also want to express 

our gratitude to them. We also would like to thank Syafiq who came from Malaysia and helped us in this 

presentation.  

We would like to evaluate the preparation of this presentation. The preparation process was long and it felt 

as if it was more difficult than my doctoral thesis. We as researchers would like to make a request to the 

organizer of the Integration Stay. I am not making comparison to the Integration Stay, we, in order to make 

scientific presentation had to make preparation, and had to participate. Which is why, please do not overly 

worry about the preparation. If that can‟t be done, it would be very difficult for us to participate in such event 

with our tight schedule. This is our own opinion. I realized how the staff has been working hard to ensure the 

success of the presentation.  

From my observation, the participants were able to enjoy throughout the 90 minutes of presentation. The 

most important thing was that all the participants, participated to ensure its success. 

There was no problem on requested projector, sound system condition of the room, everything was well. 

● Questionnaire Result（Respondents :25 ） 

(1)① Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

②Is there any change in your opinion or mindset after participation in this study group? 

③Was the overall process satisfactory? 

 

(2)What in particular remains in your impression from this study group? And please write down what are 

the things that you wish to learn further. 

・ It was too bad I couldn‟t ate the curry. 

・ Bangladesh is really rich in color, the foods are delicious, the image is that livelihood is lively, it is a 

country which can be enjoyed with the five senses.  

・ Regarding the festivals and foods, it was introduced thoroughly. Even the atmosphere, voices and 

fragrance can be felt. 

・It was good that I was able to make comparison with my own imagination, thanks to the food sampling. 

・I am really interested in Bangladesh multi-cultural principle, where Islam and Christianity can co-exist. 

I was surprised when eating the fried snacks and tea. It was interesting to know such a rich culture.    

 ・ The pace of presentation was good, accompanied by humors, the translator was also not just simply 

translating, but also was well prepared, it was really good. I was able to experience the actual taste 

because of the cooking demonstration by the organizer. I was able to learn more about the festivals and 

foods than what I expected. 

(3)Regarding the proceedings, please write down the points which can be evaluated or improved. 

・ The pictures and explanation was easily understandable, it was an interesting subcommittee meeting. 

・ I was able to understand because the important points were properly included. 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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・ The translation was good and it was easy to listen to.  

・ I was glad to be able to experience the real musical instrument performance and food sampling.  

 

23. Pro-Japanese Group 

Coordinator: Ryu Yonjo（Korea） 

●Objective 

We explain the definition of the pro- Japanese group and what matter is occurred by this. After that, we 

discuss about the pro- Japanese and how to solve the problem.  

●Preparation and schedule 

・Is there any problems remain from world war two like Korea? 

・Can you understand the mind of the pro-Japanese group?  

・Is there any bad effect for the effort that to be friendly with Japan to the effort that is continued to pro – 

Japanese group?  

●Schedule of the appointed day 
  

Time 
Activity 

10min Explain the meaning of the pro- Japanese group and why they appear? 

20min The activity of the pro- Japanese group until now. 

15min Discussion about how to solve the problem of the pro – Japanese group. 

10min Discussion…What will you do if you are pro – Japanese group? 

●Impression 

We could explain the pro-Japanese group in Korea for the participants who didn‟t know the history why 

they appear, and the information of historical issue to understand the pro – Japanese. We could tell them 

what the bad effect to the Korean economy is, through the historical problem. But, there were too much 

information, so the participants may not understand all of our words. So we should reduce the words and 

explain easily for participants.  

●Qestionnaire Results（ Respondents :19） 

(1) ① Were you able to understand the content of this study group? 

②Is there any change in your opinion or mindset after participation in this study group? 

③Was the overall process satisfactory? 

 

(2)What is the most impressive thing? What do you want to learn in this activity? 

・I was surprised by the gap of imagine of the pro- Japanese group. In Japan, there is the matter of 

hereditary diet member who is pro- Japanese group too, so I could listen interestedly. And I didn‟t know 

the definition of the pro – Japanese group is different with in Korean and in Chinese. 

・I didn‟t have enough knowledge about pro- Japanese group, and their presentation was understandable 

for me. Especially, they explain the situation in each era, so I could understand easily. 

Disagree 

Somewhat disagree 

Somewhat agree 

Agree 

Abstain 
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・This theme is very difficult, but I could see the gap of the meaning of the pro- Japanese group in China 

and in Korea. I want to think other point of view through this activity.  

・ This is more important theme than I had thought. The image of pro – Japanese group that I had was 

different with Korean. And I understood the problem was affected by the annexation of Korea. 

・It‟s very hard problem for us. But it caused by Japan, so I thought that we must think about the issue of 

the pro- Japanese group with Korean. This activity made a new point of view.  

・I didn‟t know many problems were remain from the world war two. And it‟s good for me to know that. 

・I want to know the background of why the pro- Japanese group‟s appearance. I want to discuss about the 

how to solve the problem more.  

・I didn‟t know what is occurred in Korea and this was my first time to know the words that problem of the 

pro- Japanese group. This is very deep problem.  

・The problem of the historic pro- Japanese group includes many other problems, the situation is difficult to 

understand for foreigner (japanese).  

(3)What should we improve? What is the good point of the preparation or facility in this activity? 

・Foreigners can understand easily because of they translated in English. 

・Japanese pronunciations are very clear. 

・I thought the theme is deep so they should have presented easy to understand. 

・They should use the easy Japanese instead of the difficult one. 

・The explanation was long. And I needed resume. 

・Their explain was understandable. I want to know about the American activity from 1945 that after 

independence, and want to know about the situation and American thought.  

・we needed more discussion time. 

・This is uneasy theme so we should make small groups and take many chances to show all of members‟ 

opinion.  

・The size of PPT was too small to read. 

・Ryu‟s opinion was impressive for me. 

・I feel there were too much information. But the volume and the explanation were good. 

(4)Other  

・The back ground of the matter is difficult to understand.  

・I feel nervous on some points in this theme and its difficult to understand. 

・They did preferred explanation. 

・ I feel thankfulness, I could guess their effort. 
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*******************************************************************************************************

③Introduction to Other Cultures 

Coordinators : Miki Kokuryo (Kagoshima Univ. Faculty of Law, Economics and Humanism) 

           Yusuf Shuaib bin Ibrahim (Kagoshima Univ. Department of Science) 

Miki Itesako (General) 

●Objective 

Participants can experience pleasure of exchanging other cultures through seeing, listening and feeling 

great performances, dances and sports of other cultures.  

●Preparation 

・Wanted Performers ・Designing for the stage ・Arranging the program ・Preparing for the 

machinery   ・Writing MC manuscript ・Preparing for making properties and borrowing folk costume 

・Making slides of the words of songs ・Gathering sound sources for fashion show 

・Practice POCOPOCO  ・Arrangements with Performer, MC and broadcast club 

●Schedule 

Contents Performers 

Folk costume fashion show Foreign students from 14 countries, Staff of 

Integration Stay 

Yosim Pancar Foreign students from Indnesia 

Iaido Nathan Bastin, Yuhta Hirono 

Joget Foreign students from Malaysia, Rama-Rama 

Chantek 

Angkulun Angkulun Bhinneka 

Nanta Foreign students from Korea 

Burmese classical music Yanagida 

Nepal Dance Bohara Manoj (Nepal) 

O‟mother Yusuf Bohadi (Kuwait) 

African Satomi Hashimoto,Rie Maehara 

The songs of Chinese and Japanese Takuya Yamanouchi,Foreign students from 

China 

Janggay Foreign students from the Philippines 

Japanese Dance Yoshino Kanzaki, Those belong to Japanese 

Music Club 

Japanese Dance Karyu(Chia) 

Kapoeira Kenta Tanaka, Those belong to Kapoeira Class 

POCOPOCO Foreign students from Indnesia, Staff of 

Integration Stay 
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●What worked 

・In Fashion Show, I can introduce atmospheres and songs of 

each countries by changing music resources every each 

countries 

・Setting up circular stage could be equal distance from 

performers among participants. 

●What didn‟t work 

・I can‟t finish in the time. 

・I didn‟t prepare locker room‟s poster, so performers were 

confused 

・I couldn‟t cooperate with other staffs because of no 

transceiver 

・I couldn‟t prepare slides of the words of songs in both English and Japanese. 

・In Fashion Show, there was country whose music couldn‟t play because of change machinery just before. 

●Thought 

I acted for two months by only one wish “All participants would be able to enjoy”. I hoped that 

participants would experience pleasure of touching other cultures and were interested in its, and I 

gathered more national costumes of more country for Fashion Show. All staffs asked mainly foreign 

students, “Could you come on the stage of Fashion Show?” The one refused because he thought 

performance is like a disgrace. “We would prepare your costume, could you wear it?” He refused because 

he couldn‟t wear other race. I realized again that national costume isn‟t only one per country. To enjoy 

atmosphere of the country, I ask ”Please your national music”. Then, I was said that national music didn‟t 

leave no record. I was ashamed that I thought it is natural to leave the data. I conflicted to ask Japanese 

to wear costume of other countries and foreign students wear costume of other race. Is it OK? Is that rude 

for the country‟s people and the race? I wondered to oneself in such a conflict and talked about it directly 

with person from the countries. I could get his understanding and determined to do. Performance, 

following Fashion show, wasn‟t partial toward one or two country. And, I asked to be many kind of Dance, 

Music and Sports. Staff and foreign students from Indonesia, total 20 member prepared the last dance 

POCOPOCO twice every week, after meeting and Sunday. The first, I almost give up to dance with 

students from Indonesia because it was difficult. I negotiated with them any number of times.”We want to 

dance with you” We could dance with not all but a few. We couldn‟t prepare all together easily. And level of 

dance was different individually. The nearer that day was, the hastier I was. Next, new problem appeared, 

what should I do in order to make atmosphere which is easy for participants to dance. We thought what 

timing should we go into audience. But it was no problem. In that day, some foreign student came in our 

on the spur of the moment and participants beat time with their hands. I got warm cheer ”You look busy ” 

Participants didn‟t my worry and join Introduce to Other cultures actively and excited so much. At the last, 

a sense of unity developed between us regardless of nationality, age or sex. We could feel power and 

elevation only of that day. Introduce to Other Cultures is program which achieve crowning of success its, 

and shows performers‟ pride of own country in its background. I am happy if I could tell it for all 

participants.  
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▼Photos of performance 

Yosim Pancar 

One of Indonesia main dance. Actually there were two 

dances. Yosim is from Papua district, while Pancar 

comes from Biak. This dance has become a ballroom 

dancing. Generally, the performers are divided into 

dancers and singers who also playing music. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Iaidou 

 

Iaido is a Japanese martial art of controlled 

movements of drawing sword from its scabbard, striking 

or cutting an opponent, and all stuffs associated with 

sword. 

Joget 

 

Malaysian dance performanced by two malaysian 

students and 「 Rama-Rama Chantek 」 ladies. 

Rama-Rama Chantek group always trains once a 

week. 

Angklung 

 

「Bhinneka」group performed liveshow of Angklung, 

instrument made from bamboo. Bhinneka group is 

an international exchange place in Kagoshima for 

performing as a voulenteer 

Nanta 

 

Batter is Korea traditional nonverbal performance. 

Have a meaning of 「Punch! Punch!」 in slugfest. 

Perform by using tools such as pots or frypans, plates, 

cups, etc 

Myanmar Classical Music 

 

A performance that is played in front of King of 

Myanmar by using guitar and lyric.  

Well known as Myanmar Guitar. 
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Nepal dance 

 

 

Mother 

 

This Arabian song which titled Okaasan has deep 

Islam culture.  

 

African(Guinea) 

 

Chinese and Japanese song 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here will be introduced an already-known Japanese  

songs and rarely heard Chinese song in Japan. First song 

was called Taikai, with Kanji of sea is written on title. The 

song is old, but loved by people ranging from youngsters 

to seniors. Another song was “Kaze ni naru” which ever 

sang by Tsuji Ayano, a familiar Japanese song. This song is 

also translated in Chinese, and the title becomes 「大手牽

小手」. 

 

 

Janggay 

 

It is Janggay, a Philippine dance. Janggay originates 

from Sulu Island. The name is taken from metal 

fingernails worn by women. 

Classical Japanese Dance 

 

Nihon Buyo is a traditional Japanese performing art, a 

mixture of dance and pantomime. It comes in a 

variety of types and objectives, such as ritual events 

or public amusement. The genre played at that time 

was called Shinbuyo(new classical dance). It was 

performed by  collaborating with Kagoshima 

University Hougakubu (Japanese traditional music 

club) whom played Japanese harp. 
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Nunchaku 

 

According to Chinese folklore, Nunchaku was made 

by 宋太祖チョウコウイ. Originally it was used in war. 

Nunchaku spread worldwide after Bruce Lee used it in 

his films. 

 

Capoeira 

There was live performance from Brazil, 

Capoeira. This is Brazil traditional culture which 

brought by African labors old times ago. 

 

POCO-POCO 

 

 

Last performance at that night was Poco-Poco from 

Indonesia. It is a dance with a sense of togetherness. 

Indonesian students dancing together with Integration 

Stay staffs in Hall. 
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*************************************************************************************************** 

④Your Time   Kagoshima Univ. Kumiko Nagai 

●Projective 

You have free time since it is afternoon break in the school. I already prepared many kinds of events for all 

participants to have more pleasure time.  

●Outline・Schedule  

・Sports 

Jumping long rope（Stop if it rains）②Soccer（Stop if it rains） 

③Table Tennis ④Basketball ⑤Sepaktakraw ⑥Rock Climbing 

・Lecture＆Discussion 

①By the head of KAPIC center 

②By Mr. Sidik 

・Dance(bamboo dance) 

・Yamanouchi Band 

・Card Games 

・Fare Trade 

・Free chat 

・Pla Hobby 

●What worked 

・Pla Hobby was popular among women in particularly. The booth was full at all times.  

・Young and old people enjoyed percussion instruments (Jambe etc) playing. 

・It seemed that dance was fun for both performer and audience. 

●For next time 

・There were those who played other playground equipment. We need tell participants by making warning 

posters. 

・We were required to wear a safety tool in climbing but there were those who climbed without it. As a result, 

Rock Climbing stopped.  

●Thought 

  I heard that Your Time is popular program in Integration Stay every year. I prepared for this to delight 

participants as in other years. In this year, we have new events ”Lecture and Discussion”, had participants 

listen valuable lectures by the head of KAPIC center and Mr. Sidik. I think that they could spend beneficial 

time. I was awfully sorry we couldn‟t play soccer and long rope jumping because of rain, but I hope that 

Your Time could be useful in exchanges between participants. All staffs hold out a helping hand when I was 

in trouble and participants, thank you for your kindness!!! 
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*************************************************************************************** 

⑤Symposium 

Coordinators of Symposium: Yuki KAMADA Syed Muhammad Syafeeq, Hironori MIYAZAKI, Hiromi 

NISHIMOTO, Chiaki MORI 

●Objective 

There are many kinds of differences among people. Those differences range widely so we can recognize some 

of them, but others can‟t. They are country, language, culture, religion and the way of thinking. Sometimes 

those differences come to be a barrier on communication. We need to understand those differences among 

each other for communicating smoothly. Through symposium, we want all participants to think together in 

order to recognize and feel those differences among each person and a way to break the barriers. 

●Contents 

●Preparation until the appointed day 

Interview and Transcript→Decision of the Theme→Draw up the scenario→Decision of panelists→Meeting 

between panelists and Interpreter→Making the slides→Discussing about site management and other things 

for operation 

●Schedule 

Site management→Distributing the questionnaire→Real stage→Collecting the questionnaire→Cleaning up  

●What worked well 

①Interview and Transcript 

・We could interview with over 20 people. 

・Many staffs cooperated with us for interview and drafting 

out. 

②Site management, and other things for operation 

・We could progress well until the real stage. 

●What didn‟t work well 

①Interview and Transcript 

We drafted the interview content word-for-word for the 

transcript, but that became burden for every staffs and gave bad effect on theme decision and scenario 

making.   

②Site management and other things for operation 

・It took so much time to make the screen because we had to sew the bed sheets as screen.  

・Opening the hall during site management for participants at the day  

※Participants were playing basket ball so it disturbed the preparation, and staffs were afraid it might 

damage the machines. 

③Consideration for interpreters and panelists 

・Lack of consideration for interpreters and panelists (We didn‟t have enough time to interview and draft out 

because we couldn‟t decide the theme soon. Finally, we also couldn‟t keep enough time for meeting with 

interpreters and panelists. ) 

④Exchange of opinion among the main staff 

・Lack of information sharing among staffs for symposium, such as theme, and scenario. It means that main 

staffs‟ opinion couldn‟t be reflected.  
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⑤Decision of the theme 

The theme for this year was “Barrier”, but it was difficult for us to choose which angle was the best for 

outline of meaningful discussion.  

●Subject for future 

①Interview and Transcript 

・Draft out was a very hard task. From next year, main staffs of symposium need to ask other staffs to draft 

out earlier.   

・We shouldn‟t draft out the interview word-for-word if we don‟t have enough time. We had better summarize 

the content regarding on situation.  

②Site management and other things for operation 

・Check on keeping out the hall during site management 

・Check preparation of the screen beforehand  

③Consideration for interpreter and panelists 

We should decide the flow of discussion and the theme earlier as possible as we can, then doing all of tasks 

at the same time. If we do so, we can have more time to discuss with interpreters and panelists. 

●Comment (Yuki Kamata) 

When I think back, I could say that I couldn‟t do well for the symposium without help from other staffs. 

Staffs of symposium were consisted of Japanese students, foreign students, and workers, so it means that 

we did the job with people whom hold various values. Sometimes we had different opinion among us, so we 

tried to exchange each other opinion, and then deepen the debate on that difference. I was proud of our team 

for running well this symposium together, even though we bustle since preparation of symposium. And, we 

could know various opinions and values about the theme which was needed for scenario or progress at 

appointed day from panelists, interpreters, and also senior staffs. By mixing the different way of thinking 

and knowledge, we could have satisfying preparation and have the event run successfully.   

Actually, I‟ve never thought about Symposium of Integration Stay until being main staff, I came to think 

about the meaning of it. Now if I think again about what is the purpose of Symposium. The answer is to 

discuss about one problem together without mind the border. I am a Japanese person, but I didn‟t have 

enough chance to talk with non-Japanese people, as it is known, I‟ve been living in closed country so far with 

its own unique value. 

But by symposium, I can break that situation and hear the real voice which can‟t be heard in foreign 

newspaper or TV programs. At that point, I can say this program becomes symbol of Integration Stay theme 

of “Challenges toward a multicultural society.” By myself, I‟ve learned lots of values through discuss with 

panelists and interview during preparation. This year, we decided “Barrier” as the theme. And after 

discussed with Foreigner and Japanese, or Foreigner and Foreigner, barrier of language was a matter which 

picked up by most participants among other kinds of barrier. When I interviewed with foreigner whose 

mother language is English, I felt that barrier was much bigger for me than I thought because I couldn‟t talk 

with them fluently. Although it is hard for us to facing the barrier, but we won`t be able to manage it without 

trying. Not only I learned many things from Symposium this time, but also I need to review at many points. 

No matter how the panelists, senior staffs and interpreters are caused so much troubles by Symposium main 

staffs due to lack of planning, they always helped us so much. I would like to tell my sincere regards to them. 

Then, let me also to tell my regards to all main staffs of symposium who shared much time with me, 

sincerely “Thank you very much.” 
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Questionnaire of Panel discussion 

We picked up some opinions from participants in the questionnaire.  

（1）①Did you read the handout that was submitted at reception?（All questionees/242） 

Yes No No answer All questionees 

172 49 21 242 

 

②Please circle your evaluation. 

(Answer) 1:Not at all 2:Not really 3:Reasonably 4:definitely 

No.1: Was theme "Wall" able to be understood? 

No.2: Was panelist's speaking able to be understood? 

No.3: Was the discussion interesting? 

 

（2）What did you expect for the contents of symposium beforehand, and what did you think about the theme 

of symposium? 

・ I expected about difference of the way of thinking for each person, because I thought it was a good 

chance for me to learn about the barrier from various perspective.  

・ I think this theme of symposium was not appropriate, because it seemed to be unfocused. 

・Actually for breaking our barrier, we must focus on importance of communication. I expected that the 

discussion approach not only showing respect for others and be accepting of differences, but we are the 

same human-being even though we have many differences like religion and culture with each other.  

・Each participant has different thinking or feeling about the barrier, so I was interested in proceeding of 

discussion. 

・I did not mind my own barrier, but I wanted to know the objective for breaking the barrier. After that, 

what is the fruit? 

・I expected whether there is breaking the barrier in a concrete way, and we can conclude our discussion 

like that. 

（3）Please tell your impressions and the things you wanted to learn more in this Discussion, 

            No answer 

Not at all 

Not really 

Reasonably 

Definitely 

             No answer 
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・It is not the same between breaking the barrier and going along with others. 

・It was memorable for me，Japanese， gradually were positive about giving their opinion in front of the 

audience.  

・It was interesting to me one of Japanese participant gave his opinion to foreign students, they must 

learn Japanese language in Japan. If we could cover that opinion in depth, we may have understood 

why such a thinking giving. I will bet you find Japanese are thinking about. 

・It was impressed these comments in the add-up; We cannot change our religion and cultural background, 

but we are the same human being, so we should respect for the differences of each person even we think 

these are the barrier for us.  

（4）Please tell the good point and improvement point about the movement of this discussion. 

・Discussion was done smoothly. But sometimes interpreter did not interpret some parts from English to 

Japanese. 

・Some of motivated participants eventually could not get the chance to give their opinion, that point 

should be changed for next year. Different from last year, we could know the theme of panel discussion 

beforehand, it was good for us.  

・It was helpful for us that another translators did translation at the same time. Acoustic feedback should 

be improved more. 

・We cannot evaluate that this discussion was smooth, but some points were good. MC of this program had 

better roughly estimate the number of opinion before. Sometimes alarm for time management was 

verbose. I know that corporation was difficult, but if we could manage, it would be effective.  
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Script of Panel Discussion 

 

Coordinator：The theme of Panel Discussion of this 

year Integration Stay is “Barriers”. Barriers of 

language, religion, or custom are really vary among 

each individual. I would like to ask foreign students 

and foreigners whose living in Japan to talk about 

“What are the “Barriers” for them in Japan”, and 

for Japanese “What are the ”Barriers” with 

foreigners”. Let‟s discuss about what kind of 

barriers exist, and how to reduce the barriers. 

So we let you know the panelist for this Panel 

Discussion. From right side, Yusuf from Kuwait, 

Takayama from Japan, Dong Bin from China, and 

Benjamin from Tanzania. At first, introduce 

yourself Yusuf, please. 

 

 

Yusuf（Kuwait）：Minasan, ohayou gozaimasu (Good 

morning everyone). Ah, my name is Yusuf. I am 

from Kuwait, and I have been in Japan for 6 

months from January until now and I study in 

Kagoshima university faculty of fishery. Yoroshiku 

onegaishimasu (Nice to meet you) 

 

Takayama （ Japan ）： Hello everyone, I‟m Sen 

Takayama from Japan, 25 years old. I worked in a 

oversea country once, and came back to Japan to be 

a student now. 

I would like to talk my opinion about barrier, and 

let us know your idea actively. 

 

Dong Bin（China）：Good morning everyone. My 

name is Dong Bin from China. I was a student of 

Kagoshima University until last spring, and I am 

working in Kagoshima now as a businessman. Nice 

to meet you. 

 

Benjamin（Tanzania）：My name is Benjamin. I am 

from Tanzania. I came to Japan this April. I belong 

to the faculty of fisheries and I really glad to be 

among the panelist members and wish we‟ll be 

having very fruitful discussion. Please be active and 

be corporative. Thank you. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. I would like to ask each 

panelists to talk about “What kind of barriers did 

you feel in Japan?”. After that, we need the ideas 

from any participants. Speech is should be within 2 

min per person, and the briefs of speech are 

displayed on the screen in English and in Japanese. 

At first Yusuf from Kuwait, please. 

 

Yusuf（Kuwait）：So, culture, language, religion, and 

sex I think it‟s these are the titles of all barriers 

that they talked about first of all. In my opinion, 

maybe Islam in general these things are linked 

because Islam is not only in religion for us Muslims. 

Islam is in everything else in culture in our dealing 

with the opposite gender in everything. So I want to 

talk this will be the Islamic point of view on these 

different barriers. Now in my opinion, between 

these barriers, language, culture, and etc. the most 

important part of this discussion is getting over the 

language barrier. That is simply because if we 

understand each other, if we can communicate, 

there are want to be misunderstanding with all 

mystery in culture, for example, you don‟t know my 

culture, so my culture is mystery to you. Mystery is 

associated with fear maybe sometimes. Many times, 

it is associated with fear, mystery and fear. So, if 

you do not know me, do not know my culture, it is 

mystery to you that you might feel it. And if we 

don‟t have language, then you cannot understand 

my culture and the mystery will still exist and fear 
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will still exist. Now I have fear. Can you show 

please the drawing? You can see hear I drew this 

and other one on the left is me with beard and the 

on the right is any Japanese or any other person. 

See the language barrier is huge because we have 

religion. We have other things that are actually 

small because of language barrier. Huge wall is the 

language barrier only. Thank you very much. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you, next is Takayama(Japan), 

please. 

 

Takayama（ Japan）： I talk about the barriers 

between Japanese and Foreigners, especially what 

do I feel for Japanese people. That is the negativity 

of Japanese, why they cannot explain own 

expression, and why they rely on the majority? I 

was working and living in oversea countries long 

time, so I feel that kind of Japanese characteristic. 

My foreign friends say to me often, why Japanese 

doesn‟t say own opinions in the meeting actively? 

Just to nod or fake smiling even if they can‟t catch 

on that objects. Because especially “fake smile” is 

not so easy to understand for foreigners. I thought 

only in oversea countries such as this case as my 

personal impression, because I‟m not self-confident. 

But I feel same matter also here in Japan. Is it 

Japanese culture, custom, or something birth from 

society? We should not conclude still now the 

matter with this local solution. For simple example, 

some Japanese who is interested in foreign 

countries wants to talk to some foreigner. But 

he/she cannot output the words fluently. Don‟t you 

have such as experience? Or haven‟t you seen such 

as your friends? By another side, international 

students as foreigner have a think “Why that 

Japanese doesn‟t address to me?” This is one of 

barriers between Japanese and foreigner, I guess. 

Thank you, that‟s all. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Then, next is Dong Bin 

from China, please. 

Dong Bin（China）：Yusuf explained about the 

barrier of language, and before to talk about the 

barriers that I feel, let me tell you the difference of 

conversation and communication. Conversation is 

catch the words, so what is “communication”? I 

guess communication is catch the hearts. And what 

we need to have exchange of hearts? My idea is 

disappearing the prejudice at first, and respect each 

other. Especially, we had the war history between 

Japan and China. But now we have the relationship 

of economy, so I felt affections of both nations. I 

found two kind of barrier after came to Japan. One 

is the history of Japan-China war, the other one is 

existence of prejudice and not enough 

understanding each other. As you know, China was 

occupied and discriminated by Japan in the past. 

That‟s why still quite a lot of number of Chinese 

people hates Japanese and Japan. So it‟s difficult to 

change the point of view, even if living in Japan. 

When Chinese in Japan have some aggrievement, 

they assume the cause comes from prejudice or 

discrimination. Then they don‟t like to try to 

communicate with Japanese by the barrier from 

such of accumulated daily mental stresses. The 

other side, a part of Japanese also still have the 

prejudice against Chinese, and they don‟t confess 

the Chinese development. What I felt here in Japan 

is Chinese people have the patriotic sentiment even 

if living in Japan. So they understand some social 

matters existence in China. They don‟t like to 

communicate with someone who has the criticism 

against China. That‟s all, thank you. 
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Coordinator：Thank you, last speaker is Benjamin 

from Tanzania, please. 

 

Benjamin（Tanzania）：Thank you very much. I‟ll be 

still talking about the Cultural barriers and racism. 

And it has been declared a serious threat to human 

kind since long ago. When I was prepared in this 

speech, I took America as a case study where I get 

somebody important, Martin Luther King Jr. We all 

know this was a great segregation leader in 

America. And as a boy, this guy experienced this 

kind of racism and segregation in schools, 

restaurants, hospitals, on public transport and 

other public facilities. And in 1963, Martin Luther 

King to a crowd of over 250,000 people in 

Washington D.C. made a famous speech, we all 

know about the I have a dream. And in this speech, 

he declared about the human-rights that all human 

are created equal and also insisted that we need to 

put the differences aside. And the fruit of his 

struggle is what America is now joining and having 

the Black American as the president, Barack 

Obama. And because of his struggles, he was short 

dead at the age of 37. So, I want to talk about the 

Japanese perspective. Japanese does not stand a 

chance to ignore the fact that there is a barrier 

between the International and the local community. 

So, we have the historical, cultural, religious, 

traditional and so many differences. And we don‟t 

have to know any. In order to achieve this, there are 

three ways. The first of all, international 

community has to take a deeper understanding 

about the Japanese ways of life in all aspects and 

also the Japanese needs to be exposed to the ways 

of life while the international community. And lastly, 

creating a fair situation in common ground. Thank 

you very much. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Next we would like to call 

up on any opinions, ideas or questions from 

participants. Each statement should be within one 

minutes. 

 

Participant（Egypt）：Thank you very much for your 

corporation. I have to declare that Japanese people 

are really kind and very polite and very corporative 

people. But concerning the barriers, of course as 

Yusuf said there are six religions habit and 

language, but all of this are the language. So, 

concerning language, I have to declare that in 

Japan, very minimum people can speak English. 

However, no country all over the world is speaking 

only one language. Even in not well developed 

country like my country Egypt, it‟s obligated for all 

people to speak three languages at least, Arabic, 

English and French. So, in Japan, I think the most 

express much more corporation in learning English 

from primary school up to the universe. Second 

thing, concerning Kagoshima university, actually 

Kagoshima university express and accept foreign 

students and I wonder for the Kagoshima 

university leaders, why their homepage are in 

Japanese. And for me and for my wife, it causes 

extreme dangerous problems with many professors 

who show no flexibility. Many of them send e-mail 

in Japanese, and why as result I didn‟t understand 

the word extremely angry and in danger my 

studying in Japan. So, please for Kagoshima 

university to express all to change the homepage 

must be in English. And for teachers, all professors 

must understand the situation of foreign students. 

Thank you. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Any idea or opinion for 

that statement? 
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Participants（Nigeria）：Good morning everybody. 

I‟m from Nigeria and studying astronomy in 

Kagoshima university. Actually I want to draw my 

comment from what Takayama-san said. What is 

this completely true I agree with you. Japanese 

people hide express their opinion. But, one of the 

major reasons is because they have their feeling 

that what that would say. That would be nice or 

sound nice to the pleasant listening to me. Excuse 

me, I can‟t speak and output words fluently in 

Japanese, to the foreigners, whatever you say is ok. 

Foreigners have offence. Japan probably has the 

most polite culture. If you go to Europe, if you go to 

Africa, if you go to America, you cannot find a 

culture as polite as that of Japanese. So, if you want 

to tell to the foreigners, please get away. So 

whatever is you‟re feeling, whatever you want to 

say to a foreigner, feel free to say and then look for 

the answers. I have to stop. Thank you. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Who has any idea or 

opinion for that statement? OK, you please. 

 

Participants：I am a English teacher in primary 

school. And regards to people often think that 

because you‟re a foreigner, you only come from 

America and these are the only type of people that 

come to Japan, so often they don‟t actually 

understand what they‟re hearing, they simply just 

repeat what you‟re saying. And I feel that even in 

junior high school and high school, it is the same. 

So, you‟re viewing more as like a token person that 

here entertain them rather than teach them 

something. So, I think few Japanese people really 

become open to different cultures. They have to 

actually not just study English and repeat it, like 

“My name is… I‟m fine thank you, and you? ”, “How 

are you today? I‟m fine thank you and you? ”. So, I 

have to hear this one more time. I swear. I think 

they have to become open to the fact that we‟re all 

come from very different countries and what you 

have to do is want to study the culture of another 

countries not just repeat the emotions. Anyway, 

that‟s why I have to say. Thank you. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. 

Is there any statement 

from other participants? 

 

Participants

（ Philippines ）： Good 

morning everybody. I just 

want to add something 

about what another 

foreigner told what is about Japanese. People to 

learn English, well their passivity, so I know that 

this is your culture, this is a part of your own self 

that even the for example me, my province, we will 

not conclude by Spain. So, we were able to preserve 

our own culture and when we go to other places, we 

tend to be shy also, but now, we exposure I think it‟s 

important thing for us to be able to go, move on 

towards having multicultural society. So, one thing 

there is we have to learn of course, several 

languages. I know you learn and you know how to 

write and speaking English, but we have to go move 

on, move for a wide. We can see, but we can feel, we 

can touch, so we have to bland in to their culture to 

each one‟s cultures, so bland in order to bland in, we 

are to appreciate able to appreciate, go deeper learn 

more about them and the value this culture. Ok, so 

bland in and exposure so, I just want to add to what 

they told about ago. And, I think leaning, in my 

country we have to learn three languages for us also 

to be able to interact to the other countries and I 

know that Japanese people really learn English. 

But, one foreigner told about ago, we have to go 

beyond just saying “hi. How are you?” We have to 

really go much deeper relationship knowing better 

each other. And, thank you very much. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Is there any statement 

about barriers from participants? We had no ideas 

from Japanese yet, I would like Japanese 
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participants to say something, please. 

 

Participants （ Japan ）： I totally disagree for 

Japanese primary students studying foreign 

language because I think they should study our 

own language Japanese. Then they can make 

themselves understood in Japanese. Then if they 

have time, they can study foreign language, maybe 

English. And, if you want to study in Japan, you 

must study Japanese not vice versa. So, you never 

make them speak English if you come to Japan and 

study in Japan. So, you must study Japanese. 

That‟s what I want to say. Thank you. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Don‟t foreigners have 

some opinions for the statement from that 

Japanese? 

 

Participants（Bangladesh）：Minasan, konnichiha。

Sorry, I have to say in English. I know, as far as I 

know, Japanese people are very mass helpful and 

very mass polite. But, whenever I usually meet 

with Japanese people, they say only greeting like, 

“Hallo. Good morning. Good evening and good night. 

(in Japanese)” like this, but as foreigner, I have on 

an individual culture, tradition and language like 

Japanese people, but if foreigners and Japanese 

people have understanding attitude, then it will be 

easier just neat attitude. Language and cultural is 

a not only barrier, barrier is attitude I think. 

Attitude is a important thing. I would like to 

request all foreigners and Japanese people just try 

to interact more. Then, understanding will be clear. 

I think every wall would be dissolved. Just start 

good communication, not only good in words. 

Japanese people usually talk with the Japanese 

friends in very cordial way. Just as I‟m a foreigner, 

if Japanese students all people try to make 

friendship with me, I think it should be easy not 

difficult. That‟s my opinion. Thank you very much. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Is there a statement from 

any others? OK, you please. 

 

Participants（Nigeria）：I‟m sorry, I have to speak as 

second time, I want to react briefly to what the 

Japanese said that the foreigners come to study, 

they have to study Japanese and they carry out 

their studies. Left for me, I would personally want 

to study Japanese and learn all the kanji and then 

carry out my studies in Japanese. But think for a 

while, how long does it take the Japanese people 

who to read the newspaper. Now you have to start 

from childhood to learn the simple kanji like “月、日” 

and so on. Even after six years, you cannot read the 

newspaper. Now who can write “amanogawaginga” 

in kanji? There are very compress kanji which even 

Japanese who knew to look at dictionary before 

they can read it all write it. So, if foreigners who 

come from a completely different language come to 

Japan, and start learning completely new language 

to study like astronomy, chemistry and 

mathematics, you agree with me that these are 

technical terms that are technical words and 

technical language. It is definitely going to take a 

long time. Now, if a foreigner has twenty years to 

stay in Japan, you spend six years to learn the 

language or ten years 

for the language and 

then four years is for the 

course he wants to study, 

of course, it is going to 

take a long time. We 

only have probably four 
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or five years to spend in Japan as a foreign student, 

so most probably would go back. So it doesn‟t sound 

apparently very very reasonable for foreigners who 

have to learn Japanese and study the course in 

Japanese. Thank you. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Next you please. 

 

Participants（Bangladesh）： I‟m from Bangladesh. 

So, my question is about language. You know. 

Japanese language is very hard for Japanese too. 

You know. But, for the common language, 

communication language all of the world, you know 

in this panel discussion,      it is using two 

languages, you know, Japanese and English. So, my 

opinion is that it is important for Japanese to use at 

least one international language for the 

communication with international students or 

international people. So, this is my opinion. 

Otherwise, Japanese people cannot communicate to 

others like today. If we don‟t have two languages 

here, we cannot communicate each other. So, at 

least one international language should be had. It is 

very important for any countries. My country has 

also two languages. Then we study English for the 

international communication. Thank you. 

Coordinator：Thank you. Next please.  

 

Participants(Nepal) ： Hello everyone. I‟m from 

Nepal. There is a barrier between the Japanese and 

the foreign students. So I feel the same. The most 

important thing and   corresponding for this 

solution to the barrier is communication. We foreign 

students, we still live in Japan for four years, five 

years, and return to our home country. We cannot 

get a Japanese language completely. But, Most of 

the foreigners can speak English. So, to have the 

communication between the foreign students, 

English must be given one priority. So, that‟s my 

Nigerian friends says English must be given one 

priority. Thank you. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Next please.  

 

Japan：We are talking about languages at the 

moment. This brings it home since my English is 

not good. I know I have to study English and also 

need to know about Japanese more. Apart from that, 

I want to talk about the problems of mutual 

understandings like Mr. Dongbin mentioned before. 

Even if we overcome the problems of languages, 

there will still be other problems such as historical 

thing and other issues that we can‟t understand 

each other. So I want to know what you guys are 

thinking about the issues between China and Japan. 

I want to know what Japanese people think and 

Chinese people think.  

It is not necessarily about the issues between China 

and Japan because we have many foreign people 

here today. If there‟s any examples like „my 

country and that country had problems before but 

we overcame it like this‟, please tell us. I‟d like to 

know many examples.  

 

Coordinator：Thank you very much. So the question 

came up. What do we have to do to have mutual 

understandings after we overcome language 

problems? Please tell us your opinions.  

 

Japan：Now we are talking about the wall. I think 

Chinese panelist and Kuwait panelist were saying 

similar things, sort of. We can‟t say anything about 

the fact that Muslims don‟t eat pork, we can‟t ask 

them if it‟s scientific or not. They have those taboos 

already. In regard to China, we can‟t ask them if 

communism is right or not. Probably, they are not 

aware of it. So we can‟t talk about these things even 

in internet. That‟s why the wall is getting higher, I 

think.  

 

Coordinator：Thank you very much.  

 

Dongbin (China)：I apologize for the inconvenience 

of the microphone. I‟ve been listening to what you 
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guys are talking. And now I‟d like to talk about 

what I felt.  First of all, how many Japanese who 

stood up and said something were here? It‟s only 

one person out of twelve who said their opinions. So 

that means one point for Japan. Only one. I think 

it‟s not ok. Next, Japanese who spoke before said 

that Japanese should study Japanese language first 

and they can study English if they have extra time. 

I want to make a comment on it.  I think it‟s ok but, 

for example, I am Chinese and I don‟t speak 

Chinese in Japan. And what‟s the point of studying 

foreign language for me? In this case, this is 

pointless. Then, why do we study foreign 

languages? What for? The reason why we study 

foreign languages is to communicate with 

foreigners. Languages are just tools. It‟s 

meaningless if we don‟t use it. So what I want to say 

is please study foreign languages if you want to 

communicate with foreigners. I think people who 

don‟t study languages are people who don‟t want to 

communicate with foreigners. That‟s why those 

people can‟t understand the wall we are talking 

right now. And thanks for the comment from 

Japanese just then. I think we are not aware of 

communism and the things about Muslims because 

it is something already exists. It has been long time 

since I heard the word, „communism‟ even though 

I‟m Chinese. Even Chinese who live in China don‟t 

say this word. Chinese people now think that Japan, 

China and Korea should think how they can get 

along with, how they can develop our countries and 

its economy, how they should make the people 

happy and how they can cooperate each other. I 

think we should break the wall of communication 

among the public to cooperate with other countries. 

Yeah, that‟s all. I‟m not sure if it‟s a good answer 

though.  

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Next, Mr. Yusuf , please.  

 

Yusuf (Kuwait)：Hello. Okay, I would like just to 

comment only Japanese person who said that we do 

not eat pork, and that is it. Well, actually I don‟t 

think breaking walls means doing the same thing. 

For example, I know that many Japanese or 

non-Muslims drink alcohol. I know that. But, that 

does not mean that I should drink with them to 

break the wall. I expect that you drink and what 

you do. But, you also expect what I do. This 

indicative is breaking the wall. Not doing the same 

thing, do you understand? This is actually my point 

of view. I understand that for example yesterday at 

night, they wanted to go dance. So, as Muslim do 

not go with them. But, I knew and “Ok, fine. “ I do 

not say “No” because we should be like with each 

other to break the wall. I do not want to go dance. 

This is me and this is them. This is in itself 

breaking that admitting that one is different from 

you. I know that language is different for me. So I 

learned this language. This is breaking the wall. Do 

you understand? Breaking wall does not mean 

doing the same thing and does not mean sitting 

with them and drinking bottle of the sake. This is 

not breaking the wall. Breaking the wall is 

admitting that there are differences between us. 

This is the true for breaking. Thank you very much. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Anyone who has opinion 

about what the panelist said?  

 

Japan：I‟m a student in Kagoshima University. And 

this is my opinion as Japanese. I started studying 

hard after I got into a university. It‟s English 

study by the way. In Japan, the reason we study 

English is to pass the exams to get into universities. 

And there will be the wall of English pronunciation 

if we try to communicate with foreigners. But if we 

study English appropriately, we can fix our 

pronunciation problems later. I think Japanese 

don‟t interact with foreigners because they can‟t 

make themselves understood in English. So if we 

can speak English, we would go to many places and 

interact with many people and understand other 

cultures. Japanese don‟t understand Japanese 
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language perfectly. For example, I‟m from 

Kumamoto and we have our own dialect which is 

really different from those of Akita or Hokkaido. 

Even the food is different. But we can still 

communicate because we have the standard 

Japanese and we all know it. So if we don‟t 

understand other dialects, we can ask what that 

means using standard Japanese. If we are able to 

speak English, we can go to other countries and 

learn their languages or culture using English. And 

moreover if we know those things like other 

cultures, our opinions or the point of view might 

change. I think it is really true that we don‟t have to 

do the same things with others like Yusuf 

mentioned before. So I think if you know about 

other cultures and get rid of the prejudice, it means 

you broke the wall. I think you don‟t need to change 

your style. That‟s all.  

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Mr. Benjamin, Please. 

 

Benjamin (Tanzania )： Thank you very much. I 

would like to add to the Japanese to give their 

opinions because we have few of them. My point of 

view right now is to talk about the common 

understanding. We really take a lot of efforts to 

understand the Japanese language, the Japanese 

culture, and everything like that in order to know 

the partner as living with. And this also should be 

initiative to the Japanese. I cannot pronounce well 

the Japanese as well, but pushing it harder in order 

to communicate to the Japanese. So, this initiative 

and this effort could be a lesson to them also. And, 

the second is really to create to common 

environment to create effect situation is very 

important. There is no ideal transformation. We 

cannot make the perfect ideal situation that I am 

totally transform Japanese completely that would 

be really impossible. But, the some of the thing just 

would dignify your identities. While holding my 

identity, you don‟t know how much sacrifice by 

bowing. But, do it just for the sake of harmonizing 

environment that will keep something moving, so 

you have also understanding my culture. What does 

it mean when I‟m in interactive with you? And, this 

is just for the sake of making the common 

environment, that will be able to harmonize our 

lives, and creating fair situation where everybody 

treated as equally. Don‟t ignore somebody because it 

maybe doing something, maybe that has something 

to do with its culture. So, by knowing these things, 

by having common understanding between the 

international community and the local community, 

we will make this possible. Thank you. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Next please. 

 

Japan：I‟m a teacher at elementary school. It is true 

that English teachers at schools just repeat „Hello‟ 

or „How are you?‟ or that kind of things. And since 

it‟s like this, English class doesn‟t proceed 

effectively. But as Mr. Takayama said before, 

children are really active while teachers are 

inactive. So I brought my kid to this event. I think 

we Japanese don‟t have many opportunities to 

interact with foreigners and learn other cultures 

when we are young. So I‟m really glad that I 

brought my daughter to this event. Even though 

I‟m passive Japanese, I wish my kid to look at the 

world with the wide view. That‟s my hope for my kid 

as her mother and as a teacher.  I wish I could talk 

in English. It was really great opportunity to listen 

to the opinions from many foreigners. And I want to 

be able to understand other cultures and the people. 

That‟s all. 
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Coordinator：Thank you. Any other opinions? 

 

Egypt：Good afternoon everybody. I‟m from Egypt. 

At first, I need to tell just very simple thing. There‟s 

a problem or there‟s a no problem. Why do we make 

that lecture there‟s a problem, problem for 

Japanese and problem for foreign? It‟s not my 

problem only. It is not the foreign problem only. It is 

Japanese problem also. And when the foreigner 

comes and tells you, you have to do this or you have 

to try to making better. And about learning other 

language, we don‟t accuse you. We will not get any 

benefit if you learn English. We will stay for four 

years and we will return back. But you have a 

problem and other problems will stay forever, if you 

don‟t try to solve this problem. I have many 

friendships in my faculty of medicine and they go to 

USA to study and to practice. The suffering is very 

very very much because of the language. So you 

have a problem, but I don‟t have a problem. I will go 

back and my problem will be solved. I will not 

communicate again, but you have a problem. This 

problem will stay forever if you don‟t try to solve 

this problem as hurry as possible. Thank you.  

 

Coordinator：Any other opinions? 

 

Japan：Hello. I‟m sorry but I‟m going to speak in 

Japanese. I assume that many foreigners are 

wondering why Japanese people are being so quiet 

even though we all are here to discuss how to break 

the wall. Mr. Yusuf said that “breaking walls does 

not mean doing something.” I guess most of the 

Japanese people who are here today think being 

quiet and just listening to others doesn‟t mean it is 

the wall. I think young Japanese participants are 

listening to others feeling naked. But I‟m not saying 

just being quiet is good. And I found what Dongbin 

said is interesting. For example, he said 

„nationalism is natural‟ But I think having 

patriotism is not natural. I love Japan and care 

about my country though. For example, I thought 

Japanese young people don‟t have patriotism as 

much as Chinese do. I found it through the study 

group with Chinese yesterday. If there are Japanese 

people who are patriotic here today, I wanted to ask 

them what kind of patriotism it is. It is not 

something like „I want Japan to defeat Holland‟. I 

wanted Mr. Dongbin to ask us what kind of 

patriotism there was. And Mr. Dongbin said people 

don‟t talk about communism in China. We haven‟t 

talked about capitalism in Japan before. However, 

nowadays we have more chances to talk about how 

capitalism should be due to the spread of 

globalization. I think Japan is not democratic 

enough and this situation is not definite thing. 

Chinese people should talk about communism if 

they think there‟s a need to change something. So 

after all I don‟t think Japanese people‟s silence is ok 

but I feel they are trying really hard to be here and 

listening to others. We Japanese use this word 

„atmosphere‟ often and I think today Japanese 

people are trying to break the wall with the 

atmosphere. That‟s all. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Mr. Dongbin, please. 

 

Dongbin (China)：Ok so three points. I‟m not sure if 

I understood everything since my Japanese is not 

good yet. First, I understand the listening attitude 

of Japanese people here. I was wondering why 

Japanese people are quiet and said so because I 

wanted to hear more opinions from Japanese. And 

next, about communism I‟m going to say my opinion. 

It‟s not as a representative of China. It‟s my honest 
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feeling. I don‟t believe that communism can be 

realized. I can say this clearly. Especially young 

Chinese people, they are well educated in 

universities and they all know what is right and 

what is not right. I think so. China has a history. 

There‟s one emperor who rules the nation. Japan 

has this kind of history as well. Looking at the 

history, there‟s Sino-Japanese war and national 

conflicts. Yes we have those histories. That‟s why 

contemporary China is like that. I know there are 

many social issues at the moment. Therefore, young 

Chinese people are coming to Japan to absorb 

Japanese capitalism and they are taking it home to 

do something in china. And lastly, oh well I forgot. 

I‟m sorry.  

 

Coordinator： 

Thank you very much. We don‟t have much time left 

so I‟d like to ask the panelists for their opinions. We 

talked about the walls today. How do you think we 

can break those walls? After we listen to panelists‟ 

opinions we can sum up today‟s discussion. Mr. 

Yusuf, please. 

T 

Yusuf (Kuwait )：Actually, question is simple and 

the answer maybe is more simple. How to get over a 

barrier is to talk about the barrier, so what you‟re 

doing right now. Sensei yesterday asked each of the 

4 panelists here a question. He told us to think 

about the answer and tell it today. So, he asked 

what is Integration Stay. So my answer is 

integration stay is wall breaking by different 

subject discussions. Do you understand? Wall 

breaking by discussing subject, it‟s what we doing 

right now. How do we break walls? This discussion 

helped us view points, see opinions and understand 

each other more. This is my answer.  Thank you 

very much. 

 

Coordinator ： Thank you. Next will be Mr. 

Takayama from Japan please. 

 

Takayama (Japan)：A way to break the barrier, 

right？break the barrier？ 

 

Coordinator：And, what do you think of a possible 

way to be used to break that barrier? 

 

Takayama（Japan）：I don`t know. Barrier varies 

depend on each person. Some people think a matter 

not as barrier, and some people think same matter 

as a barrier whether that matter has been resolved 

or not. But, I have  my own pointview of thinking a 

compromise as a compromise in one way, and as a 

respect in other way. And, for truth, I kept thinking 

a thing during the whole day that Japanese people 

don`t have such interest in saying an opinion. I 

think Japanese people are not used to think to say 

opinion at first, but regarding to one life-time 

chance they might not have again, some Japanese 

people will say opinion based on what   only 

written in pamphlet. So, if you think what change 

will we get of, then we will feel that change for 

ownself. That`s why I just want to say that even we 

can`t force someone else, but there is also that kind 
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of pointview. Thank you. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. Next, please Mr. Dong Bin 

from China. 

 

Dong Bin（China）：Well, maybe I will think only in 

a simple way, in a way of human relation. I think it 

would be important to open ownself heart and 

throw away bias on someone else, so we can respect 

between each other. I think it is very lucky for us to 

have chance of symposium like today. I didn`t pass 

on application last year. But, finally I can join this 

year, but still I`m thinking the time we have is not 

enough. I think there are many people come from 

Kagoshima here, and there are also many events in 

Kagoshima for culture-exchange which are held by 

Kagoshima International Exchange Division. I 

would like to ask everyone to join them if interested. 

You will not only have a chance to talk with many 

foreigners, but also in order to prevent 

misunderstanding in communicating with 

foreigners, you can learn other countries` culture 

from them. And, just for addtion, I think there was 

also a person who said that China has communism 

ideal. That`s all. Thanks. 

 

Coordinator：Thank you. And, last turn is for Mr. 

Benjamin from Tanzania please. 

 

Benjamin（Tanzania）：Yeah, thank you very much. 

I‟m impressed by the comment and the contribution 

from each one of us. Actually this event is among 

the initiatives from together with so many other 

events to bring up the challenges when the different 

people of different origin come up together and try 

to share what‟s the way might be. So in so many 

ways, we differ and if we need to be together and if 

we need to create a common ground of common 

situation, where everybody is treated fairly, we 

need to negotiate and this is among these things 

that we break up the silence and keep up something 

of a common understanding that together with the 

fact that we have differences. We need to negotiate 

and harmonize the situation that in order to 

achieve a certain goal that we really need to come 

up together and treat each other equally. And 

having something in common and that thing are 

breaking the wall, breaking the barriers. Forget our 

differences holding our identities through, but yet 

come up together and create a fair situation, where 

everybody is comfortably and harmoniously living 

in togetherness regardless of our differences. Thank 

you. 

 

Coordinator ：Thank you very much. Well, let us 

finalize today‟s discussion. Again, today‟s theme 

was “Barrier.” We had many barrier   to overcome 

with each other like a historical problem, but I 

think some of barriers which is needed to protect by 

ourselves, like each religion, or our own culture. 

Some of you might not agree with opinions that 

were given today. It is usual that we have 

differences. But on my opinion, we should 

understand with each other, accept and respect for 

others. We could get various opinions, so please 

think how we can overcome the barrier. Thank you 

very much. Then, please give your comment, Mr. 

Syafeeq. 

  

Coordinator（Syafeeq）：As my finalization, after 

listening all of 

your opinions, we 

can say that we 

can‟t change those 
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differences. For example, about the barrier of 

religion, I am muslim, and others have each 

religion. Can we change this fact? Answer is no. I 

speak in my own language, but others speak their 

own language also, these can not change. We have 

our history, we can‟t change it. In my country, we 

have our manner, and in other country also, they 

have their manner, so we can‟t change it. What can 

we change by ourselves? My answer is, our way of 

thinking, our prejudice, and our mind. We can 

change them. Why? Because we have the same 

point with each other, that is we are the 

human-being. Everybody has similar feeling as a 

human-being. We can try to understand others, and 

respect for others for changing. And, all of you could 

see the object of Integration-Stay, “The challenges 

toward a multicultural society”, I can say trying to 

understand others, and respects for others are most 

important for us to realize that object. If we have 

same consideration with each other, it will be one of 

the way of achieving our objects. Let us realize 

objects of Integration-Stay. That‟s all.  

 

Coordinator：Well, let us finish the panel discussion. 

It took 2hours, so thank you for your cooperation so 

long time. Ok, it seems that one of participant is 

dying to comment something, please. Now it has 

already passed 11:00am, please fill out your 

questionnaire.  

Participant（Japan）：I‟m sorry. I dared not say my 

opinion because I was nervous. I should have said 

in the middle of discussion. This time, we discussed 

about “barrier” between foreigner and foreigner, but 

not only for foreigner, also from my experience, I‟m 

high school student, then some of my classmates I 

can get along with them, but I usually quarrel with 

almost of others every day. Even in the same 

country or same community we tend to make some 

barrier, so not only between foreigner and foreigner, 

or foreign country and foreign country. I‟m a little 

bit strange person. The reason why I like 

Integration-Stay, I can express myself, and not 

necessary to hide my self. Last night, I‟ve danced 

with other participants till midnight, that‟s why I 

thought even if I did something wrong I might be 

accepted as different culture there. So I wanted my 

classmates to realize that if they see the strange 

point, it is one of difference with each other. Those 

my classmates avoid standing out, but they need 

not to hesitate that. Everybody should be original. 

It is their originality. So, I want them to accept 

their originality even they think that it looks 

strange. My classmates in my high school try to 

compliance others. They need to accept the 

differences except with quite strange things, and 

want them to take advantage of their originality. 

I‟m sorry, I couldn‟t put my opinion together, but I 

was glad to say it at the end. Thank you very much. 
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5．Overall Questionnaire Calculation Results 
*************************************************************************************************** 

Overall Questionnaire Calculation Results 

 

1. Did you have fun with this Stay？ 

 

Yes：210  No：2  Abstain：1 

 

2. Join again for next year ? 

 

Yes：202  No：7  Abstain：4 

 

3. Which section which had memorable or satisfied experience? Please write down the reasons. 

Ice breaking：71 people   

・Could be open up to other participants while playing cards 

・Got over shy of people a bit  

Study Group：71 people   

・Became known from unknown, and got many tasks to be challenged for the future 

・Could open eyes of different world from grown-up country  

Introduction to other Cultures：121 people   

・Surprised that foreign students are good communicators. Reflect on those people‟s communication ability.  

・Could enjoy the event by had live-experience of seeing, hearing, and dancing many countries‟ culture.  

・Everybody was proud to do their own dance or wear national costume. 

Dance Time：74 people   

・Because could dance with first-met people. 

・Like to dance and could dance with other countries‟ people. Felt refreshed by exercising body. 

Symposium：56 people   

・Had interest on theme of Challenge toward construction of Multicultural Sharing Society. 

・Understood how foreigners had viewpoint on Japanese 

・Because couldn‟t gather own self opinion well and accept people‟s opinions easily.   

・I was impressed on how the foreign and Japanese people have their own ways of thinking. 

Our Time：49 people 

・I had the chance to get to know other better. 

・I learnt something after hearing about the July 5th Uyghur incident 

・I got to try on Djembe. 

Yes Yes 

No No 

Abstain Abstain 
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Free Time：24 people 

Others：8 people  

・I got to know new friends, it was a pleasant experience. 

・It was a chance to get to know how people from other countries think. 

・The poster was cool. 

4. Which sections should be more improved? Please write down the reasons. 

Ice-breaking：22 people  

・I wasn‟t able to look at the pamphlet properly upon arriving, hence just joined the nearest group. 

・The surrounding sounds were too loud, I can‟t really heard the self-introductions. 

・The game was fun but I wasn‟t able to memorize the names and images of each people. 

Study Groups：25 people 

・Its quality varies on the theme. 

Introduction to Other Cultures：5 people  

・The start time was a little confusing and the manner can be further improved. 

・If only it can somehow be improved, it would be more interesting. 

Dance Time：14 people  

・Privacy was undeniable.  

・It was simple to noisy. There should be a cooler way of dance and not just jumping around. 

Symposium：49 人 

・The discussions were not well engaged. 

・The contents were good, but the interpreting system and level need to be improved. 

・The number of people were too many, it would have been better if it was split into smaller group where 

discussions can be conducted first, before going into the general discussion. 

・There were no one to control and monitor the discussion to prevent it from getting off-track. 

・The theme on “Barrier” was too abstract. 

・There were numbers of predictable opinions. 

Our Time：16 people 

・The rock-climbing was cancelled. 

・I didn‟t know what to do. 

Free Time：8 people   

・I don‟t understand how the party at the end of the camp need to be that slow and time consuming. 

・There should be announcement to tell that shampoo and liquid soap are not provided in the facility. 

Others：18 people 

・Longer time needed to be allocated for the meals, so that there would be time to talk to people from other 

countries while having the meals. 

5. What did you learn through this Stay? 

・I was able to make a step forward and hence enjoyed the “Introduction on Other Cultures” and “Dance 

Time” programs despite of gender or nationality differences. When I put my effort to talk to people from 

different countries, I realize that it is natural for them to have different mindset or traditions, and the most 

important thing is to be able to understand those differences. The weak impression made during the 

self-introduction or poor English proficiency. The fun in working in global scale. For the Japanese people to 

make self-reflection which would be rarely done while living in Japan. To make a conversation, the most 
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important is “English”. The foreigners would also interact actively in making conversation. Just by always 

nodding on other people‟s opinions, shows that you don‟t understand it. The “Barrier” could exist on global 

scale, but it could also exist among the Japanese, friends or families. The difficulties in understanding 

different cultures; needs for energy; and the different thoughts of each person. It was interesting to hear 

from different people, and made me think. Anyway, it was about the importance to try talk and make 

conversation. There is no one who can live by him/herself alone. The communication skills to understand 

each other, is very important. It is embarrassing be ignorant and not to know what is happening around the 

world. 

6. Please fell free to write any comments, demands, impressions etc. 

 ・It has been a fulfilling 2 days. I am starting to be able to understand the life of foreign students who are 

living in Japan. I was able to spend a pleasant time and made lots of new friends. I want to maintain 

these relations which I made. Within the limited amount of time during the symposium, the 

participants should maintain the focus and be more specific. It was a wonderful event. I wish for it to 

continue from now onwards. It felt as if it ended too fast. My impression as one of the staff was, this is 

the result of the effort made by all the staffs. 
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Written Impression of Participants 

Participation in Multi-nationality Training Camp                   Kumiko EGAWAWA 

People whom you usually meet in the University or on the streets, or those who passed by, if you just 

lightheartedly greet, the Multi-nationality Training Camp gives you the chance to do so, with warm 

atmosphere wherever it was. Honestly, during the camp I am not sure whether I was able to interact well 

with people from different countries, at the end of it, it was very fulfilling that I couldn‟t believe it was 

only for 2 days and 1 night, and also it was a camp which provided me many chances to think. 

 Discussion made on “How to overcome the wall of cultural difference? When I look at my foreigner friends, 

while hesitating and not being able express it into words properly, raising their hands over and over to 

make presentations, was amazing. “While listening to everyone‟s opinion, the biggest obstacle was that 

everyone was not familiar one and another. Even during the discussion, there were times that corrections 

made, even if was opinions from people from different nationality, may it be imagination or religious 

matters. It was inevitable with limited amount of information, that we might make a wrong image of the 

other party‟s country. More importantly, is to try to get to know each other, and reduce the gap in between 

the image and reality. For me, I really felt the importance of language, when there was something that I 

wanted to know about the other party‟s country.  

It is not easy to completely understand each other, even so while showing interest, in this Multi-nationality 

Training Camp there were chances to try to talk or to get to know each other; there should be more of this 

kind of camp. And, I strongly feel that I, myself should voice out and actively participate in cultural 

exchange programs. I was able to think this was way was due to this Multi-nationality Training Camp and 

feel very grateful to it. 

 

Impression on Participation in Multi-nationality Training Camp                   Aya GOTO 

The very first was ice-breaking.  It was the first time I met with everyone, but thanks to the moderators, it 

was exciting. Especially the Gesture Game, the one doing the gesture and the people who were guessing 

really enjoyed it. I am also happy to be able to make new friends.  

During the subcommittee meeting, I participated in “Real Estate Bubble and Economy” and “Pro-Japanese 

Wave”. I had some chance of interacting with foreign students, there hasn‟t been many chance to talk and 

discuss over such topics. Being able to listen to people who were raised in different culture from me was 

really interesting. I also came to realize on how little is my knowledge on Japan. I was regrettable that I 

wasn‟t able to answer when asked on how japan was during the bubble and on the background of formation 

of pro-Japanese wave. I came to realized that I should work harder.  

I was able to see fashion of different races, various countries‟ music and dances, and traditional cultures. It 

was so interesting because normally, I wouldn‟t have the chance to interact with such many different 

cultures, and for such people from different cultures to gather together is really such a rare chance. At the 

last dance, despite of origin country, everyone was able to enjoy it.  

The topic on “Wall” in the general discussion was really difficult. But because it was difficult there was a 

meaning to discuss. There were times when I came to agree to different opinions on the “Wall” which was 

described by those foreigners who have been living in Japan. Though there were opinions on how young 

Japanese should voice out our opinion more, I regretted not to be able to voice it out because I didn‟t have 

the courage to do so. Next year, I will voice out my opinion more actively.  

I was able to listen to what the people who has been living in Honduras, and it was unimaginable in Japan. 
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It was really a precious chance to be able to listen to such story. 

This time‟s Multi-nationality Training Camp not only did I able to enjoyed it, I was also able to learnt many 

things. The fabulous point of this camp was to be able to meet and interacts with people from different 

countries. I am so glad that I participated. I want to keep in touch with those people I made friends with and 

want to be more involved in different cultural exchange programs. 

At least, I would like to thanks all the staffs for making such a wonderful event. Thanks to the staffs, though 

I believe that the preparations and management were not easy, I was able to enjoy it.  

Thank you very much. 

 

My impression about Integration Stay 

Prakash Patil 

I was very much delighted to be participate in Integration stay 2010 at Osumi. Most of the events were very 

well planned and managed. Among them, i enjoyed a lot in "Multi-Cultural Show" including dancing and 

singing. "Study Group" event was more informative and interesting. I felt the "Panel Discussion" was very 

much helpful and thought provoking for the youngsters to develop international co-operation between 

different nations in the world. I feel the time kept for the discussion was less and it should be given more 

importance. It would be better if the chance given to each country participants to discuss on the given topic 

rather than open to every one. Any way, overall the event "Integration Stay 2010" was very good and 

unforgettable for me in life. 

 

My impression about Integration Stay 

Jomane FORTUNE   

Overview 

The 2010 integration stay was not only a very fascinating event but it was also very educative 

and informative. The event managed to expand my international knowledgebase in a very 

relaxed but authentic environment. The beauty about the knowledge I gained at this event is 

that it came directly from people who have first hand information about the affairs of their 

countries. The event gave me an opportunity to make friends with people from nations I had 

never heard about before such as Cambodia. Furthermore, event gave me crucial information 

on issues of paramount importance in the current global affairs such as terrorism in Pakistan 

and its effects. Finally, I also managed to parade one of my talents during the music and dance 

session which was overwhelmingly supported by the majority of energetic young people.  

Ice-breaking 

The ice-breaking session really managed to break the multi-cultural and multi religious 

barrier (ice). The systematic grouping and introduction style helped us (participants) to know 

new people and make new friends in an enjoyable manner. I managed to make some long term 

friends during the self introduction game. 

The world word quiz managed to break my rather reserved character as I found myself being 

nominated to act according to the global words that were prescribed. It was full of fun and 

really assured me that the stay was going to be a thrilling one.  Fortunately, my group 

managed to finish second in the world word quiz and one of the group members had to 
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introduce himself on behalf of the group, to my surprise all group members pointed at me and I 

had no option than to stand before a crowd of more than 400 people. What a splendid moment 

we had. 

Study groups 

I had the opportunity of joining two study groups during the integration stay. The first study 

group I joined was Yunnori (Korean traditional game). The way the game was introduced gave 

me an insight on the influence of agriculture on the Korean way of live.  Everyone had to 

participate in captivating game henceforth all the retained characters were unlocked. 

The second study group I managed to take part in was titled, The Role of Pakistan in War 

against terrorism.  This was a very enlightening and attention-grabbing study group. As 

terrorism has been a big issue for the past couple of years I was really captivated by the title of 

the study group. The presenter managed to give a clear picture on terrorist activities in 

Pakistan and Afghanistan and the economic impact on Pakistan. Numerous questions were 

raised and time seemed too short for such an essential topic. However the study group 

managed to iron out all misconceptions that I heard about terrorism due to information I 

received from unauthentic international media sources. 

Introduction to Other Cultures 

This was another impressive show that made a permanent impression of universal beauty in 

my life. With different nations exhibiting their cultural heritage I could only clap my hands in 

appreciation of international beauty and art.  In the fullness of excitement I also jumped to 

the stage to dance to the African (Guinea) drums that were being played melodiously. Surely I 

appreciated the existence of every culture on earth. Different cultures exhibited different 

dressing, different languages and different music but to me they conveyed one message “let us 

share our knowledge, embrace our differences and recognise each other‟s importance.” 

Panel Discussion 

The final day of the stay saw me joining the panel discussion with the more than 400 other 

participants. I believe the theme was a theme in season based at the current global affairs. As 

there is a lot of exchange not only in commerce terms but also human resource wise there are a 

lot of heterogeneous issues that have to be overcome. This year theme was taking a close look 

on these barriers and how to get over them. The panellist aired their opinions clearly to us the 

participants. The response from the participants was overwhelming with every one agreeing to 

the existence of the various barriers but views on solutions were somewhat diverse and some 

were very interesting to me. The time was evidently limited for most participants as their time 

usually ran out while they still had a lot to say. However, it was generally agreed that there is 

need to tolerate each other, recognise each other and learn from each other. In this way we can 

manage to overcome the barriers of language, religion and sex among others. The panel 

discussion was very beneficial to me as it enhanced my knowledge of overcoming barriers of 

living in an international society. 

I salute the organisers of the event for their high level of organisation and commitment. I give 

thanks to the participants for making the event a memorable one. 
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6.Integration Stay Committee Impression 
*************************************************************************************************** 

What is the Integration Stay                      President  Yuya OGAWA 

We are all categorized from when we birth. Nationality, Race, Sex, Religion, 

Language, Age, etc… It is not free if we think so. But, we can change our own 

Nationality, Religion, and also Sex. Actually we are free, aren‟t we? 

We spent with 400 people from various categories in same space during the 

Integration Stay. Osumi where confused with various culture was overflowed with 

the euphoria during 2 days. It was strange but natural.    My first motive for 

Integration Stay was may this „‟euphoria‟‟ 

You will know what each person is thinking about Integration Stay if you read the past reports. My main 

thinking is just “each person has each thinking (opinion)” And we all should “understand” about this. And 

also don‟t misunderstand that the thinking is based on the difference of nationality or religion. The different 

point is “each person” (not for all the things). In retrospect, expression that like “because of Japanese…, 

because of Muslim…” is labeled depended on a fixed idea. After all, we were categorized even our character 

from when we birth. Of course there are the people who feel nothing about it, but I want to struggle to go 

over the barrier from this category in this world. From this thinking, the theme of Panel Discussion of this 

year “the Barrier” was born. It was abstract theme for about the discussion, but there were many and great 

opinions from the floor. I hope participant to feel about neighbor not only “just foreigner” or “language is 

different” but also “we are all family”  

I want to tell a lot of things about the management as a head of staffs. But you can understand about 

problem of facing in management, staffs, participant of Integration Stay by reading the page of “round-table 

talk”. What I feel during the management is “we have to suppress “the burst of ordering””. We make a rule 

every time we blunder. The rule will fine and small more and more. We who are always worries about a 

detailed part will make a big failure. Order is true and domineering, so we can‟t against it. We have to 

“understand” about the rule and suppress the ordering. It happen may in our small student club or also in 

government of big country. We should think again before control by order. And we should “understand” about 

the pain. “Understanding” my and someone‟s pain is important without saying. Just like being spiritually 

awakened by doing asceticism. 

 We need “understanding”. The real arrangement couldn‟t make if you didn‟t understand “why we make 

Integration Stay” and “what I am, why I‟m doing this”. Also in our life, we will flow into information If we 

couldn‟t “understand” about the information. Just think. For example, all of us may hope the world peace 

but actually there are wars. Because the reason is someone doesn‟t want to end the war, does it?? 

 Later-half was mainly my opinion, but Integration Stay made me so. What Integration Stay is not 

decidable unconditional. So we can say “each person have the chance to make new various thinking  during 

the Integration Stay”. Sometime, I think there is a route that the new persons who have new thinking will 

spread the new age throughout the Kagoshima and the world from Integration Stay. 

I would like to close by saying that I grew up in Integration Stay during 3 years. I want to express to all of 

staffs, foreign students, sponsors, participants, teachers, and my parents the gratitude word. Thank you 

very much. 
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Towards the End of the Integration Stay                Subcommittee  Mami SAKAGUCHI 

The reason why I decided to be a staff of the Integration Stay was simply because 

“it sounds interesting”. Without understanding what Integration Stay is, the 

starting point was confusing. Even though I was in charge of the Subcommittee 

Meeting, every day, the meetings would only be finished until late night, even 

though there were instructions given to me, I was not clear of what specifically to do 

and what is expected from me. I was embarrassed of my lack of knowledge and 

experience. I almost regretted to be involved without having more thorough 

considerations. 

 However, after many failures and with the aid from other staffs, with all the recklessness and confusions, 

I became attracted to this Integration Stay. At first, I could not understand the meaning of the statement 

“Integration Stay is different from other cultural exchange events” which often appeared during the 

meetings. What is the difference from other events? What is its objective and mechanism? Those are the 

questions I had whenever I ran into obstacles, but somehow I started to see the answer to it. At the end of 

the camp, though it took some time, finally the answer became clear. To be honest, this international 

cultural exchange event is not something light, but it has a deeper meaning to it. There are not enough 

words which can explain about this camp. If I am to imagine my head as a sponge, it would be totally wet 

filled with water. The sponge is too small and there are still a lot which left unabsorbed. Just by one time 

participation, I cannot define this Integration Stay. From the second and third participations, many things 

became more visible. That is the deep meaning and charm of the Integration Stay. 

By participating in the camp, you can see people with different thinking and the way of living of many 

types of people. I was able to experience and felt that everyone is the same, as human, despite of race or 

nationality. Until know, the knowledge on religions and cultural difference are only those from books, but 

now I realized that it is something that is related to my friends, and hence able to grasp the reality of it. My 

experience as a staff is a big step towards the real international cultural exchange. I wished that more 

people would be able to see the charm of this Integration Stay. Then, to be involved in it if possible as a staff. 

As a staff, whether we will be able to appeal the charm or to make the people become confused is a topic 

which needs to be addressed next. 

At last, through this Integration Stay, I am very grateful that I was able to meet with many people. I can‟t 

measure how much I have been supported for the whole 4 months. Thank you very much.  

 

Impression on the Integration Stay                                 Accountant  Miho HAZEYAMA 

The 3 months period prior to the Integration Stay is clearly different from the 2.5 

years I have spent in the university. To me, if I am to summarize the experience in 

this 3 month is “the knowledge of ignorance”. Due to poor English, being not able to 

convey properly what I wanted to tell to the foreign students, and the seniors 

because of my incapability, has been helping my works as accountant. From this 

event, despite that I became more interested in what is happening around the world 

my surrounding, because of my lack of knowledge, I was not able to express my 

doubts and opinions. 

At the end of the camp, after being able to spend a more composed time, the one that I felt was that I have 

ignored most of the info which I have heard on seen or of what is happening around me. I have also became 
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more interested in news of what is happening overseas and stories of my foreign students‟ home land. To me, 

this Stay was a stimulus which changed my perceptive and university live.   

 

Impression on Integration Stay                             Advertisement   Satomi KAWAMOTO 

 This was my second participation in the Integration Stay. When I participated 

during my first year, I remember that I was overwhelmed by the stage‟s atmosphere 

just like other participants. I wanted to participate again I the camp as a staff, 

because I wanted to experience the unique atmosphere and the sense of relief again. 

 This year, I was involved in advertising and reception, the seniors and other friends 

from the same department has been helping me, because of my lack of experience. 

There were problems which still linger in my mind, but I am glad in the end everything 

worked out well. 

 Towards the end of the camp, including all the preparation stages and the commencement day, there is no 

other camp alike and possible there is none better. Because of all the fun, this year camp was said to be 

conspicuous, but it must have been a great one, for those people who put importance on the fun. Of course 

there could be criticism on it. I can‟t express well on the negative remarks of this year camp, but one thing 

for sure, the staffs were able to realize and followed through this year theme which was “The Challenge to 

Build Multi-cultural Society”. But in the end, I felt that there were rooms to improve on the core parts 

which are discussions and communication.  

Those are not the only things which I wanted to say, in the end, I was deeply moved by all the staffs and 

their commitment during the camp. Because of all these, I came to realize how small we are as human, 

and my heart is filled with gratitude. I respected all the staffs, and it has been a pleasure to be able to 

work together in this Integration Stay. Not only to all the staffs but also to all who were involved, I will not 

forget the bond that we have. Anyway, I am very grateful for all the opportunities given from this 

Integration Stay. 

 

Impression Through 2010 Integration Stay                          Subcommittee  Ryo SHIMOENO 

 When the Integration Stay ended, what I felt was a sense of relief and loneliness. 

The camp was conducted for 2 days and 1 night voluntarily, just as it is called, there 

were participants from different countries; interact with different cultures. The 

preparation for the event started 3 months ago. It was an intense 3 months and within 

that period I‟ve seen many problems rising. Hence, there is a sense of relief when it 

ended. And then, the relatively empty time after that, felt so lonely. While looking back 

at these 3 months, I would like to give my comments. 

 I was introduced and got to know about the Integration Stay by Kobayashi-sensei 

from Kagoshima University. For me who didn‟t know much about the existence of this camp, I felt that the 

works were intense. I have never participated in any international cultural exchange program before, and 

there was only one time that I have ever been overseas for field trip, there wasn‟t much chance for me to get 

to know foreigners. Therefore, I participated because I thought that this would be a good opportunity for me. 

 Until the day of the camp itself, there were meetings once for every week, and I had been doing some 

preparations and advertising during the period. The meetings which were attended by the teachers, seniors, 

staffs etc. during which everyone express their opinions and from which, there were many problems raised. 
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The staffs argued about their opinions and I believed that everyone were able to think of their opinions from 

different angles. There was several times where I managed to clear some of my doubts. Maybe I could say 

that I was excited and spirited during that period. I am very grateful to those people who aided me. 

 On the day of the camp, I put my efforts in the subcommittee meetings and cleaning up and I am sure that 

the results of the effort from all the staffs can be seen. Of course there were problems of lack of preparations, 

however including all those, it was a good experience.  

 My experience in this camp was not enough. I wasn‟t able to get a clear image of it until one week before 

the commencement of the Stay. Probably I was thinking too much. Including that, there were 3 things 

which I have felt. 

First of all, I was able to get to know the staffs, directors, and experienced staffs etc. Whatever it were, the 

experiences we had together can‟t be changed. I was able to see different opinions and I believed that to 

respect and acknowledge those opinions are very important. That is the point which I am most grateful 

about from participating in the camp. However, there are still many different cultures which I haven‟t come 

into contact with. In addition, there was nobody who taught me on how to understand each other. The only 

way to do it is to be continuously in contact with. Next year, I will be going to a new place and I believe that 

the experience I have from the camp will help in striving many things. 

 The next important thing was the importance to think about the definition of the Integration Stay. I, 

without deep thinking, volunteered myself to participate. There were more than 400 participants with only 

limited staffs, and it was very difficult. In other word, it required mental preparation to carry it out. There 

were times where the staffs and I sacrificed our own private matters. To summarize it, it is important to 

think for oneself of why the camp is conducted despite all of the difficulties and what the values in it are. 

How I felt at first changed when I looked at the passion of the surrounding staffs. While working hard, I felt 

like I wanted to make a Stay with a deep meaning to it. So, what kind of meaning was it?  As what I have 

summarized in the first point, that is to accept all backgrounds and to create new bonding. To have an 

objective and to be able to carry it out, I felt like I have gained from it and it is important to work together. 

 At last, what I felt as one of the staff is the friendship among the staffs. Because of the limited number of 

staffs, it has been very crucial to work together. It was very important to understand one and another and 

not to show unpleasant faces when asked for help. There would be problems if we were going along too well, 

with the cooperation form the teachers and seniors, we were able to finish the camp while maintaining good 

relationships. At the end of the Stay, I came to realize how inexperienced I was. I don‟t think that everything 

would go well without everyone‟s help. To all the staffs, with all the thoughts, let us continue to “challenge to 

live together”.  

I would once again express my gratitude to all of the personnel. I believe that this is the result of everyone‟s 

efforts, doubts, and fights. This is a Stay which was made by all the participants and staffs. I am really 

grateful to all the staffs. Please maintain this relationship even from now onwards. 

 

Towards the End of Integration Stay               Cultural Difference Introducer Miki Kokuryou 

 I came to know about the Integration Stay through a club for foreign students called  “Come Come Chat”. 

Come Come Chat is in charge to tell the foreign students about Japanese culture, once a week, which is held 

in the Japanese Language classroom. The club activity gave me the chance to interact and make friends 

with foreign students for the first time. Until then, all the information about foreign countries which I know 

came from the newspaper, television, internet, media etc. But, when hearing directly from my foreigner 
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friends, I came to realize how bias I was. To learn new knowledge is stimulating and 

interesting, and I really want more people to experience that joy, and hence I decided 

to join in the camp as one of the staffs. The activities started from thinking what kind 

of society will “The Challenges in Building Multi-cultural Society” a concept which 

was introduced during the Stay and “Multi-cultural Co-existence Society” be. I was in 

charge of the program “Introduction of Cultural Difference” which was held in the 

first night of the Stay. The program consisted of fashion of difference races, martial 

arts, performances etc. which can be directly seen and heard and therefore enjoy the different cultures. In 

just one night, we were able to see more than 10 cultures from different countries. What I felt during the 

preparations was that everyone holds pride in their own cultures. In each culture, there are history, 

background and thoughts of each race contained in it. The performers have been training very hard. There 

was even a person who was mesmerized by the dances, martial arts, etc. from different cultures and started 

a class after going back to his homeland.  They came into contact with those cultures in various ways, but 

to strive to introduce those cultures, the cultures must have such a deep impact in their heart. During the 

“Introduction of Cultural Difference” what I wanted to do was to make it as a first step so as to be able to 

leave such an impact in the heart of the participants. At the end of the program, I felt that I was able to 

achieve my objective when I saw the wonderful smiles from the participants. In these few months, through 

the Stay activities, the “Multi-cultural Co-existence Society” that I thought of is, “for all the people with 

different cultures to be able to hold pride in their cultures and a society which can respect each other ‟s 

cultures”. One of the theme brought up during the general discussion which was “barrier”, be it religious 

barrio, language barrier, culture is a single identity. It is natural that there are barriers in between different 

cultures. It is difficult to immediately able to accept things which have never been known of before. It is 

impossible to immediately change something which has been accumulated within oneself (language, 

mindset, habits, etc.). People will have to struggle to overcome the barriers. The first step is to know, then to 

acknowledge the differences and then to respect it. For me, the Integration Stay provided me the chance to 

think of what International Cultural Exchange is. From now onwards, I would meet many different people, 

and I would like to think the meaning of “co-existence”. At last, there are not enough words which could 

express my gratitude to all those who have helped in managing this Integration Stay.  

Thank you very much. 
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7.Supporters of Integration Stay 
*************************************************************************************************** 

  A lot of supporters of Integration Stay exist behind the scene. 

In the event, there are Nursery Staff who take care of little child. With their cooperation, a lot of people with 

different ages can joined the event become reality.  Broadcast Staff took charge of wonderful audio system 

in the Different Culture Introduction, Integration Discussion‟s microphone audio, and supports the event at 

the back. Translation Staff work on the translation and interpretation for the meeting section, and for the 

Integration Discussion at the same time which help people with different language stay connected together 

in the same time. 

We cannot introduce all of them to you, but there are a lot of person who is very useful with their 

cooperation. Then again, we would like to show our gratefulness for those who had helped us. 

 Below, we interviewed the above 3 main staff, and reported their honest opinion. 

 

Nursery Staff Report (Chaikoro)                byMatsusako Toshia, Matuyama Takamasa 

 We, the Chaikoro used to take care of injured child and try to be 

nice at that time and think that we should create some bond. But, 

Nursery at Integration Stay cleared away all of this, and we could 

do this on our own way. Usually, we stress a little with our work, 

but this time it had change into a really fun thing to do. When we 

spend our time with the children, it feels like first day continued to 

second day smoothly, and we feel really happy when we got their 

trust on us. 

 In the end, we don‟t have time to join the Section Meeting and Integration Discussion, but we came here 

with a motivation to nursery the child, and joining the Section Meeting is an extra benefit to us. We‟ve 

become friend with another Nursery Staff from different school and feel proud to take responsible of nursery. 

Of course, we don‟t know the feeling of joining the Section Meeting, but we‟ve joined Ice Breaking and 

Different Culture Introduction, and it feels like we‟ve joined the whole program of Integration Stay. 

 We think that Child Soccer for first day and Flour Clay for second day as the “Program for Children” is not 

necessary. We thought of it when we do it, and with this program it will be fun. But the children play by 

themselves and there are we think nothing special needed. 

 And for the environmental of the Nursery Room, the room will become very small for all the children and it 

is better to prepare bigger room. The snack for the children is a little too much, but they all love it. We didn‟t 

get any request from the children‟s parents and it went well for two days.  

 By the way, we lived and use The House of Natural Juvenile Osumi for 3 days and 2 nights. Because of we 

looked this not from a view of a participant but as view of a staff, and we think that if we manage our group 

preciously, we will do better. 

 Our group is small which we can introduce it anytime by drawing our group organization. We have 4 to 5 

groups, and one leader for each group. Each group divided into small group and a leader for each small 

group. We also have Free Staff. If we do it properly at the Integration Stay, we will do better. 

 Especially, to positioned staff among staff, as an example, it is difficult to tell who take charge among staff 

even if we have our name tag and it is hard to understand who can understand our problem. I think a lot of 
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people had take part in this event many times, and if someone who used with this exists, I think we want to 

ask person with a higher position more. Not like that, even for the first time person, I want him to become a 

person who will ask a questionable question. Even though there are a lot of staffs, only the President came 

forward, and I saw staffs that do not answered the question and let it unanswered.  

 There are more participants than staffs in Integration stay, and that is tough. We only experienced the 

“Made Side” for these two days. The schedule is not pack, and the children have fun. Thank you so much. 

 

Broadcast Staff          Yamazaki (3rd time participation), Yoshida (First time participation) 

  We, the broadcast staff have helped the broadcasting for 

Integration Stay every year. Preparation for broadcasting is faster 

than last year, it became easier when we combine our idea, and we 

feel that Integration Stay is enjoyable. 

  But, if we know earlier that broadcast staff had increase one 

person, we can decrease half of the luggage to carry, and this thing 

should being told earlier. Also, transportation and luggage storage 

place should be cleared up. We didn‟t get any writing material about 

Integration Meeting, and it was tough. It would be easier if everything properly prepared, and the mike 

can‟t be on every time, and I hope someone could tell us when the MC will speak. 

  About the equipment, when we are preparing it, the participants played volley ball and it was dangerous. 

But, when we joined Integration Stay for some years, we love the environment of people from different 

countries interact with each other happily make us feel good rather than concern about equipment.  

  We also had a great time as a participant. I think, this enjoyable event will led to the increase of 

participants next year. 

  About the operation of Integration Stay, I think that it is important to increase the motivation of staff and 

increase the volunteer staff like meals charge and group leader. 

  Also, I heard that Integration stay will change into manual, and I don‟t think it was bad at all. Some 

accumulation can improve efficiency, and when new things added or changed, manual itself will became 

pack and doing new things also fun. Maybe it is important to change arrangements method into manual. In 

fact, that will make our jobs easier. 

  Also, I can see that staff is focusing on Japanese staff. Onwards, it is much more meaningful if foreign 

student can join us. If foreign students can mix into staff from the start, the work will progress efficiently.  

  About the participants, a lot of them want to join this for fun or to make new friends. But, when they 

participated for two or three times, they will think more about this event, and they will find a new thing and 

understand the true meaning of having fun in this event. I have a friend who really want to join Integration 

Stay and joined this event. I want more people to feel the fascination of Integration Stay. Maybe, it is 

important to know what participants really want.  

  We can feel the different culture, we can think about mutual understanding, and yet the balance of 

happiness is important. If this can become true, Integration Stay will become more enhancements.  
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Interpreter‟s Report                                      Hidaka Aoi, Nagata Katsuhiko 

  We‟ve experienced the planning and the progress of Integration Stay 

as a staff, and we‟ve became tutor in Foreign Resident Hall to increase 

our Foreign Language knowledge. That makes us became the 

interpreter for Section Meeting and Integration Meeting this year, and 

we feel there are some point to be focus. 

  The first problem is the bond of “interpretation”. We‟ve said it 

almost every year. Most of the interpreters get a sudden request to 

become one, and do the job without knowing exactly what Integration 

Stay is. The reason is because the staffs only request them strongly to become interpreter without knowing 

they like the Section Meeting or not, and lack of fully understand the idea of Section Meeting organizer. 

  In addition, sought-after level of interpretation and translation is not cleared out, and the meeting about 

interpretation and translation is unwell done. As the result, staff who wants quality enhancement didn‟t get 

what they wants.  

  When Integration Stay started, the most important thing is not the level of skills interpreter have, but 

how much participants can understands it. That means, interpreter and organizer should have a dense 

communication, and it is important to make a trustworthy relationship so a good result will came out on the 

day. That is the true taste of Integration Stay. 

  That means, we cannot only “request” the interpreter, but they should feel the Integration Stay. As an 

example, they join the meeting, give idea for other than their own job, and this will surpass the bond of 

“interpretation”.  

  To make this suggestion become reality, the number of Section meeting is a must, we must limit the 

participant numbers, and it is important to change the role of participants. This is a pending suggestion for 

the next 10 years, and can resolve the “divergence between participants and staffs”. Decreasing the number 

of participants will make a bad impression, but we have to improve the quality of Integration Stay. From the 

experienced of participating this Integration Stay, we think that participant have to involve more in 

progress of Integration Stay. Actually, there are nothing much to do in a 2 days 1 night camping. That‟s why 

we have to improve the quality of this camping by improving the structure of Section Meeting and 

interpretation and also limit the numbers of participant. 

  From the entire of Integration Stay, we feel that interpreters should ask staff “what do you want us to 

convey”. The number of staff who became interpreter is small, and most interpreters are requested without 

knowing anything. Also, the meeting was not in English, so staff themselves should become the interpreter. 

This practice can become a one step to overcome the Integration Stay‟s set up of “Multi-Cultural Symbiosis 

Society Construction” and the “Wall of Language”. 
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8．Symposium ～Looking Back on Multi-nationality Training Camp 2010～ 

*************************************************************************************************** 

 This is a symposium held by staffs who had experienced through the year 2009, members who supported 

through the year 2010 and staffs active in the year 2010. It has been 10 years since Multi-nationality 

Training Camp was formed. Up until now, it has tendency of ended in just the report of each events. 

Therefore, making use of this meeting, by sharing frank ideas from different perspective of the main staff of 

the year 2009 and 2010 we would like to discuss and clarify the form of this Multi-nationality Training 

Camp and its stages towards the execution of the Camp. We hope that this will be an opportunity for the 

upcoming Multi-nationality Training Camp Management. 

  

Moderator : Chie YAMASHITA 

Recorder : Madoka NAKAJIMA 

2009 Staff：Rina KAJIHARA（Chairperson）、Aoi HIDAKA、Katsuhiko NAGATA、Yusuf、 

2010 Staff：Yuya OGAWA（Chairperson）、Syafeeq、Chiaki MORI、Asahi ODA 

 

Yamashita：First of all I would like to address the Committee Chairman. How do you generalize this year‟s 

Multi-nationality Training Camp. 

Ogawa：There were many things and it was quite hectic. I really would like to thank everyone for the good 

job. The camp itself, I personally think that there were problems in its management. Well, just looking from 

the surface, because it was so charged-up, I don‟t think it would be weird to say that the camp was a big 

success, the number of participants was big, there were many responses saying that it was the best do far, 

though there are people who said that it was not that good. Yes there were problems on its management. For 

example, the proceeding of meeting, the ways of interactions with foreign student, I did not made clear of 

inefficiency of the works and caused the work not to go as well as expected. In many aspects, I think I might 

have caused everyone to stumble. These are the points which I hoped can be improved next time. 

Yamashita：You have mentioned that there were 3 main management problems, the proceeding of meetings, 

ways of interaction with foreign student, inefficiency, which one in particular do you wish to elaborate 

further?  

 

～Proceeding of Meeting～ 

Ogawa：The one that I am especially concern about is the proceeding of meeting. I think the failure was 

because we did not learnt about organizational skills at all and go on with it. Considering the organization, 

foreign students also participated in the meeting so we should have considered using English. Another 

problem was that from the very beginning without considering how to proceed, we did not split the jobs and 

person in charge, etc. Besides that, regarding the resumes, if only we had more time, it would have been 

better. 

Oda：About the proceeding of meetings, we spent too much time on unnecessary details and it were time 

consuming. Furthermore, in planning for such a big event, reliable organization should have been formed 

and acknowledgement from each organization would have been necessary, and by that we would not have 

to go into so many details during the meetings. 
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Ogawa：Another thing is that we also need to consider about difference in English proficiency of each 

participants during the meeting. One more thing is about biasness of vocal speakers, and it became worse 

with increased number of participants and was difficult to handle. 

Mori：The resume was not able to be completed in time and we feel pressurized in making the resumes. 

Ogawa：Yes, the focus was no longer on the Multi-nationality Training Camp anymore, the one week we had 

until the meeting, we were working very hard in preparing materials for the meeting that we did not even 

had time to think about the training camp. We even thought of making the necessary materials in English. 

Kajihara：Between the camp this year and last year, was there any difference in the quality or the quantity 

of the resume? 

Ogawa：It was probably more in quantity. 

Kajihara：Regarding the details on the meeting you mentioned just now, can it be seen in the resumes?  In 

2009, almost everyone was able to prepare it in time.  

Nakajima：Even though there are a lot of content written in the resumes, as long as it was not presented, 

during the meeting, in place of the minimum amount of time given, as long as the resume was well done, 

wouldn‟t that be alright?  

Nagata：Certainly there is no relationship between talking a lot and having many things written in the 

resume. The resume was sent through mail list and those who were not able to come read it later. That‟s 

why during the meeting, whether or not we should go far for details or how much should be written in the 

resume or whether it should be written in English or Japanese is another topic. 

Nagata：Yusuf, how did you wished for the meeting? 

Yusuf：Umm～how should I say? First of all, all the staff were lacking in confidence during the meeting.  

Yamashita：From the perspective of the staff of 2009、how was this year meeting? It was narrowed down to 

mainly only the meeting. 

Hidaka：Everyone was frightened. Some were hesitate to voice out their opinion because of being shy. The 

atmosphere made by the seniors might also be one of the reasons. Those are the point which I reflected. 

Somehow, there were many cases where because of not having confidence, some were murmuring and made 

noises causing them to be scolded by the seniors, it then became inefficient, and then fell into vicious cycle 

and the atmosphere worsen. The meaning of this year ‟s concept of “Discussing from zero” was not very clear. 

In the meeting, it was like from zero point to suddenly making it into the topic for discussion. There should 

have been discussion beforehand. There are people in charge of each section weren‟t there? It felt as if there 

was nothing done during that period.  

Oda：But, among the people in charge of each section, we didn‟t prepare anyone to acted like a leader was 

also one of the mistakes. 

Hidaka：It was also not made full use of this year, wasn‟t it? On the contrary, where the responsibilities were 

laid was not clear. If we were to do it with the foreign students, more attention should have been put. For 

example, bullet fast like talk during the meeting should have been hindered. 

Kajihara：There were many times where they say that they will explain in English later on.  

Mori：Last year, was each remark short? 

Hidaka：No, there were those who spoke long. Furthermore, there were people who make disputes over it. 

Hidaka：Compared to last year, how was this year? 

Yusuf：This year, there were not many foreign students who came into the meeting. I wonder why. 
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Hidaka：Conversely, I would like to ask about that. Probably they did not want to come because it would be 

tiring. Plus, it was time consuming. 

Kajihara：Then what was the point of holding the meeting? Why in 2010, was there one meeting held every 

week? If the answer is “just because last year we did the same” then it will be unclear. What was aimed to be 

done in the meeting? 

Mori：Information exchange and different from progress condition of each community which can be mailed, it 

can only be conveyed directly. 

Ogawa：Rather than that, aren‟t there meetings for things which cannot be decided by each community. 

Though information exchange can‟t be done completely by mail, information can be passed on using mail, 

but it would be difficult to conduct discussion. I prefer that discussion to be done during meeting.   

Kajihara：Why is there any need to exchange information? 

Mori：I think it is related to what Ogawa-san has said. 

Kajihara：In other words、after everyone grasp the condition, all the problems are raised and then solved? 

Oda：I agree that everyone need to properly carry out their own responsibility, but it is also important to 

carry it out while looking on the overall condition. For that, meetings would be necessary.  

Kajihawa：Hey, it has been said that by starting the meeting with information exchange followed by raising 

the problems would not go well. Certainly by exchanging information to find solutions is important. However, 

I think that method is not good. 

Ogawa：Well then, should we just include all the necessary information in the resume and then points which 

wished to be talked through should be discussed in the meeting? Is that what you are saying? 

Kajihara：No, the items written in the resume isn‟t good enough. In 2009, what I told everyone to write in 

the resume are “Things done this week” and “Things to be done next week” these 2 points. Just by writing 

that this week we did these and we are going to do this next week. By doing that, not only we would be able 

to grasp the current condition but also understand the upcoming programs. Regarding that matter, there 

are 2,3 points about the Subcommittee Program from the start that I want to talk about, while making 

comedy different culture can be introduced, and it should only take 1.5 to 2 hours. After the meeting, we can 

then go into the things to be done in the following week, and everyone can straight away get to start to work. 

When I was the chairperson in the 2009 committee, everyone started to move as soon as the meeting ended. 

The meeting existed for that purpose. I asked to prepare resumes on how everyone how was the process of 

their works, and upcoming activities. Just by listing the amount of work up to that moment, and upcoming 

activities, all the problems would then come out naturally. This apply to the people who prepared the resume 

and listen to it. Which why in 2009 there was no process of listing out all the information owned individually 

and picking up the problematic points as in 2010. 

Kajihara：Plus, Aoi was able to make the upcoming schedule even when I was not around.   

Hidaka：Yes, just by looking at the overall schedule, we were able to understand, last year was prompt but it 

can‟t be helped for this year.  

Ogawa：The overall schedule for this year was prepared by one a staff wasn‟t it? 

Kajihara：Formally it existed but in actual whether it should be us or just one person to prepare it, which 

one would be have been better I wonder. 

Ogawa：With just one person making it, we were able to see the flow of each person in charge‟s in a glance. 

Kajihara：That‟s about the formality isn‟t it. What I was trying to say is whether it is alright not to let those 

who are involved in the work. 
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Mori：I think people in charge should have been the one to make it. Then, the leader should conclude the 

flow of the processes to each person in charge. 

Kajihara：Anyway, I believed that everyone was able to present their activities in the meeting. But, was 

there anyone who thought of “Things to do next week” before coming to the meeting?   

Ogawa：This time, I heard things were done in the midway from Kajihara-san, then from that point onwards, 

it became like that. 

Kajihara：Plus, realizing it was too late. 

Mori：Including those problems, for some reason, this year staffs were not really paying attention to what 

the seniors have been saying. They were very slow in asking how these were conducted last year. Regarding 

public announcement and general discussion, it should have been consulted more with the people in charge 

last year.  

Syafiq：I also agree that the conscience to ask when not knowing was lacking. Yes, the conscience was low. 

Yamashita：I think I should say that the handing over was insufficient. Next I would like to proceed to the 

participation of foreign student staffs.  

 

～Participation of Foreign Student Staff～ 

Ogawa：The reason why foreign students were not participating in the meeting, I think is because the 

conscience to make it easily understandable towards the foreign students from the Japanese staffs was 

lacking. I have mentioned that “foreign students will also be present, please make the resume in English as 

well” but I started to doubt that the English resume was really made for the sake of foreign student. For 

example, there was time when the English resume was not able to be completed in time. That time, maybe 

you could have made the resume in simpler Japanese and also by adding furigana, I felt that the effort to 

make it more understandable for the foreign students were not enough. Which is why, I think it might not 

have been well relayed in English. 

Oda：Then, do you think that if the resume in English was well prepared, they would have come to the 

meeting? 

Yusuf：The resume is alright even if it is in Japanese. Maybe the person sitting next by can just tell the 

rough outline. I don‟t think there‟s any necessary to translate everything into English.  

Hidaka：But then, it is about how far should the foreign student be involved in the management isn‟t it? I 

felt that this year the foreign students were acting more like guests.   

Yusuf：Well, this year ‟s foreign students who wanted to be a part of the staff were lacking. Last year ‟s foreign 

students were cooperative with the Japanese students. The main problem was, this year ‟s foreign students 

were lacking in their eagerness. 

Ogawa：Was it because it was lacking from the very beginning or was the eagerness disappeared after 

participating in the meeting? 

Syafiq：That would be dependent on individuals. But it is also possible that it just happen to be that many of 

this year ‟s foreign students were not so interested in international events. I don‟t think that they lost 

their eagerness because of the meeting. 

Kajihara：In actual were you able to work together with the foreign student? Were you able to ask them to 

work together? In the Multi-nationality Training Camp, the meeting was only a part. The remaining 6 days 

of the week, were you able to do activities together with the foreign students? 
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Mori：I was able to actively interact with Syafiq during the general discussion. However, what can be asked 

from foreign students was not very clear, they were pretty busy and had limited time were the reason that 

things did not go as well as expected.  

Syafiq：Yes, I was also not able to see clearly the whole flow of the Multi-nationality Training Camp. It would 

have been better if I could have understood it better from the beginning.  

Kajihara：I think there was a foreign student network, something called KUFSA. 

Hidaka：Which is why I have asked for a post in charge in KUFSA to be made in this Multi-nationality 

Training Camp. It is like to promote “let‟s do it together”. Well, everyone was not so sure, even I was not so 

sure. But, this is exactly why if we were confused and have to think, we should have thought together with 

the foreign students. Just by assuming that we can “ask” foreign student to work together if they are to join, 

we were not showing good intention of “doing it together”. This year was more like “please do it” kind of 

attitude I believe. It is not like ”let‟s do it together”. It‟s not that I wanted to get distressed together. But, 

Syafiq or Yusuf or Ryu, together they think and made great foreign students. I think we might have 

restraint ourselves towards the foreign student. That happened even among the Japanese. But, that 

hesitation can be seen even more obviously among the Japanese and foreign student it was not as if there 

was any conflict and I don‟t think there were fights. Which is why it was as if that we were not able to work 

well with the foreign students. Probably we just wanted to prevent any trouble from rising. That goes the 

same between the seniors and juniors. 

Hidaka：In that case, wouldn‟t that be fine if the Foreign students do not to participate in Multi-nationality 

Training Camp? I think, there is no meaning in doing it. There is also no point in holding it just amongst 

the Japanese, so maybe we should just stop this. 

Nagata：If there are foreign students who wanted to be in Multi-nationality Training Camp, even if they are 

not related to KUFSA, they will come. If there is no one voicing out their desire to participate in the 

Multinational Training Camp, we can assume that there aren‟t many who are interested. Not just to 

participate but if there is nobody who wants to make it. Which is why, regarding the management of the 

Multi-nationality Training Camp, whether it is the chairperson, accountant or manager or office work, the 

people in charge, may it be Japanese or foreign student or for it to be interchangeably should be natural. If 

it became not allowed just because the person in charge is a single person and he/she is a foreign student, 

then the method is wrong. Taking Coordinator from the International Night organized by KUFSA, its 

accountant or recorder were done by both Japanese and foreign students, and worked well. If it is not from 

the willingness of foreign students to conduct it, then Multi-nationality Training Camp would be 

meaningless, and it was because of that voice from foreign students, that this camp was started 10 years 

ago. When the camp was on the brink of destruction, about 15 foreign students from KUFSA asked for it 

not to be destroyed and once again, a talk was done to make the decision. By the way, a foreign student said 

to me “The Multi-nationality Training Camp was made by Japanese wasn‟t it”. I said “It was definitely 

wrong, that idea was a grave problem among the foreign students. For the Japanese students, for them to 

run the managerial and office work and restraint themselves from asking foreign student is a wrong 

mindset. Therefore, if it cannot be restored to its original condition, there is no point in doing the 

Multi-nationality Training Camp.  

Hidaka：The story would then become “wouldn‟t the International Night be enough?”. 

Ogawa：To do it together with foreign student was the original idea of the Multi-nationality Training Camp 

wasn‟t it? But, throughout the year 2008, 2009 and 2010 working together with the staffs, I didn‟t really felt 
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that. The time when I first joined, it was as if the Japanese students are the main, while foreign students 

are just helping out. Of course in 2010 it was the same. Which is, why, we need to re-think about the 

meaning of the original of Multi-nationality Training Camp. 

Hidaka：But, including that matter, because it was not properly carried out in 2009, and continued over to 

2010, in 2010 the reason why we said “let‟s start from zero” was because of that reason. 

Ogawa：I thought it was “let‟s start for zero” for the Japanese. So it was “let‟s start from zero with foreign 

student”? I did think that we should make it together with the foreign students, but as expected, the idea 

that the Camp was made by Japanese students was dominant among the foreign students. 

Nagata：Which is why, it is the foreign student fault to think in that manner. But, the Japanese students 

also thought that it was to be made by Japanese students. These ways of thinking caused both to split into 

different direction. 

Mori：So, how should be deal with it? If they thought it that way is there anything we can do? 

Nagata：If the mindset of the foreign students remain unchanged even after explaining to them, then I think 

we should quit.  

Hidaka：We should make effort in relaying it. How should it be done would depend on respective years. For 

example, “without involving foreign students, let just Japanese make it” is also a possible variation of color. 

I think it is possible to start the camp with that concept. There is no exact correct answer for this, isn‟t that 

the pivot of this year problems. In the end, if asked “where does the idea of working together with foreign 

student went to” from the seniors, the axis has been wobbling and it became “what are the 2010 staffs 

planning to do?”. It was as if one lost its own sight. In 2009, the original ideology of willingness of “working 

together with foreign students” was there from the very beginning. I had no intention of removing that axis. 

Possible, everyone else feel the same about this. The only sure thing that I can say about 2009 staffs was 

that they had the same axis. 

Nagata：Even if it was not enough, I think in 2009, the foreign students were pretty much involved. Though 

it can‟t be said that the chairperson, accounting and others works was able to be carried out and passed on 

so well amongst. 

Yamashita：There was a voice saying that if the foreign students are not so willing in participating as staffs, 

there is no point on doing the Multi-nationality Training Camp. I would like to hear the comment from 

foreign student regarding this matter. 

Yusuf：What is the meaning of integration? It has something to do with statistic am I right? If it is only going 

to be Japanese, can it be done? I don‟t think so. Which is why, I think we should make it together. If we are to 

compare on 2009 and 2010, there are positive and negative sides. For example, in 2009, a lot of foreign 

students came and there were many opinions raised. This year, the numbers of foreign students were small, 

and the numbers of opinions were also reduced. Even the Japanese staffs were lacking in confidence. It was 

because there were too many staff in 2010. It was expected because they were lacking in experience. For the 

sake of next year, we should make comparison to last year ‟s camp. Then, we should make sure that the same 

mistakes are not to be repeated next year. This year staffs were not actively engaged with the foreign 

students.  For example, even if I ask to come to the meeting, what are the agenda of the meeting was not 

clear. 

Hidaka：Considerations towards foreign students are insufficient, is that what you are trying to say? 

Yusuf：Yes. If the person invited to the meeting came, even if it‟s only the only, they will crave for opinions 

themselves. It would be alright even if the resume is not written in English, but if there is no explanation of 
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the flow of the meeting, it would be hard to understand. Plus, the discussion will no longer follow the 

planned agenda. The thing that can be done from now onwards, is not about making the Multi-nationality 

Training Camp but how to strengthen the everyday relationship with foreign students. For the case of the 

seniors, the relationship before commencement of the camp was already strong, the meeting was able to go 

smoothly, eagerness of foreign students and own self is related. I was in good relationship with Nagata-san 

and Aoi-san, which was why I had the enthusiast and decided to be one of the staff. The foreign students are 

currently living in Japan. If they want to make the camp, help from Japanese students are essential. There 

is no need to hold back. If you want to participate in the Multi-nationality Training Camp, please do so. 

Because there weren‟t so many foreign students from the beginning, there is no need to force them. The most 

important thing is the willingness to do, and from there onwards plan on how to make it successful. From 

there, we should think of how to get along with the foreign students or how to make the camp to become 

even more attractive. If the Japanese students want to work together with foreign students, please support 

them. Just doing that is enough. Though, it would be difficult if the enthusiast among the foreign students 

to participate as staffs in the camp is low. I think it is not a matter of if it will be good as long as there are 

many foreign students participating. For example, even if there aren‟t many foreign students, as long as 

there are many ideas raised, it would be good enough.  The main objective of foreign student is to study. 

That is why, there is no point in forcing them to work as staffs. 

Nagata：But the same thing can be said about Japanese students. We entered university because we want to 

study.  

Yusuf：Yes it is. But it depends on the Japanese students. 

Nagata ： You said that it depends on the Japanese students. However, 10 years ago when the 

Multi-nationality Training Camp was started, it was the foreign students who wanted to start it and the 

Japanese student similarly, wished to make it together. From that moment onwards, it continued with the 

same desire. However, right now, the desire to make it themselves has weakened among the foreign 

students. 

Yusuf：Everything was a failure and hence you should quit if you think it would be better to do so, but it 

would be better to acknowledge that there were some elements missing, and that we should make sure that 

it will not be the same in the upcoming year. Another thing is that, preparation should have been done 

earlier. Instead of having meeting over and over, we should have discuss together with the foreign students 

beforehand, and decide on what are the important things to be discussed over the meeting to save time and 

ensure its fullness. We should improve the quality of the meeting. Other important things are 

communications and tolerance. To all the seniors, please remain to guide us even after graduation.  

 

～Handing over～ 

Nagata：Do you think that the Multi-nationality Training Camp should have been done as last year? 

Syafiq：I think we should follow the manual. 

Nagata：I have mention need about the General Discussion. We should not worry about last year. Instead we 

should conduct it based on what we wanted to do. It is alright to ask the seniors, but more importantly, we 

should be able to decide what is good and what is bad by ourselves.  

Syafiq：Even if it became similar with last year ‟s, it would be better to change the theme ourselves. That‟s all 

there is to it.  If we are to do it again next year, as long as we do net forget the spirit to make it, it would be 

good enough. 
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Hidaka：That would also be dependent on the concept of that year ‟s chairperson. I think. 

Nagata：Should we do the handing over? Or should we make a manual instructing how it should be 

conducted? Or like what Ogawa has said, that the camp should be started from zero by oneself. Even in 2006 

when the camp was restarted, there wasn‟t any manual was there? Similarly, in 2010, 2011 we could make 

Multi-nationality Training Camp based on how we desire it to be done. 

Ogawa：That would means that it would depends on the staff on that year. Isn‟t it? 

Nagata：Then, how did you wanted it to be for this year?  

Ogawa：Because I experienced the camp in 2008 and 2009, around winter, I already voiced out “we will make 

the camp from zero”. 

Oda：But, handing over and starting new are different things, is it not? 

Nagata：Starting new means that you would not need the previous information. 

Mori：But, by making use of the previous information and if there is anything that can be responded to, that 

should be made as input, don‟t you agree?  

Nagata：That is because we have our own ideas as the base isn‟t it? There are ideas and in addition “let‟s 

make use of the past lessons” which ones are good and which are bad, just by considering that would be good. 

But, if it is just depends on handing over, to give birth to new ideas would be difficult. 

Kajihara：Based on what Nakata-san has said, this year‟s camp was made based on the previous year ‟s camp 

didn‟t he? Was it really that similar with last year? 

Nagata：The style of General Discussion was almost the same. Even if the content was changed, in the end, 

it was not started from zero. If it was not made from zero, you should not have talked about making it from 

scratch.  

Hidaka：At first I thought that we would be making it based on the concept that everyone said, “but in the 

end, I was wondering what are these people trying to make”. Because the things which were said were 

different from the reality, everyone become confused and not knowing what to do. The things that the 

seniors was saying can just be treated as advice, when I thought that everyone was trying to adapt each 

and every one of it, it was just half-baked, in the end I wondered “what are you trying to do”. For example, 

there was an idea to involve KUFSA to get the foreign students to work together, leaving aside whether 

or not it can be done, the spirit to execute it remains. I am not denying this year ‟s camp, but “the training 

camp, was it really done because it was desired to be done?” I think we should focus on that point.  

Mori：When Kajihara-san was asking ”what are you trying to convey?” during the meeting, I was panicked 

thinking “what are we trying to convey”. I understand what are the seniors have been trying so hard to say 

but in the end, nothing much was done, I think there were many thinks which were not understood, which is 

why, the axis which Aoi-san has been talking about was not clear for me. 

Hidaka：Probably everyone somehow has something in their mind of what they want to do, but there wasn‟t 

much time to share them, and it got confusing, then the seniors gave many other inputs which made 

thought that all of those must also be done, somehow it was like what Yunfu have said, lack of confidence 

was the main problem.  

Yamashita：When there is no axis, it will then get blur wont it? I thought of taking charge in last year ‟s 

general discussion. There were many voices from the participant, some were convincing and until the end, I 

can‟ summarize it and didn‟t know what to do. That, in overall was referred this year.  

Kajihara：What is Multi-nationality Training Camp, based on the flow till now, it is still very hard to digest. 

Because we still can‟t crunch it, actions and voices will not settle down. The reason is because; every day‟s 
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life background was different from the staffs up till now. Until the execution of the camp there has been no 

chance of being involved it its planning, wasn‟t there?   

Mori：Certainly, if we were to adapt what the seniors have said we should have adapt all of it, but there were 

many which were only halfway.  

Oda：I really think it was because we couldn‟t absorb it completely, even if we could, we did have the ability 

to make good judgment.  

Kajihara：What was desired from the Multi-nationality Training Camp was ultimately is “the ability to 

think” and make your own judgment. 

Hidaka：But even that skill should be alright to be gain in the process of making the camp. This year ‟s staff 

went to 3 different directions. 

Nagata：In the end, this training camp, should it follow the previous year or should it be started from 

beginning? 

Mori：Ideally, it should be from the beginning. While doing it we should also refer to the previous year. 

Nagata：That is why I think we should refer to it. We could refer to it when needed. And if its not necessary, 

we could just ignore it. 

Oda：Because we have the previous year, it is important to understand its strengths and weaknesses. 

Nagata：That‟s for those who have the experience? 

Kajihara：Whether it is starting from beginning or following the footsteps of the previous year, I believe that 

the result would be the same. 

 

 ～Conclusion of the Multi-nationality Training Camp～ 

Kajihara：The difference in the seriousness of the Multi-nationality Training Camp and International 

Exchange will not be realized until you started to work as its staff. Knowing that, when you started doing it, 

did you feel the difference?  

Mori：I joined because I thought that it would be fun. I thought that I would be able to work with other 

foreign students but in the end it was mainly Japanese students working struggling. Foreign students were 

put aside, and that was the gap that I felt.  

Oda：At first, we want to do it with the foreign students, but the number of the foreign student staffs were 

less than expected. 

Kajihara：By the way, what are the seniors reasons of becoming the staff in this training camp? 

Hidaka：I went to Laos before. When I was thinking of whether is there anything that I could do, this 

Multi-nationality Training Camp popped up in my mind. My assumption was that it would be and should 

be fun, or else it would be boring. While clashing with the seniors, I thought that it would be alright as long 

as I get to do what I want to do. 

Yamashita：For me, I was not just following the flow, because I was in the News Club, I thought that “ I 

wanted to see different world” “ I want to build different relationships”, those are the facts. I had interests 

on overseas matters but didn‟t saw it as something interesting. I wasn‟t even planning to deepen my 

relationship with foreign students, but as I study more, I started to wonder what international exchange is, 

I also had interest in Japanese nationalism, and started to understand the reason behind it, and my 

motivation went up. 

Kajihara：Even though we have different purposes, we all have firm desires. 
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Mori：When I was in Kamchat, I felt that it would be unique to relate with different people. 

Kajihara：Because we got to fight with foreign student in Multi-nationality Training Camp. 

 

 ～Multi-nationality Training Camp From Now Onwards～ 

Hidaka：I really want for this camp to also be carried out next year. I think this year ‟s 2010 staff should do it. 

Mori：I really want to do it, but because I am already in the third grade, I am also worry about my studies. I 

don‟t think that the Multi-nationality Training Camp can be done just by using one hand. I want to do both 

of them well. 

Kajihara：With different number of people, the amount of work would also be different, isn‟t it? 

Nagata：When I was with Yoshino and the scale wall small, it was easier.  

Hidaka：If we are to reflect on this year ‟s, then we should also talk with the foreign students and start 

looking for people who has the potential to become staff. 

・To split between staff and participant. 

Kajihara：I think, most of the participant, participated for the entertainment. For example, there are many 

people who went to see the cultural festival and not others. They do not share the same feeling as the staffs. 

So how do you think the future of this Multi-nationality Training Camp will be?  

Ogawa：Even those who participated for the sake of entertainment, it is also important as long as in the 

process of doing it ,they come to realize it. 

Kajihara：If you look at the General Discussion in 2005, it was obvious that the participants were highly 

motivated in the past. That has changed, where the participant are now looking for entertainment. The 

staffs should also realize and consider this and therefore need to prepare something of even higher quality. 

The reason why the conscience that this camp is meant to be made by both the Japanese and foreign student 

has weakened might lies in the Japanese student approach. But, it might also be because the foreign 

student do not desire for it. As compared to the past, what the Japanese and foreign students are seeking 

has changed, how should we conduct this camp? There are opinions that we should maintain the camp as it 

is. However, be it the Japanese or the foreign students, staffs or participants, with changing mindset, 

wouldn‟t it be better if we make another international exchange program aside from this Multi-nationality 

Training Camp. 

Nakajima：If we are to react on the desire of the participants who are seeking for entertainment, there is no 

need to change the we do things. This Multi-nationality Training Camp is a serious event and it is one of 

its main characteristic. There are others fun events such as the International Night etc. so I think we 

should maintain it as it has been.  

Kajihara：Even so, some of the participant of the General Discussion felt asleep. 

Nakajima：That‟s the difficult part. Maybe what can be done is to change its scale? 

Kajihara：The staffs for each year, there has always been a gap between the staffs and participants. The gap 

between Japanese and foreign students has also been widening. The reason for the gap between the staffs 

and participants is because the participants should have studied more.  

Hidaka：On the contrary, the camp should be the one giving the opportunity to study. There are essentials 

part which need to be changed. I am very happy for those who have participated this year and are thinking 

of becoming the staff for next year. The Multi-nationality Training Camp should be continuous.  

Kajihara：That‟s all, the divergence between the participants and staffs is because of improvement of its 

quality is desired.  
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Hidaka：We might have stepped over the boundary as a student. But, this Multi-nationality Training Camp 

is also our privilege as a student. It‟s just there‟s a big difference in the way people got involved.  

Nagata：It is difficult to balance both the preparation and policy of the camp. Because of the motivation is 

different, the start line is also different now. There‟s no need to hesitate if it‟s just the preparation. 

Kajihara：I don‟t think it was difficult because of the man power, but rather it was because of individualities 

in preparing the training camp. For example in the introduction of different culture, it was easier to be done 

alone, wasn‟t it? 

Nakajima：The changes are not because of the number of men power, but rather the quality of the work. 

Hidaka：But, if you want to assure the continuity of this Multi-nationality Training Camp, to relay it 

continuously is important. Even for those who have no intention of learning, if we are to stop here, in the 

end nothing could be learnt. For the foreign students who are concern with only their own study, the 

Japanese students do not care about that. In 10 years, I think everyone will then realize that it is not 

enough, and then something like the Multi-nationality Training Camp would be made. 

Kajihara：Because the impact made on the participant of this camp is small at this moment, we really need 

to work on it. 

Nagata：Though it is important to show the need to participate, but the fact that it is all based on the sign 

from us should not be forgotten. It is only natural that the mind of the staffs and participants are different.  

Mori：I think if we are aiming towards entertainment, then it is no longer Multi-nationality Training Camp. 

Ogawa：To ensure not to shoo away those who are not enthusiastic, we need to balance between 

entertainment and study. 

Oda：I am not saying that it will be bad if it is all just about entertainment, but to share pleasant time 

together is also important. 

・About the Programs 

Ogawa：I was planning to make the programs from scratch for this year ‟s camp, but in the end it shared the 

same form as last year ‟s. I am wondering, whether there is nothing that could have been done. 

Kajihara：Regarding the programs, even there are people saying that “it has always been the same every 

year” in the 2009. I think this year ‟s program was pretty good. 

Mori：There is nothing such as the same for every year. This year ‟s ice-breaking program was totally 

different. 

Nagata：But there was no new program. For example, the subcommittee was only held in the first half. 

Kajihara：On the contrary, I think the program went so well. Honestly, I think it was also easy for the staffs. 

However, there is a need to analyze further on the change in the participant. 
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9.Postscript Editing 
*************************************************************************************************** 

 This year was the 10th Multi-nationality Training Camp. There were participants who have participated 

from since 10 years ago, and those who participated for the first time, their voices, pictures, to learn, to know 

and the “enjoyment” was felt. The way the “enjoyment” was felt is different for each person, however I 

believed that the “enjoyment” which was seek from the Multi-nationality Training Camp is the same.  

I was involved for the first time in this Multi-national Training Camp for the first time as a staff, at first it 

appeared as simple as “it sound so fun to interact with people from different counties”, however, as the 

planning progressed, to request from people whom I first encounter or from the adults, to go for interview, I 

was confused like never before, and there were many times where I hesitated. However, as I work together 

with the other staffs, I am still able to remember the “happiness” and “enjoyment” as I was able to grab for 

new things. The whole staff including myself was distress during the planning stage, however the 

“enjoyment” to be able to overcome it in the end, I want share and hope that “enjoyment” can be felt by the 

participants.  

However, as indicated from the reports, I felt that there are difference the in level of conscience of this 

year staffs, and the ability to share this “enjoyment” in thinning. For that, next time, the staffs should make 

efforts to relay the “enjoyment” felt during the planning stage to the participants, and because there are 

quite a numbers of those who have been participating for a long time, I believe that we should introduce the 

participants and increase the chance for the participants to be more involved from the planning stage. By 

repeating that, we can reduce the distance between the staffs and participants, and the participants would 

be able to step further into the “enjoyment”. Plus, that would be the real pleasure of the Multi-nationality 

Training Camp which aims to “the challenge to build multi-cultural society”.  

 I was able to digest the meaning of this Multi-nationality Training Camp as I was making the editing, look 

back, and from the interviews made. I believe it is difficult to understand and absorb the content of the 

camp on the spot. Therefore, I hope that this could become the “start” for myself to learn. For that 

sensation not to be forgotten, all the “memories” of the staffs and participants should be “recorded” and left 

in form of this report. This “memory” should be made use in the upcoming Multi-nationality Training 

Camps, and become the foundation to expand multi-cultural society in the region.  

At last, for the translators and people involved in the editing, I would like to express my gratitude. 

 

                            Report Editing in Charge          Asahi ODA 
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10.List of names of participants  

************************************************************************************************** 

番号 名前 国籍 
 
番号 名前 国籍 

1 彭 立君 中国 
 

36 鎌田 悠幹 日本 

2 野口 英一郎 日本 
 

37 包 桂蘭 中国 

3 野口 香英 日本 
 

38 包 宝林 中国 

4 Melody Muguerza フィリピン 
 

39 宮崎 祥典 日本 

5 Christine Baransano インドネシア 
 

40 橋口 冴 日本 

6 小川 景一 日本 
 

41 平原 由貴 日本 

7 西原 薫 日本 
 

42 李 淑双 中国 

8 加藤 泰久 日本 
 

43 佐野 李奥 日本 

9 西原  誠司  日本 
 

44 Syed Muhammad Syafeeq マレーシア 

10 柳田 泰 日本 
 

45 刘 楚枢 中国 

11 柴山 てるみ 日本 
 

46 内田 貴志 日本 

12 國料 未貴 日本 
 

47 有江 憲吾 日本 

13 井手迫 美紀 日本 
 

48 廣野 悠太 日本 

14 鶴田 恵子 日本 
 

49 児玉 香織 日本 

15 宮下 美希子 日本 
 

50 永山 加奈子 日本 

16 永井 久美子 日本 
 

51 吉田 若菜 日本 

17 前迫 いづみ 日本 
 

52 中原 樹里 日本 

18 櫨山 美穂 日本 
 

53 松本 梨奈 日本 

19 川本 聡美 日本 
 

54 橋本 瑠奈 日本 

20 甲斐 千尋 日本 
 

55 植村 葉月 日本 

21 小田 あさひ 日本 
 

56 西上 裕士 日本 

22 神薗 よしの 日本 
 

57 宮本 圭慈 日本 

23 森 千秋 日本 
 

58 山 眞 日本 

24 勝羽 佑貴 日本 
 

59 遠城 美乃里 日本 

25 牧野 美紀 日本 
 

60 遠城 健吾 日本 

26 坂口 真美 日本 
 

61 山田 隼 日本 

27 Muhammad Farhan マレーシア 
 

62 何 龍 中国 

28 田尻 麻美子 日本 
 

63 古田 信一 日本 

29 Yusuf Bohadi クウェート 
 

64 謝 新 中国 

30 Fortune Jomane ジンバブエ 
 

65 ムジャンガ ベンジャミン タンザニア 

31 Mohd Hazwan Bin Yusof マレーシア 
 

66 曹 寧 中国 

32 Nur Syajaah Binti Shahrin マレーシア 
 

67 Anis ur Rehman パキスタン 

33 西元 裕美 日本 
 

68 峯 奈々子 日本 

34 永田 勝彦 日本 
 

69 永川 久美子 日本 

35 Hafizuodin Bin Mohamed マレーシア 
 

70 坂下 昌三 日本 
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番号 名前 国籍 
 
番号 名前 国籍 

71 今井 貴大 日本 
 

109 板敷 春香 日本 

72 藏薗 千尋 日本 
 

110 松岡 朝子 日本 

73 原口 智衣 日本 
 

111 後藤 真里奈 日本 

74 宋 チョイ 韓国 
 

112 永峯 知明 日本 

75 宋 潤姫 韓国 
 

113 吉原 直樹 日本 

76 濱屋 啓太 日本 
 

114 紙屋 貴浩 日本 

77 胡 夢雲 中国 
 

115 藤本 美姫 日本 

78 朴 成愛 中国 
 

116 茨木 智華子 日本 

79 劉 昭君 中国 
 

117 Lee Kah Kheng マレーシア 

80 SWACHCHCHANDA Songmen ネパール 
 

118 鄭 裁允 韓国 

81 Bimika Pati ネパール 
 

119 李 賢雄 韓国 

82 Manoj Bohara ネパール 
 

120 肱黒 香里 日本 

83 西 香穂里 日本 
 

121 谷丸 友介 日本 

84 辻 修子 日本 
 

122 佐野 由季 日本 

85 加藤 晃子 日本 
 

123 岡村 佳奈 日本 

86 田中 聡美 日本 
 

124 南郷 彩 日本 

87 濵田 かおり 日本 
 

125 上野 真理衣 日本 

88 長濵 奈央子 日本 
 

126 小野 裕佳 日本 

89 横山 由美子 日本 
 

127 城之園 真代 日本 

90 島井 亜衣未 日本 
 

128 手島 道男 日本 

91 草場 香穂 日本 
 

129 植木園 麻美 日本 

92 Prakash Patil インド 
 

130 平田 杏菜 日本 

93 牧原 知宏 日本  
 

131 西原  千夏 日本 

94 中谷 純江 日本 
 

132 向江 親太郎 日本 

95 中谷 真生 日本 
 

133 迫田 紋奈 日本 

96 小林 基起 日本 
 

134 木場 彰一 日本 

97 除川 創 日本 
 

135 今村 奏恵 日本 

98 Hafeza Akter バングラデシュ 
 

136 松永 仁 日本 

99 Farhan Ahmed バングラデシュ 
 

137 中島 まどか 日本 

100 Himawari Ahmed バングラデシュ 
 

138 岡野 匡陛 日本 

101 上田平 成美 日本 
 

139 末廣 恵 日本 

102 陳 琳 中国 
 

140 和田 あやの 日本 

103 林  思成 中国 
 

141 相良  かおる 日本 

104 崔 艶麗 中国 
 

142 山本 佳奈 日本 

105 金 曜担 韓国 
 

143 Prayoga Patrick インドネシア 

106 金 ハンウール 韓国 
 

144 小川 裕也 日本 

107 Mohammad Mejbah Uddin バングラデシュ 
 

145 Gyolemetou Nikolay ブルガリア 

108 片平 美紀 日本 
 

146 植田 沙世 日本 
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147 合志 美希 日本 
 

185 平田 貴裕 日本 

148 池上 彩 日本 
 

186 小平田 太地 日本 

149 黒川 恵理菜 日本 
 

187 木場 和香 日本 

150 帖佐 卓寛 日本 
 

188 児玉 康之 日本 

151 全 在胤 韓国 
 

189 郡山 愛子 日本 

152 梶原 莉那 日本 
 

190 郡山 要 日本 

153 吉永 なつき 日本 
 

191 諏訪 江美 日本 

154 渡邊 紗代 日本 
 

192 永野 哲矢 日本 

155 坂本 悠三 日本 
 

193 中原 舞 日本 

156 麦 冠霖 マレーシア 
 

194 前田 志保 日本 

157 Nurul Izdihar Muktar マレーシア 
 

195 原 啓悟 日本 

158 田原 佳亮 日本 
 

196 高橋 真弓 日本 

159 小山 遥子 日本 
 

197 小幡 順子 日本 

160 上村 花子 日本 
 

198 蕈 思 中国 

161 土屋 宏剛 日本 
 

199 劉 小渓 中国 

162 川崎 智佳穂 日本 
 

200 白木 覚 日本 

163 高見 愛子 日本 
 

201 福元 俊 日本 

164 吉富 玖美 日本 
 

202 児玉 あゆみ 日本 

165 劉 揚 中国 
 

203 Kheradmandsarokalaei Motahareh イラン 

166 銭  亮 中国 
 

204 Mohammad  SAIFUL ISLAM バングラデシュ 

167 繆 欣欣 中国 
 

205 Athira NANOAKUMAR インド 

168 仇 露露 中国 
 

206 Juliet DAVID パキスタン 

169 張 宵玲 中国 
 

207 Noureen AFSAR KHAN パキスタン 

170 谷口 晴夫 日本 
 

208 通 拉嗄 中国 

171 南 はるか 日本 
 

209 白 雪蓮 中国 

172 大久保 里恵 日本 
 

210 高徳 恵美子 日本 

173 湖(示) 河 ベトナム 
 

211 高徳 萌花 日本 

174 ＮＹＬＶＹＮ ＭＡＹＥＲ ＰＥＴＥＲ マレーシア 
 

212 山之内 卓也 日本 

175 南  恵子 日本 
 

213 奥山 健司 日本 

176 中馬 勇作 日本 
 

214 轟木 克也 日本 

177 山田 拓矢 日本 
 

215 Md. Abdul  Kader バングラデシュ 

178 松山 安理 日本 
 

216 Mobashera Kader バングラデシュ 

179 丸野 瑞貴 日本 
 

217 Mahbuba Bulbul バングラデシュ 

180 竹中 伸巧郎 日本 
 

218 柳 泳兆 韓国 

181 吉川 百合子 日本 
 

219 Ragaza Janice フィリピン 

182 THI AUNG KATHY ミャンマー 
 

220 Sarno Brian John フィリピン 

183 岩崎 勇気 日本 
 

221 Janice Rabor フィリピン 

184 堀米 顕久 日本 
 

222 Hazem Adbullah エジプト 
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223 Nashwa Abdelbary エジプト 
 

261 山元 與一 日本 

224 shaimaa Abdullah エジプト 
 

262 嶋崎 智晃 日本 

225 Basmla Abdullah エジプト 
 

263 城山 綾美 日本 

226 梁 瀟 中国 
 

264 吉永 早弥華 日本 

227 岡 あかね 日本 
 

265 源 和日奈 日本 

228 迫地 陽平 日本 
 

266 辻 さとみ 日本 

229 牧瀬 大輔 日本 
 

267 松山 隆真 日本 

230 河野 悠 日本 
 

268 寺田 智大 日本 

231 須藤 加澄 日本 
 

269 張 旭潔 中国 

232 申 ジエ 韓国 
 

270 満 香廷 中国 

233 刘 格日楽 中国 
 

271 林 明翰 中国 

234  文学 中国 
 

272 朴 晶 中国 

235 Ruth Chibueze ナイジェリア 
 

273 張 永浩 中国 

236 James Chibueze ナイジェリア 
 

274 孫 静 中国 

237 柳田 真規子 日本 
 

275 張 艶波 中国 

238 石田 裕晶 日本 
 

276 田実 真似子 日本 

239 倉野 智代 日本 
 

277 橋本 里美 日本 

240 新留 和海 日本 
 

278 石田 譲 日本 

241 東 憲太郎 日本 
 

279 西村 圭史 日本 

242 佐藤 光将 日本 
 

280 後藤 あや 日本 

243 越間 健一郎 日本 
 

281 張 会敏 中国 

244 Katie Michel アメリカ 
 

282 孫 敬遥 中国 

245 前川 由紀子 日本 
 

283 朴 孝珍 韓国 

246 吉田 直樹 日本 
 

284 関 美穂子 日本 

247 池田 隆太郎 日本 
 

285 幸福  香里 日本 

248 Shimoeno Ryo 日本 
 

286 大迫 つばさ 日本 

249 谷口 美由紀 日本 
 

287 小麥田 茉美 日本 

250 山口 亜由美 日本 
 

288 松岡 亜紀 日本 

251 松迫 俊也 日本 
 

289 宮崎 章子 日本 

252 金澤 伯弘 日本 
 

290 三原 里桜 日本 

253 藍 嵐 中国 
 

291 劉 美含 中国 

254 宮城 美幸 日本 
 

292 Menchie Montecillo フィリピン 

255 谷口 美帆 日本 
 

293 前原 恵理 日本 

256 沖 百恵 日本 
 

294 山下 大輔 日本 

257 中島 光海 日本 
 

295 福井 海世 日本 

258 UEZONO LIE ブラジル 
 

296 八田 陽介 日本 

259 KAGAJO MEGUMI ブラジル 
 

297 山口 洋和 日本 

260 羽生 大仁 日本 
 

298 金 宗訓 韓国 
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299 大久保 昌 日本 
 

336 日高 叶子 日本 

300 松迫 洋憲 日本 
 

337 原園 美穂 日本 

301 川畑 知穂 日本 
 

338 原園 心優 日本 

302 長浜 安妃子 日本 
 

339 岡元 あずみ 日本 

303 Yusof shuaib  Ibrahim マレーシア 
 

340 Ali Ｍutungirehi ウガンダ 

304 楠田 有希子 日本 
 

341 Ｈｕｙ Ｃｕ Ngo ベトナム 

305 土崎 秀平 日本 
 

342 Samreth Kuch Vuthy カンボジア 

306 田中 杏里 日本 
 

343 前田 傭兵 日本 

307 田中 悠希 日本 
 

344 神野 典子 日本 

308 季 財元 韓国 
 

345 生駒 尚子 日本 

309 金 ジナ 韓国 
 

346 蓑田  智恵 日本 

310 Fazli Arsyad Ｂａｋｔｉａｒ インドネシア 
 

347 島 さほ 日本 

311 Faras Ulirrana Ｂａｋｔｉａｒ インドネシア 
 

348 久永 朊靖 日本 

312 Yuriz Ｂａｋｔｉａｒ インドネシア 
 

349 横山 桃花 日本 

313 Nurjannah Ｂａｋｔｉａｒ インドネシア 
 

350 春山 雅司 日本 

314 Kamil  Muhammad インドネシア 
 

351 河口 文伸 日本 

315 山路 周太 日本 
 

352 Tasnoova Shuraya バングラデシュ 

316 有村 和代 日本 
 

353 Iqbal Khan M バングラデシュ 

317 肥後 景子 日本 
 

354 Nawmi Khan  バングラデシュ 

318 藤元 幸子 日本 
 

355 山崎 憲 日本 

319 水谷 成美 日本 
 

356 渡辺 大祐 日本 

320 桑元 眞由美 日本 
 

357 平岡 彩子 日本 

321 小原 せつ子 日本 
 

358 櫻井 夏菜 日本 

322 藤崎 ゆみ子 日本 
 

359 中岡 志織 日本 

323 Purna Ｍａｗａｔｉ インドネシア 
 

360 ユン へジョン 韓国 

324 岡村 由美子 日本 
 

361 Mohammad Mustafizar RAHMAN バングラデシュ 

325 松山 洋子 日本 
 

362 Ishrat AKHTER バングラデシュ 

326 里園 直美 日本 
 

363 TAKIA MUSTAFIZ バングラデシュ 

327 中村 ももえ 日本 
 

364 AKIM MUSTAFIZ バングラデシュ 

328 Tommy Jansen インドネシア 
 

365 榊 将和 日本 

329 Arthur Thambus インドネシア 
 

366 松田 節郎 日本 

330 Ｌｉｄｅｍａｎ  インドネシア 
 

367 高山 栓 日本 

331 トゥティ  インドネシア 
 

368 黄 恵顕 台湾 

331 Saksono Bud インドネシア 
 

369 董 斌 中国 

332 Ｃｈａｍｐｂｅｌ Ｍａｒｉｏｎ ニュージーランド 
 

370 山崎 修輔 日本 

333 Ａｎｕ Ｌｕｓｉａ インドネシア 
 

371 廣佐古 晃 日本 

334 Mokolensan Jefferi インドネシア 
 

372 芳田 真澄 日本 

335 日高 淳子 日本 
 

373 大山 由起子 日本 
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374 恐田 悠理 日本 
 

412 田中 健太 日本 

375 何 雨云 中国 
 

413 立元 則行 日本 

376 曹 巧平 中国 
 

414 田中 直子 日本 

377 林 光云 中国 
 

415 西 剛徳 日本 

378 Duong Hong Quang ベトナム 
 

416 橋口 裕一 日本 

379 張 友花 中国 
 

417 段村 文規 日本 

380 徐 文強 中国 
 

418 梁 艶萍 中国マカオ 

381 王 有利 シンガポール 
 

419 Nathan Bastin オーストラリア 

382 サンジブ ブタトキ ネパール 
 

420 山下 いのり 日本 

383 クリスナ スベディ ネパール 
 

421 小林 明日香 日本 

384 ラダクリスナ ビスタ ネパール 
 

422 日髙 未希 日本 

385 潘 桂云 中国 
 

423 新 正満 日本 

386 バイ ガリ 中国 
 

424 日髙 葵 日本 

387 雷 偉杰 スティーブ 中国 
 

425 久保薗 唯 日本 

388 ニサント コイララ ネパール 
 

426 呉 明亮 中国 

389 陳 文涵 台湾 
 

427 王 北平 中国 

390 高祖 美樹 日本 
 

428 向 群華 中国 

391 細坪 佑惟 日本 
 

429 李 冬 中国 

392 川畑 杏子 日本 
 

430 鄭 玉清 中国 

393 竹井 梨紗 日本 
 

431 清 裕行 日本 

394 大久保 由起子 日本 
 

432 呉 迪 中国 

395 入来田 亜矢 日本 
 

433 福嶋 沙由美 日本 

396 大内田 祥子 日本 
 

434 Ｍｉｌｉｃａ Milenkovic ニュージーランド 

397 酒井 マリ 日本 
 

435 Hien Do ThuThi  ベトナム 

398 吉松 円 日本 
 

436 森園 しずか 日本 

399 丸田 隆弘 日本 
 

437 勝田 真理 日本 

400 村上 瞳 日本 
 

438 増田 淑子 日本 

401 南島 亜寿美 日本 
 

439 Riz Tian インドネシア 

402 出口 祐子 日本 
 

440 早川 由美子 日本 

403 櫻井 弘美 日本 
 

441 Rouzi Sidik 米国 

404 松田 篤子 日本 
 

442 Kutluk Kadeer 中国 

405 林 美代子 日本 
 

443 岡部 里美 日本 

406 田中 洋子 日本 
 

444 坂本 彩夏 日本 

407 安藤 有子 日本 
 

445 中野 真帆 日本 

408 高森 美由紀 日本 
 

446 森 貴士 日本 

409 馬場 加代子 日本 
 

447 花木 かおり 日本 

410 川辺 直子 日本 
 

448 坂元 茜 日本 

411 下野 いずみ 日本 
 

449 吉元 千穂 日本 
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450 松山 あゆみ 日本 

451 前田 隆秀 日本 

452 田中 元気 日本 

453 満塩 佳輝 日本 

454 Carlos Shiotuke ブラジル 

455 耿 瑞 中国 

456 蘇 頴 中国 

457 山下 智恵 日本 

458 白澤 愛里 日本 

459 岩屋 依莉 日本 

460 南須原 正純 日本 

461 越智 信一郎 日本 

462 ERICA NAKASHIMA フィリピン 

463 伊地知 周作 中国 

464 許 守智 韓国 

  

 


